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ABSTRACT
The United States of America and Canada are culturally and economically similar, but the
use of public transportation per capita is more than twice as high in Canada. This thesis
examines national differences in transit use between the two countries and presents a
detailed comparison of Boston and Toronto to better understand the reasons behind this
large difference.
Factors exogenous to transit policy explain much of the gap in transit use. Lower
per capita income in Canada explains some of the difference. But the density of residential
development and the location of employment are more important. Fewer than one-third of
new postwar American housing units were in multiple dwellings compared to almost one-
half in Canada. Even though Boston is an older city, the density of the central portion of
the metropolitan area is about one-third higher in Toronto. Equally important to the
success of transit, employment is much more concentrated in the central area of Toronto.
Policy differences between the two countries have heightened the gap in transit
performance. The Canadian transit industry offers about twice as much transit service.
American transit service is more thinly spread and therefore less frequent, judging from
Boston-Toronto differences. Although the level of public transit subsidies is similar in both
countries, the Canadian subsidy pays for more transit service because unit costs are lower.
Transit demand models estimated in this thesis suggest that the underlying
transportation behavior is the same in both places. Differences in transit supply and income
explain almost all of the gap in transit use. A mode choice model including only transit and
auto level of service variables is found to be transferable. These findings confirm that it is
differences in independent variables, not behavior, which explain the higher use of transit
in Canada.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Two Similar Countries, A Big Difference in Public Transit Use
The United States of America and Canada have close cultural and economic ties. Both are
industrialized democracies with abundant land and both enjoy a high level of economic
development and motorization. Yet the use of public transportation per capita is more than twice
as high in Canada, as documented in this thesis. An explanation of this gap in transit use can
provide insights into the factors that are important in expanding, or at least maintaining, public
transit use in the face of unfavorable changes in transit's operating environment.
There are two principal reasons why the fate of transit is an area for public policy concern.
First, high public transit use can help to reduce the congestion and air pollution that would
otherwise occur if all transit riders became automobile commuters, particularly in dense urban
areas. Second, public transit has consumed a large amount of public subsidy in recent decades.
Stabilizing or reducing transit subsidies is itself an important policy goal. The comparison
between the U.S. and Canadian transit industries sheds light on the prospects for increasing transit
use without increasing transit subsidies.
1.2 Explaining the Gap: Five Hypotheses
Although the large difference in transit use in the U.S. and Canada is not widely
appreciated, its existence has not gone completely unnoticed in the transportation and city
planning literature. The various explanations for the U.S.-Canada difference proposed in the
literature can be grouped into five hypotheses. These proposed explanations are by no means
mutually exclusive.
Cultural Differences This hypothesis proposes that Canadians are more likely to take
public transit because they are culturally different from Americans.' One version is that there are
more recent European immigrants in Canada so Canadians must be more European, and
By "Americans" I mean to refer to citizens of the United States of America. I use the term "North Americans" to
refer to Canadians and Americans collectively (not including Mexicans, despite what geography would suggest).
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Europeans like public transit. Cervero describes this as "a stronger European heritage and
accordingly transit tradition" (Cervero 1986, 296). Another version is that Canadians are more
publicly-oriented and therefore produce better public services and make more use of them. This
difference in the role of the public sector is part of the political ideologies of the two countries
(Goldberg and Mercer 1986).
Urban Development Differences At least in the postwar period, U.S. and Canadian cities
have developed in different ways. Differences in national policies, demographics, and culture have
all contributed to higher urban population densities in Canada (Goldberg and Mercer 1986). The
hypothesis is that more favorable urban land use patterns are the major ingredient in explaining
transit's relative success in Canada.
Better Land Use and Transportation Planning This hypothesis argues that Canadians
have done a better job at planning for public transportation and land uses. Planners in Toronto,
Vancouver, and Ottawa have deliberately tried to encourage higher density land uses adjacent to
transit lines (Cervero 1986). Toronto in particular has been held up as a paradigm of well-
coordinated land-use and transportation planning (Kenworthy 1991; Kenworthy and Newman
1994). Public transit service planners in Canada may also do a better job at deploying transit
service than their U.S. counterparts.
Economic Development This hypothesis states that economic development over time
leads to growth in personal disposable income which inevitably leads to the dominance of the
automobile in urban passenger transportation. Automobile ownership became widespread earlier
in the U.S. than in Europe and other countries, but the rest of the world appears to be catching up
rapidly. Differences between U.S. and Canadian transportation behavior should be disappearing
as other countries catch up to U.S. levels of income and later automobile ownership. With
sufficient time, even urban patterns throughout the world may follow the U.S. model of scattered
low-density residential and commercial development.
The US.A. as a Global Outlier This hypothesis argues that the U.S. is more of an outlier
than a trend setter with respect to urban transportation behavior. Per capita auto use in the U.S. is
still about twice what it is in Europe, even though the per capita GDP of many European
countries matches or exceeds the U.S. figure (Pucher 1995). The U.S. is also an outlier in terms
1-16
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of automobile-related prices: because of low levels of taxation, U.S. consumers enjoy some of the
lowest prices in the world for automobiles and automotive fuels (Pucher 1988; Pucher 1995;
Nivola and Crandall 1995). The U.S. also has more roads per capita than other developed
countries (Pucher 1995). There are historical and institutional reasons why the U.S. has much
lower gasoline taxes than other countries (Nivola and Crandall 1995). The difference in urban
development patterns may also be due to institutional differences. U.S. local governments have
more control over land development than is found in other developed countries (Nivola and
Crandall 1995).
The "better planning" hypothesis gives credit to factors internal to the transit industry with
at least a part of the relative success of Canadian public transit. All of the other hypotheses point
to exogenous factors as the major source of the difference. How important are the exogenous
factors, and which of them are the most important? This question is one of two principal themes
of this investigation. Relevant exogenous factors include income, automobile ownership, road
supply, and gasoline prices. Urban settlement patterns, particularly population density and
employment concentration, are also an important exogenous determinant of transit use.
The other principal theme is the degree to which better transit policy explains the
difference in transit use. In the postwar period the transit industry in both countries was
transformed from a regulated private industry to an almost entirely publicly-owned sector. Public
subsidies account for more than one-half of the cost of U.S. and Canadian transit service. As a
result, transit policy and operating decisions are intrinsically linked to political considerations.
What is the role of public subsidies in maintaining or increasing transit use? The level of transit
subsidization, I will demonstrate, is roughly the same in the two countries. What differences are
there in the use of transit subsidies? Can these differences explain the observed difference in
transit ridership?
2 These may not be completely exogenous, since under some circumstances. transit supply can affect household and
job locations.
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1.3 Outline of the Thesis
To answer these questions, in Part 1 of this thesis I consider aggregate national differences
in transit use, transit policy, and exogenous factors. These data are useful in understanding trends
in the industry as a whole, in identifying national differences in exogenous factors, and
understanding how total national transit subsidies have been used. The second part of the thesis is
a case study comparing Boston and Toronto. Although two specific cities cannot completely
represent the typical metropolitan area, a case study at the urban-area level adds considerable
depth to the analysis. I compare patterns of population density and employment and their
association with trip-making. I also compare transit planning and investment decisions by the large
transit providers in the two regions. Finally, I use trip data to estimate and compare disaggregate
models of mode choice.
1.3.1 Part 1: Aggregate National Comparisons
Chapter 2 presents Canadian and America trends since 1950 in national income, urban
development, automobile ownership and use, gasoline prices, the status of central cities, and
public transit ridership, service, fares, and subsidies. To isolate which factors are most important
in explaining the observed gap in transit use, the national time series data are used in Chapter 3 to
estimate transit demand models. In order to include land-use variables, the chapter also includes a
cross-sectional transit demand model using metropolitan areas as the unit of analysis. Chapter 4
examines the uses of transit subsidies on an aggregate national basis during the 1970s when
subsidies increased rapidly and then during 1980s and 1990s when they stabilized. The sources of
transit subsidies are discussed because they can influence transit policy and investment decisions.
The calculated elasticities from Chapter 3 are used in an accounting model which apportions the
rise in transit deficits into the components due to policy changes, unit cost increases, and
exogenous factors.
1.3.2 Part 2: Case Study of Boston and Toronto
The second part of this thesis consists of a case study comparing travel behavior in Boston
and Toronto. This comparison of two urban areas provides greater detail about transit policy and
1-18
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the role of residence location in influencing trip-making decisions and automobile ownership. The
two cities chosen are similar in size and both have extensive, multimodal public transit systems.
Chapter 5 describes the differences in exogenous factors between the two cities, particularly with
regard to urban form and automobile costs. Institutional differences affecting settlement patterns
are discussed.
Chapter 6 compares the size of the transit systems in Boston and Toronto and the role and
use of the several transit modes using data from the transit operating agencies. There is a
discussion of differences in subsidies and unit costs. Service, fare, and income elasticities for the
two cities' transit systems are calculated using time series data. The analyses in Part 1 were only
imperfectly able to control for differences in transit and automobile costs. Chapter 7 presents a
disaggregate mode choice model which controls for these differences. Parallel models are
developed using trip data from each city. The coefficients are compared and the models are
cross-estimated.
The findings from Parts I and 2 are summarized in Chapter 8. I return to the five
hypotheses presented in this introduction and consider which is favored by the weight of evidence
presented in the thesis.
1-19
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2. National Postwar Trends
2.1 Introduction
How do trends in public transit use compare in the U.S. and Canada? This chapter
addresses this question by comparing national aggregate public transit statistics in the postwar
period. I examined trends in transit service, fares, and subsidies to see if there are obvious
differences in the policy variables which affect transit use. The chapter also compares trends in
automobile ownership and use and in some of the factors which affect auto use such as motor
vehicle taxes, road supply, and gasoline prices. The comparison begins with a discussion of the
level of economic development in the two countries.
2.2 Economic Development
The level of economic development is a crucial determinant of transportation behavior. I
use per capita gross domestic product (GDP) as a measure of economic development or average
income. Income is related to transport behavior in that the desire for transportation services
increases with income. Higher income enables more widespread automobile ownership, which
then has a strong effect on travel. Because of competition with the generally faster automobile
mode, public transit often acts like an inferior good (one whose demand decreases with increasing
income).
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Figure 2-1 Gross Domestic Product Per Capita
Figure 2-1 shows U.S. and Canadian GDP per capita for 1950-1994 (Council of
Economic Advisors 1995; Statistics Canada 1995). (Data tables for all time series variables shown
in graph form in this chapter and the next are included in Appendix A.) Each series was converted
into constant dollars, and then the Canadian dollars were converted to U.S. dollars using the
Purchasing Power Index (PPI) for 1985, as calculated by the United Nations (1994). Canadian per
capita GDP has been proportionally lower for the period examined. As both GDPs increase over
time, the percent difference between the two decreases, even as the lines on the graph move in
parallel. U.S. per capita GDP was as much as 38% higher in some years in the 1950s. The gap
closed to 15% or less by the 1980s. The recession of the early 1990s was longer and deeper in
Canada. The economy rebounded in the U.S. even as it continued to decline in Canada, widening
the gap in per capita GDP to 21% in 1994.
2.3 Fiscal and Social Disparities Between Central Cities and Suburbs
Most U.S. cities have experienced increasing division between the central area and
suburban jurisdictions in the postwar period. Although there are differences between central areas
and suburbs in Canadian cities, they are generally not of the same magnitude as in the U.S. These
disparities can be measured in terms of income, immigration, and ethnicity.
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Goldberg and Mercer (1986) report that although both U.S. and Canadian central cities
has a lower median income in 1970 than the surrounding metropolitan area, the gap is larger in
the U.S. By 1990 this gap had widened in all of the eight largest Canadian cities except Toronto
(Bourne and Olvet 1995). Only in two of these cities (Montreal and Vancouver) had central city
income fallen below 80% of the metropolitan average. Several U.S. cities were already at this
level in 1970.
Although non-whites make up a much larger share of the population in the U.S. compared
to Canada, they are also more heavily concentrated in central cities. In 1990, the population of
U.S. metropolitan areas was 86.3% non-white, non-Hispanic, but the central city population on
average was only 66.5% non-white, non-Hispanic (calculated from the U.S. 1990 Census of
Population). Canada, on the other hand, has a larger share of immigrants. In 1970, about 15% of
the Canadian metropolitan population consisted of immigrants compared to only 3% in the U.S
(Mercer and Goldberg). By 1990, nearly 10% of the U.S. MSA population consisted of
immigrants, and they were disproportionately concentrated in central cities (12% of the central
city population compared to 8% of the remainder of the MSA). Canadian immigrants are also
disproportionately located in central cities.
These differences in central city populations have important political and institutional
effects. First, Canadian central cities did not experience the abandonment of housing and large
population decline experienced in many U.S. central cities. Second, Canadian urban jurisdictions
are less divided between central city and suburb, either because municipalities are larger or
because there is some kind of metropolitan government. Third, Canada's affluent city dwellers
(by U. S. standards) had the political clout to insure that metropolitan transportation policy did not
have an anti-urban bias. In developing urban transportation priorities, Perl and Pucher write,
"Canada's urban gentry constituted a political constituency against inner city expressways and for
high quality public transit that was largely absent in the US" (Perl and Pucher 1995).
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2.4 Factors Affecting Automobile Use
2.4.1 Gasoline Prices
Figure 2-2 shows the pump price of gasoline in the U.S. and Canada in constant 1991 U.S.
dollars per gallon.' Prior to 1979 (insofar as I have data), consumer gasoline prices were virtually
the same in both countries. Prices in both countries rose in real terms following the OPEC oil
embargo of 1973-74, but then stabilized. The second energy crisis following the Iranian
Revolution (1979-80) produced a much larger price rise in real terms than the first one. Prices
rose beginning in 1979 in the US, but did not rise until 1981 in Canada because of price controls.
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Figure 2-2 Retail Price of Gasoline
As the supply of oil on the world market increased, the U.S. pump price fell dramatically
from 1982 to 1986. In Canada, on the other hand, both Federal and Provincial governments
steadily increased gasoline taxes during this period. These governments were essentially taking
advantage of the decline in oil prices to raise taxes when consumers would notice least. In the
' The U.S. fuel price data are from Platt's, Bureau of Labor Statistics, various years, adjusted by the U.S. CPI,
reported in Council of Economic Advisors 1995. The Canadian fuel price data are from Clement-Cousineau 1995.
adjusted by the Canadian CPI, reported in Statistics Canada 1995. Canadian dollars were converted to U.S. dollars
using the PPI of 1.22.
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U.S., taxes were increased during this period, most notably in 1990, but not by nearly enough to
make up for the decline in market prices. Nivola and Crandall argue that the parliamentary form of
government used by Canadian federal and provincial governments makes it much easier to enact
increases in broad-based taxes, something that has proven exceedingly difficult in the U. S. (Nivola
and Crandall 1995). These different policy responses to declining gasoline prices created for the
first time a substantial difference in consumer prices for gasoline in the U.S. and Canada. From
1986 to 1992, Canadian gasoline prices were about one-third higher than U.S. prices. This
amounts to a gap of about 50 cents a gallon (1991 U.S. dollars).
2.4.2 Motor Vehicle Taxes
Taxes on new vehicles are greater on average in Canada. Prior to 1991, automobiles in
Canada were subject to a 12.5% tax on manufactured goods. In 1991, the Federal Government
replaced that tax with a broader one, the Goods and Services Tax (GST) of 7% (Perl and Pucher
1995). However, Canadian auto sales are also subject to provincial sales taxes. With these two
taxes combined, the basic sales tax can be twice as high as the 5% rate common in most states of
the US. The U.S. also has a Gas Guzzler Tax, imposed in 1978 and doubled in 1990, on new
automobiles that have a fuel efficiency rating of less than 22.5 miles per gallon (mpg). The
amount of the tax varies with a vehicle's fuel economy rating, and ranges from $1,000 to $7,000.
Light duty trucks are exempt from this tax. The Province of Ontario has a similar program, which
in addition to taxes also provides rebates for the most fuel efficient vehicles.
2.4.3 Motor Vehicle Ownership and Usage
The Canadian trend in automobile ownership, shown in Figure 2-3, parallels the U.S. trend
but at a lower level, much like the relative trends in per capita income. Note that automobiles in
use are taken as 90% of automobiles reported registered throughout the year to account for the
overcounting of vehicles due to multiple registrations There were almost 40% more cars per
capita in the USA than in Canada in 1950. This gap narrowed consistently up to the mid-1970s,
This ratio was picked by comparing official registration data to estimates of the average daily in-use automobile
stock, such as those produced by R. L. Polk. Registrations tend to double-count vehicles which are moved from one
state (or province) to another during the course of the calendar year.
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but hardly changed subsequently. In 1990, it was 18%, essentially the same as the 20% difference
in 1975. The U.S. seemed to be reaching a saturation of car ownership by the late 1980s, with the
number of vehicles per licensed driver finally reaching 1.0 in 1986, and remaining essentially
unchanged to the present.5 The Canadian rate also showed little increase during this period even
though it remained much lower--about the same place the U.S. was 15 years earlier, and
presumably below saturation.
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Figure 2-3 Automobile and Light Truck Fleet per Capita
Per capita automobile vehicle miles traveled is shown in Figure 2-4. On average,
Canadians drive about 15 to 20% less than Americans. The major reason that auto use per person
is lower in Canada is that auto ownership is lower. More driving per vehicle is what one expects
with fewer vehicles. The average number of miles traveled per vehicle is slightly higher in Canada
than the USA, but not nearly enough higher to make up for the gap in auto ownership.6 In the late
Again, the number of vehicles used in this calculation was reduced by 10% to account for overcounting. The
number of vehicles per person 16 and over was substantially less than 1.0 (around 0.87) in the US. This might
suggest that there is some room for car ownership to grow, except that this ratio, too, has barely increased in recent
years and may have hit a maximum, given that there will always be a portion of the adult population unable to
drive. The count of licensed drivers and population 16 and over comes from ffighwav Statistics (FHWA, various
years).
6VMT per vehicle is based on an estimate of the number of vehicles in use, which is taken as 90% of the vehicles
reported registered by states and provinces.
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1980s and early 1990s, the gap in vehicle use per capita widened. From 1988 to 1992, VMT per
person remained unchanged in Canada, but grew 6.5% in the US.
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Figure 2-4 Automobile Vehicle Miles Traveled per Capita
2.4.4 Road Supply and Road User Fees
There is virtually no difference between the two countries with regard to miles of major
highways. Canada had 218 miles of major highways per million population in 1990, while the
U.S. had 223 (BTS 1994)'. However, many observers have noted that there are fewer urban
expressways in Canada (Goldberg and Mercer 1986; Pucher 1994). Although not significant in
the national figures, this difference may be important for explaining levels of public transport use
in urban areas.
A better measure would be lane-miles of expressway, separated by fully controlled access and partially controlled
access. This figure, if it were available, might show more of a difference.
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Road user fees (primarily gasoline taxes) in the U.S. do not cover current, direct roadway
expenditures. In Canada, however, road users are net contributors to government revenues.
Road user fees collected per capita were 80% higher in Canada while total road spending was
about 10% lower (Table 2-1). Thus most of the difference between the two countries is who pays
Table 2-1 Road user fees and highway spending, U.S. and Canada, 1990
(1990 U.S. dollars).
Road user fees Highway spending Share which
per capita per capita is user-financed
Canada $381 $220 173%
U.S. $212 $244 87%
% difference +80% -10%
Source: BTS 1994.
for highway expenditures, not the level of spending.
2.5 Public Transit Use and Supply
2.5.1 Transit Trips per Capita
Annual U.S. transit data for 1950 to 1994 were compiled from the yearbooks of the
American Public Transit Association (APTA). However, the data series is not continuous.
Beginning in 1979, commuter rail was added to the totals. In 1984, demand response service and
many smaller bus operations were added. I have tried to construct a continuous series by
subtracting commuter rail and demand response figures from each of the variables. However I
was unable to adjust for the increased number of transit agencies reporting data beginning in
1984.' I therefore include a dummy variable for 1984-94 to account for this difference in
reporting.
Apparently APTA has adjusted estimates from before 1984 to include the small operators later added to the
statistics.
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The Canadian transit statistics are from the Canadian Urban Transit Association (CUTA)
and are available annually beginning only in 1960. CUTA's records provide consistent data for
linked trips.
Transit trips can be measured either as the number of "ons" (boardings or unlinked trips),
or the number of journeys regardless of the number of vehicles (linked trips). Linked trips is the
better measure because it is unaffected by varying transfer rates among different transit systems
(Kain 1995). Since 1981, only boardings data have been available for the U.S. transit industry. I
calculated the ratio of linked to unlinked trips for years in which both measures were available and
used the average ratio (0.8) to estimate linked trips where only unlinked were available. To
compare the two countries, I normalize the series by dividing by total population.9
9 Another approach would be to divide by service area or urban population. Using total population avoids the
problem of inconsistent definitions of metropolitan areas.
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Per capita transit use has been consistently higher in Canada than the U.S. (Figure 2-5). In
1950, transit use in both Canada and the U.S. was still coming down from wartime peak levels,
and declined very rapidly throughout the 1950s. The decline in transit use during the decade of
the 1960s was considerably less in Canada than in the USA. Thanks to rapid increases in public
subsidies, per capita transit use stabilized by the 1970s in both countries. The gap between U.S.
and Canadian transit levels had widened by this point. Since the 1970s, per capita transit use has
been consistently about twice as high in Canada (85 to 103 percent higher).
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Figure 2-5 Public Transit Trips per Capita
The small rise in U.S. per capita transit trips in 1984 is the result of changes in the
definition of the universe of transit service, and does not indicate a real increase in ridership.
Starting in 1984, transit trips include demand response providers and many small bus systems that
had not previously been included in the data. If the U.S. data were adjusted for this change in the
reporting method, it is likely that the resulting consistent data series would show a decline in per
capita trips over the 1980s. By comparison, the Nationwide Personal Transportation Survey
(NPTS) showed a decline in total transit trips from 2.4 percent of all trips in 1977 to 2.2 percent
in 1983 and 2.0 percent in 1990 (Pisarski 1992).
Canadian transit use has declined since the peak levels of 1986-88, by 1993 declining to a
level not seen since 1974. The decline was in part the result of the severe recession of 1989-92. It
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was also associated with reduced service and higher fares resulting from cuts in transit subsidies
(Perl and Pucher 1995; Mars 1995).
2.5.2 Transit Service
A first-level explanation for the difference in transit usage is a difference in the amount of
transit service provided. Transit service is reported as vehicle-miles of service. A better measure
is revenue-vehicle miles, i.e., leaving out the distance in which vehicles were not in revenue
service ("deadheading"). However, only total vehicle-miles of service is available for the
complete period. It is expected that the gap between the two measures is not large. Note that the
use of vehicle miles as a measure of service does not take into account capacity (which could be
measured as seat-miles, or place-miles). A bus with a capacity of 50 people counts the same as a
rail car with a capacity of 200. However, frequency of service is more important than vehicle size
in all but the highest demand corridors. Thus the difference in vehicle capacity may not make
much difference in perceived service levels except in the highest-demand corridors.
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Figure 2-6 Public Transit Vehicle Miles of Service
As shown in Figure 2-6, transit service per capita was lower in Canada than the U.S. from
1950 to 1965, but has been higher since then. Service declined steeply in both countries in the
1950s, at only a slightly slower rate than transit use. However, Canadian transit service began to
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increase in 1966-67. 4 In the U.S., transit service continued to decline until 1973. Canadian
transit service increased dramatically from 1974 to 1981, rising from 12 to 18 vehicle miles per
capita. The increase in the U.S. was much more modest and occurred almost entirely in 1973-75
and 1986-87 (increases in 1980 and 1984 are due to changes in the data definitions)."
2.5.3 Transit Fares
Besides transit service, transit fare is the other major transit policy variable that affects
transit ridership. Average fare is calculated here as annual passenger revenues divided by annual
passenger trips. Figure 2-7 shows the average fare for the U.S. and Canada adjusted to constant
1994 U.S. dollars. Fares in both countries show the same basic pattern: increasing in the 1950s
and 1960s as transit operators struggled to cover rising deficits in the face of declining ridership;
decreasing in the 1970s as government operating assistance became widely available; and
increasing in the 1980s as per capita subsidies stopped increasing. However, Canadian fares per
linked trip were considerably lower at the beginning of this period. Because of the drop in real
U.S. fares in the 1970s, since 1980 average fares have been virtually identical in both countries.
Lower fares may be one reason why Canadian transit ridership in the past was higher than in the
U.S., but in the current period this is no longer the case.
It is possible that some of this (and other) increases represents a greater reporting of previously existing service.
since both the Canadian and American transit associations report statistics only for their members.
" Vehicle miles of service for demand responsive transit and commuter rail were subtracted from total transit
vehicle miles to produce the service data for this analysis.
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Figure 2-7 Public Transit Revenue per Linked Trip
2.5.4 The Intensity of Transit Use
The ratio of passenger trips to vehicle miles of service is an indication of the intensity with
which transit is used. This measure is graphed in Figure 2-8. In Canada, intensity of use rose in
the early 1950s as transit companies pruned the least-used service. From 1955 to 1980, however,
there was a continuous, rapid decline in this measure. Rising income and car ownership are one
explanation for this trend. In addition, the new service added during the large expansion of the
1970s seems to have been less heavily used. For most of the 1980s, the intensity of transit use
held about constant in Canada. Service per capita was no longer increasing during this period, but
the propensity to take transit seems to have held constant, perhaps because the effect of increasing
income was partially mitigated by increasing gasoline prices. After 1989, both transit service and
ridership declined, the latter at a faster rate-meaning that the intensity of use declined. This
recent development suggests that transit use may be beginning a significant declining trend.
Contrary to the earlier period when intensity was declining in part because service was increasing,
in the current period service is decreasing.
After decreasing sharply in the early 1950s, the intensity of U.S. transit use declined
gradually from 1955 to 1979. Although the decline was much more gradual in the U.S., the
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intensity of transit use was so much higher in Canada in 1955 that the figure for both countries did
not become equal until around 1980. The high gasoline prices of 1979 to 1982 seem to be the
explanation for the uptick in transit intensity of use in both countries during that period. Since
then, transit use intensity had declined more rapidly in the U.S., perhaps because of the more rapid
decline in gasoline prices and the greater increase in average income.
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Figure 2-8 Linked Trips per Vehicle Mile of Transit Service
For almost the entire postwar period, the intensity of transit use was higher in Canada.
This finding means that exogenous factors besides the amount of service provided are important
in explaining the difference in transit use. However, the gap in intensity of use narrowed
considerably during this period. In recent decades, the difference in service explains a lot more of
the gap than the difference in intensity.
2.5.5 Transit Operating Subsidies
Increasing the amount of transit service while decreasing fares was enabled by the
introduction and proliferation of first capital and later operating subsidies for transit service in
both countries. The American transit industry as a whole covered its operating expenses from
fares until the early 1960s. Starting in 1965, operating subsidies began to rise rapidly. The
Canadian industry as a whole covered its operating expenses until 1970, after which date subsidies
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increased so rapidly that they reached the U.S. per capita level by 1975 and exceeded them by
1977 (see Figure 2-9). The graph shows operating deficits for both countries and operating
subsidies for the U.S., which were greater than the industry deficit in recent years according to the
National Transit Database. This difference seems to be real and not just an accounting error.
Arguably the amount of subsidy is the correct figure to use. I have no indication that annual
Canadian transit subsidies are in aggregate larger than the industry deficit.
Canadian transit enjoyed a higher per capita subsidy than the U.S. transit industry from
1977 to 1984, but has had a lower per capita subsidy ever since. Overall, the pattern of operating
subsidies is very similar in both countries: rapid increases in the 1970s followed by stabilization in
the 1980s. To compare the amount of effort that each country expends in subsidizing transit it
may be more appropriate to compare total subsidies as a share of GDP rather than on a per capita
basis. Figure 2-10 shows transit subsidies as a share of GDP. Since Canada has a lower GDP per
capita, this new measure shows that Canada made a larger effort in subsidizing transit starting in
the mid-1970s. During the mid-1980s the two countries were expending about the same share of
GDP on transit. In the late 1980s a gap opened up again as real Canadian GDP per capita
declined but transit subsidies did not. However the difference is not large, especially if one looks
at total U.S. transit subsidies (which have exceeded operating deficits in recent years).
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Figure 2-9 Public Transit Operating Deficit per Capita
The difference in subsidy does not appear to be a major factor in explaining the difference
in transit use. The Canadian and American transit industries are subsidized by their governments
at about the same rate per capita, although the Canadian industry is somewhat more subsidized
per dollar of GDP. The uses of transit subsidies, rather than the total level, seems to be the
important difference between the U.S. and Canada. This issue is examined in Chapter 4.
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Figure 2-10 Transit Operating Deficit as a Share of GDP
2.6 Urban Development
Urban density can be critical to the success of public transit operations, since a minimum
number of people within a compact service area is necessary to create the demand for service
which is frequent enough to be an attractive option. In addition, higher densities (and greater
mixing of uses) are necessary to create an environment in which people can walk for
transportation. Concentration of employment in central areas may be even more important to the
success of transit.
The USA has ten times the population of Canada in a smaller land area, but Canada's
urban population lives at higher population densities (Goldberg and Mercer 1986). Although it is
the most readily available density measure, gross population density gives only a rough idea of
differences in the built environment. What one really wants to know is the density of housing
developments, net of industrial areas, open space, and other non-residential units. Although data
on net population density are difficult to find, one useful proxy is the share of houses which are
single-family detached. The share of all housing starts which were in single-family detached units
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is shown in Figure 2-11. In every year for which data are available, starting with 1956, the share
of single-family units was greater in the US.12 In the U.S., more than two-thirds (69%) of the
housing units started in the last 40 years (1955-1994) were single-family detached, whereas only
just over half (53%) were in Canada (author's calculations from data in CMIHC, various years,
and U.S. Bureau of the Census, various years).
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Figure 2-11 Single-Family Detached Housing Units as a Share of Housing Starts
What explains this substantial difference in urban development patterns? Lower
household income in Canada may account for some of it, particularly in the earlier years of the
period. If income were a major factor, however, one would expect the graph to show an
increasing share of single-family detached housing over time as average household income
increased, whereas the Canadian trend shows a decreasing share of single family detached units
from 1950 to 1970 and thereafter a mostly flat trend with cyclical fluctuations. Another
explanation of the difference is the lack of a tax deduction for mortgage interest expenditures in
Canada, meaning that home ownership is relatively more expensive. In the U.S., the tax treatment
of owner-occupied housing reduces the effective price of housing, leading to greater housing
consumption than what would otherwise occur. Single-family detached houses, which consume
"2 The only exception was 1983-84, when the U.S. rate was at a low point of 62 to 63%, just equaling the Canadian
rate for those years.
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more land area than other housing types, are more affordable in the USA, and people buy more of
them. 13
The difference in net urban density may actually be greater than that implied by the
housing starts data. The difference in the tax treatment of housing expenses means that Canadian
single-family detached houses probably sit on smaller lots on average compared to U.S. houses.
There are also institutional explanations for the observed difference in urban density. In
the U.S., land-use planning is conducted at a very local level. The most salient goals of land use
planning therefore tend to be keeping out low-income people and encouraging only those
industrial and commercial uses with high local fiscal returns (Cullingworth 1993; Downs 1994).
These goals tend towards reducing the density of new development and encouraging dispersion of
employment.
In Canada, regional or metropolitan government is much stronger in almost all large
urbanized areas compared to U.S. cities. There are correspondingly more opportunities to use
land-use planning as a tool for regional policies such as encouraging high-density uses along
transit corridors (Vanderwagen 1991). The case of the development of concentrations of
commercial and residential uses along Toronto's subway lines is well-known, and seems indicative
of the greater use in Canada of land-use planning to serve metropolitan policy (Frisken 1991).
Canadian municipalities are larger and less parochial in their zoning regulations and permit more
multifamily housing than is typically allowed in U.S. metropolitan areas (see the comparison of
Boston and Toronto area local governance in Chapter 5).
2.7 Conclusions
Canadian transit use in the postwar period has been consistently higher than in the US.
The external factors affecting transit use have historically been more favorable in Canada. These
factors include lower income and lower car ownership and higher urban population densities. In
recent years the income and automobile ownership gap has narrowed but it is still significant.
13 One intention of the favorable tax treatment of owner occupied housing is to encourage home ownership. Yet
according to Mercer and Goldberg 1986, the homeownership rates in the U.S. and Canada have been historically
equivalent. Apparently the effect of the American policy has been to stimulate ownership of detached houses
instead of townhouses and apartments. rather than to stimulate owning over renting.
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Since 1983, higher gasoline prices in Canada have become a new exogenous factor supporting
higher transit use.
Per capita motor vehicle travel remains almost 20% lower in Canada than in the US.
Although Canadian auto use has for many years increased at the same rate as in the U.S., the gap
in use has recently widened. Auto ownership has leveled off in both countries, but at a lower level
in Canada. Auto ownership in Canada may begin to increase again as the country moves out of
the deep and long-lasting recession of the early 1990s. The higher levels of gasoline taxation in
Canada since the 1980s seem to have helped to control growth in automobile distance traveled
and perhaps even in slowing the growth in car ownership.
Perhaps even more significant than the difference in exogenous factors is the extremely
rapid increase in transit service in Canada in the 1970s, which led to a less rapid but still
significant increase in transit use. Both countries rapidly increased public expenditures on transit
during this period, but in the US, transit service only increased modestly. American transit use
per capita stopped its steep decline, but the change in policy was not able to generate increases in
per capita transit use. In both countries transit use per capita remains at about the same level it
reached in 1970, but that level is twice as high in Canada.
In the 1950s transit was much more intensively used in Canada than in the U.S., as
measured by the number of trips per unit of service provided. In those times Canada had much
lower income, automobile ownership and transit fares than the U.S. Today income, auto
ownership, and transit fares are almost the same, and so is the intensity of transit use. The
overwhelming difference in transit policy is the 40% greater amount of service per capita provided
in Canada.
This finding suggests that if transit use is to increase in the United States, more transit
service is a necessary condition. Would transit use in the U.S. rise to the Canadian level if U.S.
transit service increased proportionately? The elasticity of transit use with respect to service
improvements may be different in the U.S. due to differences in the external conditions which
affect transit or due to the way in which transit is deployed. The service elasticity of transit use is
calculated for each country in Chapter 3.
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Increasing transit service would clearly require greater subsidy. But higher transit
subsidies do not always lead to more extensive or lower-priced services. Higher spending can be
absorbed by wage increases or expensive capital projects that only offer relatively minor service
improvements. This problem is analyzed in Chapter 4.
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3. PUBLIc TRANSIT DEMAND MODELS
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter I develop and estimate econometric models of transit demand using U.S.
and Canadian data. The primary goal is to determine whether different behavior or different
opportunities explain the differences in transit use documented in Chapter 2. If behavior is very
different, estimated coefficients of the independent variables which explain transit use will be
significantly different. If, on the other hand, opportunities are different, the coefficients will be
similar but the independent variable means will be different. The relative importance of the
coefficients and the independent variables can be estimated by calculating predicted transit
ridership using the model estimated in the sample from the other country. The impact of each
independent variable (service supplied, fare, and income) on transit ridership is estimated.
In Chapter 2, I noted that a first-level explanation of the higher levels of transit use in
Canada is the larger amount of transit service provided. If the elasticity of transit demand with
respect to service provided is much lower in the U.S. than in Canada, then increasing U.S. transit
service to Canadian levels may not increase transit use to the Canadian rate. If service elasticity is
similar in both countries, then changes in the amount of service provided should have a similar
effect on ridership.14 Similarly, the other variables which affect transit use may have different
effects in the two countries. Differences in estimated elasticities may be the result of different
consumer responses to transit supply, but they also may reflect differences in the quality of the
service provided by the transit agency.
To compare elasticities it is necessary to use model specifications that are as similar as
possible, since model specification can have a large impact on the results. The approach in this
chapter is to calculate identically-specified transit demand models for the two countries. I
estimate two types of models: a national aggregate time-series models and an urban area cross-
section model. The former permits identification of the lag structure of adjustment over time. The
" Differences in coefficient estimates could also be the result of different effectiveness of transit service
deployment.
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latter is useful to examine the effect of city-specific characteristics such as population density and
location of employment.
3.2 Theory of Transit Demand
The demand for transit is much the same as the demand for any other consumer good.
Transit demand is a function of the size of the transit market, income, transit price, the price of
substitute goods, and personal tastes and preferences. I discuss the measurement issues
surrounding each of these variables in the following paragraphs. The choice of variables depends
in part on whether one is examining time series (TS) or cross-sectional (CS) data.
3.2.1 Size of the Transit Market
Since many transit trips are work trips, one might want to consider using the number of
employed persons rather than total population as an indicator of the size of the transit market.
For the time series model I tried using both transit use per capita and transit use per employed
person with similar results. For the cross-section model, I used total transit ridership as the
dependent variable and included both population and employment as independent variables. The
amount of employment within the Central Business District (CBD) may be of more importance to
transit than total employment (Frankena 1978; Hendrickson 1986). I tried to account for this by
using measures of central area employment in the cross section model, but was not able to find a
suitable measure of CBD employment.
3.2.2 Income
In theory there are several effects of income on transit use. Income makes auto ownership
feasible. The value of travel time increases with income and as a result the time cost of travel
increases, reducing the demand for slower modes. Since transit is typically the slower mode,
transit use will decline with increasing income. In the short run, however, increasing income is
associated with higher employment which may tend to increase transit use. These two
contradictory effects of income on transit use can be thought of as a secular effect (long-run
decline in transit use as society gets wealthier) and a cyclical effect (higher transit use in the short-
run when employment increases). I use a three-year moving average of income (prior to the
current year) to represent the secular effect, corresponding to the economic concept of permanent
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income. The deviation between the current year income and the average of the previous three is
used to represent the cyclical effect.
In the long run, changes in income affect the location of households and employment,
which can in turn have a profound effect on transportation choices. One needs to be aware of
these long run effects in the time series model. The income variable by itself may be sufficient to
account for them, or some other measure accounting for changes in settlement patterns and
automobile ownership may be needed. Testing for the significance of a time trend is one way to
determine whether there may be other factors which have changed over time.
3.2.3 Transit Price
Transit price can be measured in terms of the generalized cost of transit, which consists of
a money component (fare) and a time component. The time component has three parts: (1)
access time, (2) waiting and travel time, and (3) egress time. One can only know these three
components when the origin, destination, and preferred arrival time are all given. The mode
choice models estimated for Boston and Toronto trip microdata in Chapter 7 include these
components of travel cost separately. However, for time series and cross sections across different
cities, the only data available for many places and times are the total amount of transit service
offered (vehicle distance run [VDR] or vehicle hours) and average fare.
Without data on individual trip choices, one must rely on proxies to estimate how likely
transit service is to provide reasonable trip times to many customers. Measures relating to urban
form are one such proxy. The two most important are concentration of employment and
population density. These factors are only included in the cross section model. Because measures
of density and employment concentration are not available as an annual series and because they
are slow to change, the time series model does not include them. Urban form is discussed in more
detail in Chapter 5 in the case study comparison of Boston and Toronto.
Population density has been frequently found to have a strong effect on transit use. The
higher the population density, the more transit service can be provided within walking distance of
residences.15 The density calculated depends on the boundaries of the region selected. Frequently
15 Although one might say that transit facilities with park and ride lots arc accessible from a wide range of areas,
this is not the same level of service as walk access. Most notably. park and ride requires one to pay the full costs of
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boundaries are based on political jurisdictions and include both developed and undeveloped land.
Measures of overall urban density may have only a rough relationship to the density of areas
where transit service is provided.
Concentration of destinations is also important to the demand for transit. The
concentration of employment, in particular, is a key indicator since transit disproportionately
serves work trips, as mentioned above. Cities which developed prior to the auto age tend to have
many residences close to transit lines and many jobs concentrated in a central business district
(CBD). Some researchers have used the share of the housing stock built prior to a certain date as
a proxy for transit-oriented cities (Kain and Fauth 1977; Frankena 1978). Employment
concentration may effectively reduce the time costs of transit because of economies of scale in
transit provision. However, concentration may also increase the cost of automobile use. Newer
cities have higher travel speeds because they have been uniformly built with generous roads,
plentiful parking, and low densities of employment. Thus measures of central area employment
may serve as proxies for both transit costs and automobile costs.
3.2.4 Price of Automobile Use
The major competitor to urban transit is the private automobile. The price of gasoline is
sometimes used as an indicator of the cost of automobile use in time-series models of transit
demand (see for example Frankena 1978; Wang and Skinner 1984; Kyte, Stoner and Cryer 1988).
In cross-sectional models within one country there is typically too little variation in gasoline
prices to estimate reliable coefficients. A long-run time-series model might also take into
consideration the price of automobile ownership. Frankena (1978) found bus transit use in
Canada weakly and negatively related to the purchase price of new automobiles but not at all to
the stock of automobiles. In cross section models, measures of automobile ownership have been
found to be strongly related to transit demand (see for example Liu 1993; Kain and Liu 1995).
The price of parking and the speed of automobile travel are other important determinants
of automobile costs, but are only available when comparing individual trip data, as in Chapter 7.
an additional automobile only to have it sit unused most of the day. The park and rider must therefore pay both the
costs of the transit trip and most of the costs of the auto trip. She will only do so if the marginal costs of the
alternative car-only trip are large (e.g. because of parking fees, tolls, or congestion).
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As mentioned, urban form is sometimes used as a proxy for the cost of automobile use. Older
cities with higher density land uses tend to have more congestion than newer cities. Parking may
be scarce and therefore expensive in cities with large concentrations of jobs in the CBD.
3.2.5 Tastes and Preferences
Differences in transit use are often attributed to cultural differences. In a sense this is true:
if using transit is a normal and respectable thing to do, more people will consider taking transit
when it is competitive with the automobile (for example, when parking is expensive). If however
only the fringes of society use public transit, as is true in many U.S. cities, many people will not
consider transit as an option. Cultural differences can be grouped into two categories: (1) The
habit of transit use: a lagged effect of earlier patterns of transit quality and price, and (2)
Unmeasured variables such as the amount of crime on transit, the cleanliness of vehicles, the
availability of a seat, the characteristics of other transit users, the comfort and reliability of
service, and the safety and comfort of the pedestrian environment. Differences in tastes and
preferences could show up in the model as differences in the estimated coefficients or as a
difference in the constant term.
3.2.6 Simultaneity
One problem in measuring transit demand is to account for potential simultaneity between
supply and demand. This problem occurs because supply responds to some extent to demand. If
service is privately provided, one would expect to see the normal simultaneous determination of
supply and demand. In the past three decades most transit service in the U.S. and Canada has
been provided by subsidized public agencies. (The uses and effects of transit subsidies are
discussed in Chapter 4.) In the case of public provision of service, it is not clear that supply and
demand will be simultaneous, since the level and location of service is often determined by
political considerations such as minimum service requirements and fiscal exigencies.
There is a circular and cumulative effect between transit supply and demand which is
typical of transportation services but not goods in general. This occurs because user time is an
input to the production of transit services (Small 1991). The greater the frequency and spatial
extent of service, the lower the user time cost. As demand increases, the transit operator can
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provide more frequent service and in more places, thus reducing the cost of transit travel and
further increasing demand.
Public subsidies have been used in both the U.S. and Canada to stem this downward spiral
and provide what is felt to be a minimally acceptable level of transit service. Mechanisms such as
earmarked funds and dedicated taxes have been used to maintain subsidies. Under such
arrangements, the level of subsidy (and therefore supply) may be independent of demand. It may
be less important to use a fully simultaneous model when using data from the era of public
ownership and subsidies. The problem of estimating a simultaneous model is the challenge of
finding appropriate instruments to identify the demand function. Some researchers have used the
level of transit subsidies and the cost of providing service for this purpose (Frankena 1978; Liu
1993). A similar approach in the current study showed that when unit costs and per capita
subsidies were used as instruments the service coefficient did not change much, but it became
statistically insignificant.
3.3 Time Series Model
This model uses annual aggregate national transit data for each country. The dependent
variable is total national transit trips divided by the size of the transit market, as measured by total
population. I tried total employment as a measure of the transit market, but found that the results
were not very different. The independent variables are service supplied (vehicle distance run, or
VDR), average cost per trip (Fare), and income (Y). The basic form of the model is:
Trips, = g1 (VDR, Fare, Y) (3.1)
Income is calculated as GDP per capita. Trips and VDR were divided by population to scale them
to the size of the transit market in each year and each country.
The U.S. and Canadian annual data for transit ridership, vehicle miles of service, and
passenger revenues presented in Chapter 2 were used for this analysis. Recall that an attempt was
made to construct a continuous series out of the discontinuous U.S. data by subtracting commuter
rail and demand response figures. Because it was impossible to adjust for the increased number of
transit agencies reporting data beginning in 1984, a dummy variable for the years 1984-94 is
included in the U.S. model to account for this difference in reporting.
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The fare variable is calculated as passenger revenue per linked trip. For the 1984-1988
U.S. data, passenger revenue by mode was not available separately. I estimated the portion due to
commuter rail and demand response by taking an average of previous years, and subtracted this
average from the total revenue figures.
A measure of the price of automobile use should be included in transit demand models, as
I have argued. However, the price of gasoline was not statistically significant when included in
either model. The coefficient on gasoline was positive in the Canadian model, as expected, but
negative in the U.S. model, contrary to expectations. Because of the limited number of degrees of
freedom available, I decided to leave out gasoline price from the final model.
In theory, income can have both a secular and a cyclical effect, as discussed previously. I
use a three-year moving average of income (the current year and the two previous years) to
represent the secular effect (corresponding to the concept of permanent income). The deviation
between the current year income and the three-year moving average is used to represent the
cyclical effect.
I estimated the model in log-linear form in part because of the ease of calculating and
comparing elasticities using that specification. Ordinary least squares (OLS) estimation without a
lagged dependent variable shows high serial correlation, making the coefficients unreliable. I tried
a lagged dependent variable (LDV) model on the theory that transit ridership takes some time to
adjust to changes in service, price and income. The structural reasons for an adjustment period
include the time needed for changes in habits, in vehicle ownership, and in job and household
location. The LDV specification allows calculation of both short-run and long-run coefficients
and the length of the adjustment period (Pindyck and Rubenfeld 1991, 208).
3.3. 1 Regression Results
The time series regression results are shown in Table 3. 1. I decided to begin both models
in 1965, which is the approximate time when transit subsidies began to become more widely
available in the U.S. Subsidies in Canada did not start flowing as freely until the early 1970s. The
role of subsidy programs is discussed in more detail in the next chapter. The Durbin-Watson and h
statistics show that the LDV specification solves the problem of serial correlation. (The h-statistic
is used as a test of serial correlation in an LDV model; it is approximately normally distributed.)
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Table 3-1 Public Transit Time Series Regression Results
Canada (1965-1994)
Dependent Variable: In of
constant
Ln vehicle distance run
Ln Fare (revenue per trip)
Ln Y(3-yearmvg. avg.)
LnY-LnMaY
Ln Trips(-1)
Time
adj. period (years)
N
Std. error of regression
Adjusted R-squared
Durbin-Watson statistic
Durbin's h
Annual Linked Transit
(1)
p
2.260
0.319
-0.185
-0.184
0.440
0.667
LRp
2.58
2.60
-2.25
-1.82
1.86
6.02
0.956
-0.555
-0.552
1.321
Trips per capita
(2)
p t
1.440
0.356
-0.085
-0.117
0.461
0.696
-0.003
LR p
1.38
2.89
-0.79
-1.06
1.97
6.29
-1.39
3.0
30
0.026
0.873
1.81
-0.04
USA (1965-1994)
Dependent Variable: In of Annual Linked
(1)
p t
constant
Ln vehicle distance run
Ln Fare (revenue per trip)
Ln Y (3-year mvg. avg.)
LnY-LnMaY
D84
Ln Trips(-1)
Time
adjustment period (years)
N
Std. error of regression
Adjusted R-squared
Durbin-Watson statistic
Durbin's h
3.3.2 Serice Elasticity
5.636
0.270
-0.280
-0.476
0.490
0.021
0.486
3.32
2.09
-4.84
-3.15
1.52
0.74
4.04
Transit Trips per capita
(2)
LRp p t
0.525
-0.545
-0.927
0.955
0.041
1.9
30
0.024
0.929
2.04
-0.18
2.342
0.344
-0.348
0.044
0.466
0.049
0.383
-0.011
3.85
3.03 0.558
-6.37 -0.564
0.20 0.071
1.68 0.755
1.87 0.079
3.51
-3.02 -0.018
1.6
30
0.021
0.947
2.33
-1.53
The calculated service elasticity in the short run was about 0.3 in both countries.
However the adjustment period is a year longer in Canada, and the long run elasticity is therefore
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1.170
-0.279
-0.384
1.517
3.3
30
0.025
0.877
1.91
-0.08
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larger. The service elasticity increases to about 1.0 in the long run in Canada but only about 0.5 in
the U.S. The U.S. and Canadian results fall within the range of previous transit service elasticity
estimates. Using Canadian cross section data, Frankena calculated a service elasticity between 0.6
and 1.1 (although he believes that the latter estimate is "implausibly large") (Frankena 1978).
Huang and Walters (1995) calculated a short run elasticity of 0.6 in their time series model of
Edmonton. In his study of transit in eight Spanish cities, de Rus found that long run service
elasticities ranged from 0.6 to 1.1, with the exception of two outliers (0.4 and 1.9) (de Rus 1990).
3.3.3 Fare Elasticity
Ridership is less responsive to changes in fares in Canada in the short run, but after final
adjustment fare elasticity is almost exactly the same in both countries, -0.55. These fare elasticity
estimates are almost identical to the average of recent studies (Goodwin 1992). The Canadian
results confirm the usual finding that service elasticity is greater than fare elasticity. In the U.S.
results the two are almost exactly equal, primarily because the service figure is lower than the
typical result.
3.3.4 Income Elasticity
In the U.S. permanent income (the three-year moving average) was -0.5 in the short run
and -0.9 in the long run. In Canada it was considerably lower: -0.2 rising to -0.5 in the long run.
Current income, on the other hand, was positive in both models and had roughly the same
magnitude. In the U.S. it was estimated as 0.5 rising to 1.0 in the long run; in Canada, 0.4 to 1.3.
The signs of these two income variables are in accordance with expectations: the secular trend is
declining transit use as income rises, but the cyclical trend is higher transit use as the economy
expands. The time trend variable can be considered as an alternative measure of the secular
income trend. When it is included, permanent income is no longer significant but current income
is. Thus the time trend is associated with the long-term growth in income, not the business cycle
effect.
3.3.5 Discussion
An important methodological conclusion is that it is essential to separate income into
secular (permanent) and cyclic components when modeling transit demand. This has not generally
been done previously. Not only are both measures significant in both the U.S. and Canadian
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models with relatively few degrees of freedom, but including both is necessary to get statistically
significant and plausible coefficients. Permanent income (as estimated by a three-year moving
average) has a larger negative effect on transit in the U.S. This is true both in the short and long
run. The income variable is associated with other changes over time which have made the
operating environment less favorable to transit. This is particularly true in the U.S.: a time trend
added to the model is significant in the U.S. case and indicates a l. 1% annual average reduction in
transit use. In the Canadian model the trend coefficient is marginally significant and only
represents a 0.3% annual reduction in transit use.
Changes in the amount of service provided seem to have twice as large an effect on
ridership in the long run in Canada. This result is partly a statistical artifact of producing a longer
adjustment period in the stock-adjustment model estimated. The short run estimate is very similar
in both models. If the difference is real, it may reflect behavioral differences between the two
countries. On the other hand, it may be an indication that the increased transit service since the
1970s was less efficiently deployed (in the sense of producing fewer riders) in the U.S. compared
to Canada.
3.3.6 Simulations
Both models do a reasonable job predicting transit use using the estimation data ("in
sample"). " How well do they predict transit use in the other country? To answer this question I
inserted the Canadian data into the U.S. model, and the U.S. data into the Canadian model.
Figure 3-1 shows the results. The Canadian model does a remarkably good job predicting U.S.
transit ridership. From 1973 to 1985 its estimates are right on track. Afterwards the Canadian
model overpredicts a bit. The U.S. model does not perform as well in reproducing the Canadian
predictions. In the early part of the period it overpredicts transit use. In the subsidy era it fails to
reproduce the rise in transit use which occurred in Canada, although it does predict consistently
higher transit use than in the US.
16 I used the basic model without the time trend for these simulations (model I in Table 3.1).
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Figure 3-1 Transit Ridership Predictions and Cross-Predictions
The difference in independent variables account for almost all of the variation in transit use
using the Canadian model, and at least half of the difference using the U.S. model. For how much
of the difference does each of the independent variables account? To estimate the effect of each I
take the Canadian model and replace the Canadian data with U.S. data one variable at a time
(lines SI to S3 in Figure 3-2). Line S4 shows the total prediction if all independent variables are
simultaneously changed.
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Figure 3-2 Canadian Transit Model: Actual and Predicted Canadian Trips; Simulated U.S.
Trips
Each replacement of the Canadian values of an independent variable with U.S. values has
the effect of decreasing predicted transit use. (The only exception is that there is hardly any
difference in average fares after 1980, and therefore little effect of the swap.) Prior to 1970, in the
pre-subsidy era, higher Canadian transit use is mostly explained by lower income and lower transit
fares, but higher service becomes a rapidly increasing part of the explanation after 1966. During
the subsidy era, most of the difference can be explained by the greater amount of transit service
provided, although income differences continue to account for a share of the explained difference.
Figure 3-3 shows a similar decomposition using the U.S. model. Prior to 1973, almost all
of the difference in transit use can be explained by lower income and higher fares in Canada. As
the income gap narrows and the fare gap is eliminated, predicted transit ridership would have been
closer to U.S. levels except for the effect of rapid increases in vehicle miles of service provided.
There are two reasons why the U.S. model fails to match Canadian predictions. First, its higher
income elasticity produces a prediction of sharply falling transit use in the first part of this period.
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Second, its lower service elasticity produces a smaller estimated ridership impact from the large
increase in Canadian transit service during the 1970s.
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Figure 3-3 U.S. Transit Model: Actual and Predicted U.S. Trips; Simulated Canadian
Trips
In recent years actual Canadian transit ridership has been considerably higher than what
the U.S. model predicts. In 1994, 54% of the gap in per capita transit use was explained by the
difference in income and service (fares were virtually the same in both countries in that year).
Which of these two factors is more important? At the peak in the early 1980s, the difference in
service levels explained about 75% of the explained difference in transit use. In the early 1990s,
the income gap widened (because the recession of that period lasted longer in Canada) and the
service gap narrowed. In the most recent year available, 1994, service differences explained 47%
of the explained difference in transit use, income differences explained 43%, and the interaction
between the two explained the remaining 10%.
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3.4 Cross Section Model
The time series model does not include measures of urban form, since it is impossible to
get an annual series of these measures. A cross-sectional model of transit use by metropolitan area
was estimated to see if including these differences explains more of the difference in transit use.
Before presenting the regression results I first discuss the issues of geography, employment
location, and measuring income and automobile ownership.
One approach to assembling a dataset by urban area is to use trip data from a variety of
metropolitan areas. This has the advantage of allowing controls for individual, neighborhood, and
metropolitan-area characteristics. This has been done in only a few studies. Kain and Fauth (1977)
used 1970 Census data from 125 metropolitan areas. Cheslow and Neels (1978) used aggregate
neighborhood data calculated from different urban travel surveys. Having this kind of data is
useful to be able to estimate the relative importance of neighborhood characteristics such as
residential density and city-wide characteristics such as transit vehicle miles. Unfortunately,
comparable travel surveys from metropolitan areas across the U.S. and Canada are difficult and
costly to compile. One cannot use national census data because the Canadian Census does not
have any questions about the use of different travel modes. Because of these difficulties, the cross
sectional model uses aggregate transit data, supplemented by aggregate census population data.
3.4.1 Geography and Population Density
Many studies have shown that population density is correlated with transit use. When the
unit of analysis is the metropolitan area, it is important to have a consistent measure of density
that reflects real differences in urban form. One approach is to get a measure of persons per unit
of residentially developed land. This figure is not easily available, however. One possible proxy is
to use the share of houses in single-family units, which is available from the Census. Another
approach is to use gross population density (persons per unit of total land area), and choose the
unit of analysis carefully.
Ideally, one would like to have population, employment, and land area data for the area in
which transit is actually provided. Here too there are measurement problems. Many transit
agencies in the U.S. nominally serve a vast geographical area even if they provide only a token
amount of service in most of the region outside the center. The e/fective transit service areas
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could be estimated by subtracting areas where service is so infrequent and ridership so small as to
be completely inconsequential (as suggested in Kain and Liu, 1995). However, this would be a
complex undertaking, in part because several urban areas have more than one transit provider
with different service districts. Therefore I use official definitions of urban boundaries. In cases
where there is more than one transit provider per metropolitan area, I aggregate the agency
statistics to the metropolitan area level.
The U.S. Bureau of the Census provides two alternate definitions of metropolitan regions.
The first is Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA). This measure follows political boundaries
(towns in New England and counties elsewhere). The problem is that many counties contain large
areas of undeveloped land. For example, counties in the Los Angeles metropolitan area include
large tracts of National Forest. The Census's second measure, Urbanized Area (UA), avoids this
problem. Urbanized Areas are defined based on statistical rules. Essentially they are contiguous
areas that meet a certain density threshold, regardless of political boundaries. By definition, UAs
have much higher density that MSAs. They can be thought of as the urbanized core of
metropolitan areas. They exclude rural areas that happen to be in metropolitan counties, but they
also exclude low-density suburban residential areas. These non-urbanized but metropolitan areas
can account for a substantial fraction of total metropolitan population.
Canadian statistics are reported by Census Metropolitan Area (CMA) which are defined
using rules similar to those used to define MSAs. There is no equivalent to the U.S. "urbanized
area" definition. Although CMAs follow political boundaries, I believe that they contain less
undeveloped land than U.S. MSAs. This is because they are based on municipalities, not
counties, and because Canadian municipalities tend to follow the boundaries of settlement
patterns. Nevertheless, the CMA definition results in a measure of population density which is
much lower than that produced by the UA definition, and it is therefore not possible to compare
population density estimates based on these different definitions.
Although MSAs are arguably more comparable to CMAs, I used urbanized areas for the
U.S. definition. The reason is that U.S. transit statistics (from the Section 15 database) are
reported by urbanized area. I aggregated the transit data by urbanized area and matched it to
Census data on population, employment, density, and auto ownership by urbanized area.
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3.4.2 Employment
Because transit service disproportionately serves work trips, it may be important to
include a measure of employment in the model. Possible measures include total regional
employment, central city employment, or CBD employment. As mentioned earlier, transit service
is most effective when employment is concentrated in a central business district or a small number
of centers. Looking at U.S. metropolitan areas, Hendrickson (1986) found that CBD employment
is a highly correlated with public transit mode share (r = .9), and a much better indicator than total
metropolitan area employment. Unfortunately, CBDs are no longer an official unit of Census
geography, so it is impossible to obtain figures for employment by CBD. I therefore try
urbanized area and central place employment17 (U.S.) and CMA and central city employment
(Canada). Because urbanized areas (in the U.S.) are typically only the major core of a larger
metropolitan area, urbanized area employment can be thought of as a measure of employment in a
central portion of the region, albeit a very large central portion.
3.4.3 Income and Automobile Ownership
Although according to theory income belongs in a transit demand model, there are some
potential problems when average income is included in an aggregate model. Higher income urban
areas tend to be larger and denser than those with lower average income, and these factors may
positively influence transit use. In addition, one cannot separate out the secular and cyclical effect
of income with cross sectional data. I adopt the approach taken by Kain and Liu (1995) which is
to use a measure of automobile ownership instead of income. A theoretically preferable approach
would be to estimate a simultaneous model of transit use and auto ownership (as in Liu 1993).
Kain and Liu use the share of households without any automobiles. I also use this variable in the
U.S. model, but it was unavailable for the Canadian model. Instead I use automobiles per capita
in the Canadian model, and also for comparison I estimate a U.S. model with that variable.
3.4.4 Transit Data
The transit data (Trips, VDR, Fare) come from CUTA (Canada) and the U.S. DOT
Section 15 database (USA) (CUTA 1992; U.S. DOT 1991 and Section 15 data files). The
dependent variable was linked trips for Canada but unlinked trips for the U.S, because the
" A central place can be a city, county, or census-defined area.
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preferable linked trip measure is unavailable. Average revenue per passenger was used as the fare
variable. In urban areas with more than one transit system, total passenger revenues were
aggregated and divided by the total number of trips to estimate weighted average fares.
3.4.5 Comparison of the Data
What is the effect of the difference in the definition of some variables? Tables 3.2 and 3.3
show the U.S. and Canadian data for population, trips per capita, population density, and
employment. (Table 3-2 only shows urbanized areas of 1.5 million or more. The complete list is
shown in Appendix B.) The UA definition tends to produce a lower estimate of population than
the MSA or CMA definition. Even so, it is clear that the Canadian regions are smaller than their
U.S. counterparts. No Canadian city is as large as the largest three U.S. UAs. The U.S. has 33
areas greater than 1 million population; Canada only 3. This difference is in keeping with the 10
to I difference in population.
Table 3-2 Transit Use, Population Density, and Employment by U.S. Urbanized Areas,
1990 (abridged)
Population
Urbanized Area (mil)
New York, NY-Northeastern NJ 16,044
Los Angeles, CA 11,403
Chicago, IL-Northwestern IN 6,792
Philadelphia, PA-NJ 4,222
Detroit, MI 3,698
San Francisco-Oakland, CA 3,630
Washington, DC-MD-VA 3,363
Dallas-Fort Worth, TX 3,198
Houston, TX 2,902
Boston, MA 2,775
San Diego, CA 2,348
Atlanta, GA 2,158
Minneapolis-St. Paul, MN 2,080
Phoenix, AZ 2,006
St. Louis, MO-IL 1,947
Miami-Hialeah, FL 1,915
Baltimore, MD 1,890
Seattle, WA 1,744
Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater, FL 1,709
Pittsburgh. PA 1,679
Cleveland, OH 1,677
Denver, CO 1,518
Since population is relatively understated
Unlinked
Frips per
Capita
175
45
103
87
26
113
112
18
31
117
29
69
33
16
23
49
60
57
12
54
45
38
Population
per mi2
5408
5800
4286
3626
3302
4152
3560
2216
2464
3114
3402
1898
1956
2707
2672
5429
3189
2966
2630
2157
2637
3308
Central Place
Emp/UA Emp.
13%
16%
20%
18%
10%
16%
22%
23%
39%
18%
29%
18%
14%
28%
16%
18%
21%
25%
16%
18%
20%
25%
in the U.S. data, transit
Population
Category
Above
5 mil.
Between
5 mil
and
1.5 mil
trips per capita are
relatively overstated. Counting unlinked instead of linked trips also has the effect of overstating
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the number of transit trips. In large cities with mixed (rail and bus) transit systems, the ratio of
unlinked to linked trips can be as high as 2 to 1. In other words, the transfer rate could be as much
as 5 0%. Within the U.S. dataset, the use of unlinked trips means that ridership in all-bus systems
is relatively understated and ridership in rail systems relatively overstated.
Comparing Tables 3.2 and 3.3, population density seems to be much higher in U.S. cities.
This is because of the difference in geographical definitions. One cannot compare the two
countries with these data. I have some confidence that the U.S. data represent a real measure of
density differences among cities, but much less confidence in the Canadian data.
Table 3-3 Transit Use, Population, Density, and Employment by Canadian CMA, 1991
Linked Central City
Census Metropolitan Trips per Population Emp/CMA Population
Area (CMA) Population capita per mi2  Emp. Category
Toronto 3,8931 127 1805 31% Between
Montreal 3,127 136 2308 45% 5 mil
Vancouver 1,603 70 1490 37% & 1.5 mil
Ottawa-Carleton 921 88 4641 58%
Edmonton 8401 50 228 79% Between
Calgary 754! 67 384 91% 1.5 mil
Winnipeg 652 82 512! 93% and
Quebec City 646 61 531. 41% 0.5 mil
Hamilton-Wentworth 600. 44 1143! 59%
London 382 47 470 78%
St. Catharines 365 11 6751 38%
Kitchener-Waterloo 356 26 1119! 44%
Halifax-Dartmouth 321 43 332 56%, Less than
Victoria 288 63 1178 49%1 0.5 mi.
Windsor 262 48 787; 86%l
Oshawa 240 15 6951 60%
Saskatoon 210 57 1151 88%
Regina 192 43 145 90%
St. John's 172! 21 394 81%1
Sudbury 158 30 157, 78%.
Sherbrooke 139 50 393 74%
Saint John 1251 21 111 86%__
Thunder Bay 124 33 146 94%
Sources: Canadian Transit Fact Book, CUTA 1991. Statistics Canada 1993.
The two tables also show employment in the central area as a share of total employment.
One trend that these data make clear is that larger areas tend to have less of the total regional
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employment in the central area. This is because in general political jurisdictions do not expand as
rapidly as urban areas do. In Canada the very largest metropolitan areas have metropolitan
governance. In most small CMAs, the central city contains most of the employment in the CMA
(and also most of the population). In the U.S., the central city (or place) contains a large share of
regional employment in only a few places: Houston, San Antonio, Columbus, Indianapolis,
Memphis, Honolulu, Nashville, Austin, Albuquerque, Tulsa, Anchorage, and several others.
These are cities that contain, mostly because of annexation, most of the population and
employment in their region (Rusk 1993). In most other metropolitan areas the central place
contains less than a 30% share of total employment. This difference in the relative size of city
government in the U.S. compared to Canada is an important institutional difference. The
comparison makes plain that central city employment is a poor measure of employment
centralization and therefore is not likely to correlate with transit use.
3.4.6 Specification
The urbanized area transit model is similar to equation (3.1) but has a few modifications. I
add the variables discussed above: gross population density (Dens), total urban area population
(Pop), employment (Emp), and automobile ownership (Auto). The latter replaces income in the
time series model. The model thus becomes:
Trips = g2(VDR, Fare, Dens, Pop, Emp, Auto) (3.2)
I estimated the model for the year of the most recent census in each country: 1990 in the U.S. and
1991 in Canada. I limited the dataset to urbanized areas with a population of about 200,000 or
more in the U.S., producing 116 cases. I lowered the threshold population to 80,000 for the
Canadian areas in order to include more places; 23 CMAs with complete data were eventually
included in the model. The variable names, means, and standard deviations are shown in Table
3.4.
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Table 3-4 Cross Section Model: Variable Means and Standard Deviations
a. US Model
Description
Unlinked Transit Trips per yr
Transit Vehicle Distrance Run per yr
Average Pass. Rev. per Unlinked Trip
Urbanized Area Population per sq. mi.
Urbanized Area Employment
Urbanized Area Population (1990)
Vehicles per Capita
Share of households without an automobile.
Mean
65,044,655
17,684,874
0.44
2,465
522,267
1,079,721
0.62
0.11
s.d.
273,399,487
64,767,751
0.16
881
939,277
1,934,809
0.05
0.04
b. Canadian Model
Name Description
Trips Linked Transit Trips per yr (000)
VDR Transit Vehicle Distrance Run per yr (000)
Fare Average Pass. Rev. per Linked Trip
CMA Dens CMA Population per sq. mi.
CMA Emp CMA Employment
CC Emp Central City Employment
CMA Pop CMA Population
VehCap Vehicles per Capita
3.4.7 Regression Results
Average
62,885
30,282
0.86
678
362,129
187,901
712
0.52
s.d.
128,789
54,767
0.15
582
505,021
184,4-17
955
0.05
3.4.7.1 Fare and Service Elasticity
The cross-section regression results are shown in Table 3.5. The service elasticity
estimates were higher than even the long run estimates from the time series models. The U.S. fare
elasticity was very similar to the time series estimates, and to similar cross-section estimates made
by Kain and Liu (1995). However, the fare elasticity estimate from the Canadian data was about
twice as high (-.70 to -.73). This estimate is much larger than the U.S. estimate and at the high
end of previous work. It is also twice as high as the estimate from the time series model
presented earlier in this chapter.
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Table 3-5 Cross Section Model Regression Results
Canada
Unit of observation:
Year of data:
Dependent Variable:
Census Metropolitan Area
1991
Linked trips
Variable
VDR
Fare
CMA Dens
CMA Emp
CC Emp
CMA Pop
Autos per capita
Number of observations
Adjusted R-squared
USA
Unit of observation:
Year of data:
Dependent Variable:
Variable
C
Ln VDR
Ln Fare
Ln UA Dens
Ln CP Dens
Ln UA Pop
Ln UA Emp
Ln Autos per capita
In % HH with no auto
-5.98
0.81
-0.88
0.10
0.92
-1.51
6.37
-3.67
1.73
1.37
-0.66 -1.04
-0.44 -1.25
-2.16
0.84
-0.77
0.12
0.23
0.06
-0.48
23
0.989
-1.89
7.27
-3.55
1.93
1.50
0.34
-1.35
23
0.989
Urbanized Area
1990
Unlinked trips
-2.16
0.86
-0.32
0.20
-2.27
2.54
-2.80
Number of observations
Mean of dependent variable
Std. error of regression
Adjusted R-squared
-2.34
12.06
-2.99
1.57
-5.55
6.29
-5.76
116
16.218
0.333
0.958
-0.50
0.78
-0.40
0.33
-0.55
11.43
-3.99
2.94
-1.51 -4.62
1.88 5.90
0.83 7.80
(3)
p t
-2.07 -2.93
0.85 12.46
-0.36 -3.52
0.24
-2.08
2.35
-2.45
116
16.218
0.305
0.965
2.90
-5.13
5.85
-4.98
116
16.218
0.324
0.960
Notes: VDR=vehicle distance run; CMA=Census Metropolitan Area
UA=Urbanized Area CP = Central Place
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Why would the Canadian fare elasticity be so high on average in 1991? There are several
possibilities. Because transit use is relatively high in Canada, it is possible that transit users
include more people who have access to automobiles, and are therefore very sensitive to transit
fare. Also, the failure to account for simultaneity between supply and demand may bias the
coefficient upward. This bias would be a larger factor in Canada if transit is deployed more in
response to demand than is the case in the U.S.
3.4.7.2 Density
A major reason for examining urban area data is to include land-use variables. The effect
of density was around 0.1 in Canada but 0.2 to 0.3 in the US. The difference in geographic
definitions of metropolitan areas accounts for some of this difference. It is significant that the
U.S. density coefficient was greater and more precisely estimated after controlling for the share of
households with zero cars. If this variable were used in the Canadian model, it is possible that the
density coefficient would be larger. In both countries, then, gross regional population density has
a relatively small effect on the level of transit ridership. These findings leave open the possibility
that more precise measures of residential density are better correlates of transit usage. I revisit
this question in Chapter 5 in a comparison of Boston and Toronto.
3.4.7.3 Employment and Population
The U.S. data show a strong relationship between employment and transit use. After
controlling for employment and the amount of service, population has a strongly negative effect
on transit use. To interpret this result one should recall that the unit of analysis is the urbanized
area, which is only a portion of the total metropolitan area. Greater employment in the urbanized
area means more employment that is potentially transit accessible. The negative coefficient on
population could mean that population is a proxy for congestion or trip distance, both of which
might have a negative effect on transit use (but even here the direction of the effect is ambiguous).
The Canadian results suggest that higher employment increases transit use and higher
population (given employment) tends to decrease it. However the results are not statistically
significant. On the theory that employment concentration is what matters most for transit use, I
used central city employment (CCEmp) instead of regional employment in the second
specification. This variable is closer to being statistically significant.
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3.4.7.4 Automobile Ownership
Automobiles per capita was not quite significant in the Canadian model, but strongly
significant in the U.S. model. The problem with the Canadian data may be the small sample size.
The estimated U.S. elasticity is enormous: -2.8. This shows the strong correlation between transit
use and auto ownership levels, which can be the result of causation flowing in both directions.
The specification using the share of households with no autos was generally better. The changed
specification caused the density variable to become statistically significant. The population and
employment variables have lower, more believable magnitudes. The goodness of fit increased, and
the standard error of the regression dropped.
3.5 Conclusions
This chapter has described a number of price and income elasticity estimates for transit
demand in the U.S. and Canada. The estimates vary depending on the time frame- short run or
long run in a time series model, and the very long-run estimates of a cross section model. They
also vary based on the measurement of variables and the model specification.
The long-run service elasticity calculated from time series data is about twice as high in
Canada. But the CS model produced the same estimate of service elasticity (0.8) for the U.S. and
Canada. This estimate falls between the long-run TS estimates of 0.5 for the U.S. and 1.0 for
Canada. The short-run TS estimates, however, were very similar. Thus there is only weak
evidence that Canadian transit service elasticities are higher than in the US. The TS models
produce very similar fare elasticities in the U.S. and Canada and these match results of previous
studies. The Canadian CS fare elasticity estimate seems anomalously high, even for a very long
run elasticity. In summary, with respect to transit policy variables, U.S. and Canadian elasticities
are arguably similar, although there is some evidence suggesting that Canadian fare and service
elasticities are higher.
The evidence is stronger that the income elasticity of transit demand is greater (more
negative) in the U.S. compared to Canada. In the time series model it was essential to separate
the secular and cyclical effects of income in order to produce a model with significant and
believable coefficients for most variables. The cyclical effect seems to have the same magnitude in
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both countries, but the secular effect is much larger in the long run in the U. S. The CS model also
produces a much larger income elasticity for the U.S. than Canada, considering auto ownership as
a proxy for income.
The difference in income elasticities may reflect behavioral differences, but I suspect it is
at least in part the result of omitted variables. Income affects travel behavior directly but it also is
associated with changes in residential density and job and housing location. To the extent that
these factors are associated with income and not included in the model, they may bias the income
coefficient estimate. With its imperfect density and employment measures, the cross section
model may also suffer from this problem.
Despite the differences in model coefficients, the estimated Canadian TS model predicts
U.S. transit ridership surprisingly well. If Canada had the same level of income, transit fares, and
transit service as the U. S., it would have the same level of transit ridership as the U.S. Judging
from the U.S. model, the reverse is not true: if the U.S. had the same level of those three variables
as Canada it would still have half as much per capita transit ridership. Although in the past
income and fare differences were more important explanations of the gap in transit use, in recent
years the different level of service provided seems to be the major explanation.
The half of the difference in transit use not explained by the U.S. model may be explained
in part by land use differences. The CS model results show that even a crude measure of
population density does have a statistically significant relationship with transit use. The magnitude
of the impact is relatively small: the estimated elasticity ranges between 0.1 and 0.3. The readily
available measures of aggregate metropolitan density are poor measures of the land use factors
that influence transit use. Because the U.S. and Canadian metropolitan area measures are
different, it is impossible to compare densities or to cross-estimate the two models. Measures of
density at the sub-metropolitan area level are presented in Chapter 5.
Despite some differences in estimated coefficients, the largest difference between the U.S.
and Canada found thus far is in the explanatory variables, particularly the amount of transit service
provided. How is Canada able to subsidize so much more transit service? This is the topic of the
following chapter.
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4. SOURCES AND USES OF TRANSIT SUBSIDIES
4.1 Level of Subsidies
Do higher subsidies explain the greater use of transit in Canada? Public transit operating
subsidies expanded very rapidly in both the U.S. and Canada in the 1970s and stabilized in the
1980s. As documented in Chapter 2, transit subsidy per capita has recently been slightly higher in
the U.S. than Canada. As a fraction of GDP, the subsidy burden was about the same from 1985-
1990, and since 1990 has been slightly higher in Canada. These modest differences do not seem
large enough to explain the twofold difference in per capita transit ridership between the U.S. and
Canada. Differences in capital subsidies may be part of the explanation. A comparison of transit
capital subsidies is therefore also necessary.
Even though the level of subsidy is similar in both countries, the uses of these funds may
differ substantially. Transit operating subsidies may be used for increasing service or reducing
fares. The availability of public funds might also reduce the efficiency of transit service by
encouraging the hiring or retention of too many employees, by allowing managers to accede to
generous wage increases, and by reducing pressure to change work rules or contract out in order
to reduce the cost of providing service. Through all these mechanisms, transit subsidies may in
effect be "used" for increasing the costs of service. Such uses may have social benefits, but they
do not increase the amount of transit ridership.
4.2 Level of Government Which Provides Subsidies
The structure of transit subsidy programs may have an impact on the use of subsidies. We
hypothesize that transit subsidies will be subject to greater scrutiny 1) if they are provided from
general revenues as opposed to designated funds and 2) if they are provided by the local
jurisdiction in which the service operates. Designated transit revenues are not in competition with
any other funds and thus tend to be used by transit agencies regardless of transit needs. Transit
subsidies can be a very large item in a local government budget, but are a relatively much smaller
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portion of a state or national budget. This section reviews the differences in levels of government
and subsidy programs.
Both the U.S. and Canada have federal systems of government. Power is divided among
the local, subnational, and national levels. These levels correspond to municipalities or other local
governments, states (US) and provinces (Canada), and the federal government. In the postwar
period, the U.S. federal government has played an increasingly large role in local and particularly
metropolitan affairs, especially in the area of transportation. National transit capital subsidies
were introduced in 1964 and operating subsidies followed in 1975. By contrast, the Canadian
federal government has played almost no role in subsidizing public transit operation, paralleling its
much smaller role in urban transportation generally.
The organizational structure of transit can have a large effect on operating and investment
decisions and thus overall transit agency performance. Issues to consider are (1) whether transit
districts are coterminous with government boundaries; (2) the degree to which local governments
have control over operating decisions; (3) funding responsibilities among levels of governments;
(4) sources of local subsidies; (5) structure of senior government transit subsidy programs.
In general, U.S. transit service districts are not coterminous with local governments but
Canadian systems are. U.S. metropolitan areas generally consist of one large center city and
hundreds of smaller local governments, often with highly non-compact boundaries. Transit
agencies tend to be regional special-purpose districts, analogous to regional school, water and
sewer, or mosquito abatement districts. Transit management is accountable to either an elected
board or state or county governments. As a result, U.S. transit agencies are usually independent
of general-purpose local government. In Canada, transit agencies are typically divisions of local or
regional municipalities. Local elected officials often sit on transit boards (CUTA 1993). This is
possible in Canada because municipalities are generally larger and the largest metropolitan areas
have some form of regional government. One exception to the general pattern is transit agencies
which are units of state (e.g. New Jersey) or provincial (e.g. British Columbia) government.
The U.S. pattern means that local voters often have no direct say in transit agency
operation. This is particularly true if the transit agency is structured as an independent
commission appointed by state government. Further, transit agency funds, which in the U.S. are
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typically from higher-government grants or local designated taxes, are not as scrutinized as other
local government spending, in part because they cannot be used for non-transit purposes.
4.3 Capital Subsidies
Unfortunately, a time series of transit capital subsidies is not available for both countries. I
will rely on a few "snapshot" comparisons. In 1990, total capital subsidies from all levels of
government were about 26% lower in Canada, per capita, compared to the U.S. (Table 4-1).
Transit capital subsidies per capita from local .sources were about the same in the U.S. and
Canada in 1990. The Canadian provinces take the role that the U.S. federal government plays as
the dominant source of transit capital subsidies. Even so, per capita provincial funding is less than
per capita U.S. federal funding, accounting for most of the gap in total per capita capital
subsidies.
Table 4-1 Sources of Capital Subsidies, 1990
Millions of 1990 U.S. dollars.
Capital Subsidy % distribution
Canada USA Canada USA
Federal $28 $2,873 7% 58%
State or Province $241 $697 62% 14%
Local $121 $1,366 31% 28%
TOTAL $390 $4,936 100% 100%
Population (mil) 26.6 249.9
Capital Subsidy Per Capita
Canada USA % diff.
Federal $1.05 $11.50 91%
State or Province $9.06 $2.79 -225%
Local $4.55 $5.47 17%
TOTAL $14.66 $19.75 26%
Source: BTS 1994
Since 1990 both the local share of capital subsidies has in creased in both the U.S. and
Canada. In 1993, U.S. federal capital subsidies accounted for 42% of the total, state subsidies
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23%, and local subsidies 35% (calculated from FTA 1995). Although the U.S. is moving in the
direction of more local control of transit subsidies, in 1993 only 17% of local capital subsidies
came from general revenues; the remainder came from earmarked funds such as special sales
taxes, gasoline taxes, and property taxes (calculated from FTA 1995).'8 In total then, only 6% of
transit capital subsidies in the U.S. in 1993 came from the general revenues of a local government.
I do not have data on the share of Canadian capital subsidies which are from designated taxes.
One transit system in Canada that uses designated taxes is B.C. Transit, which is the sole operator
of transit in British Columbia and which is an authority under the jurisdiction of the B.C. Ministry
of Transportation. B.C. Transit imposes special taxes and fees: a gas tax surcharge within the
transit service region, a commercial property tax, and a surcharge for B.C. Hydro electricity
customers.
The two most populous provinces, Quebec and Ontario, account for the majority of transit
use in Canada. Both provinces contribute up to 75% of transit capital costs.1 9 Other provinces
offer capital subsidies at the same rate as operating subsidies. In British Columbia, the province in
general pays all capital costs, but localities pay debt service in the same proportion as operating
subsidies. In other words, capital and operating subsidies have the same effective price to the
local government. In Alberta, the province provides a per capita grant which can be used for
either road or transit projects at a 75% matching rate.2 ' Both Quebec and B.C. give higher
subsidies specifically to rail capital projects. Quebec funds 100% of such projects, and B.C. funds
75% to 100%.
What are the effects of these differences in subsidy sources? The Canadian system may
target resources more closely to where they are needed. The level of funding varies greatly by
province, and some have no transit subsidy program at all. In the U.S. system, about half of
Federal capital subsidies are allocated to states by a formula which varies by population and
" This figure includes both local funds and what the National Transit Database calls "Directly Generated" funds.
These are revenues raised by the taxing authority (or tolls) of a transit district.
'9 The description of Canadian subsidy programs in this paragraph and the next section relics on data from CUTA
1993. In 1996, Ontario announced the elimination of the transit capital and operating subsidy program.
20 Prior to 1986, Alberta funded 100% of transit capital cost, including Edmonton's light rail system (Kim and
West 1991). After the province changed to a transportation block grant. Edmonton canceled plans to extend the
light rail line (Vanderwagen 1991).
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population density. It is possible that this formula sends relatively more to areas (such as
completely rural states) where subsidizing transit provides few benefits because of unfavorable
operating conditions.
The existence of the U.S. federal matching program may also encourage states to spend
more on transit capital programs than they otherwise would. In addition to the formula allocation,
about half of the federal capital funds are provided under discretionary programs. The availability
of this federal "prize" money may encourage states to propose capital-intensive projects which
would otherwise not be constructed. In the public finance literature, it has been found that
matching grants tend to increase local spending on the designated good, in this case public
transportation capital costs.
The higher matching levels for capital costs, or specifically for rail projects, that many
Canadian provinces offer also create an incentive to choose capital-intensive projects. However,
when subsidies are offered at a more local level, the tradeoff between capital and operating costs
may be more apparent. Increased capital funding from the state or provincial level will lead to
increased debt service payments for at least the local matching share which could otherwise be
used for operating subsidies. In the 1990s Metro Toronto rejected some provincial subway
extension proposals because Metro was unwilling to put up its 25% share (Soberman 1997).
The U.S. transit program, involving the use of more Federal funds and designated taxes, is
more successful at delivering dollars to the transit industry. But increased transit spending is
obviously not the goal of transit subsidy programs. Transit capital investments may affect future
operating costs. What are the effects of capital subsidies on transit operating budgets? If spent
wisely, capital funds can reduce future labor and maintenance costs (in effect substituting capital
for labor). However, capital-intensive transit projects (principally rail) tend to have higher
operating costs per vehicle mile, which only translate into lower costs per passenger mile if the
system is well-used. Investing in rail transit can actually increase system operating costs if the
service is not as well used as anticipated.
The higher levels of transit service in Canada may in part be the result of lower transit
capital spending which has led to construction of fewer capital-intensive projects. Much of the
increase in U.S. transit capital spendinog was used for new rail systems. Only seven of the thirty
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largest transit systems in the U.S. have not yet begun (or re-started) a rail transit service, and
most of these have proposed rail systems (e.g. Seattle, Dallas, Minneapolis, and Houston). U.S.
rail projects generally cost more than expected and had lower ridership than forecast at the time of
project selection (Pickrell 1990). In Canada, new light rail lines opened in Calgary, Edmonton,
and Vancouver, and subways were extended in Toronto and Montreal, but most of the rise in
service was in the form of increased bus service.
4.4 Operating Subsidies
Canadian provinces typically fund about 50% of transit operating deficits with the other
half the responsibility of local governments. In the U.S., the local share is also about half, but
much of this funding comes from designated taxes rather that general revenues. Federal funds
account for none of the operating subsidies in Canada, and about 10% in the U.S. as of 1993.
U.S. federal subsidies were a much larger share of the total during the period of rapid escalation
of transit subsidies in the 1970s.
A subsidy which consists of a fixed percentage of any deficit can reduce incentives for
efficiency, particularly if it is a large percentage. When local governments pay more of the transit
burden they may be more likely to scrutinize costs. Some Canadian provinces have mechanisms to
reduce the incentive to increase the transit deficit which subsidies can create. The provincial
match for operating funds is lower for some of the strongest transit markets, including Vancouver
and Toronto. Ontario funds half of the deficit below a fixed fare recovery target (ranging from
50% to 73% of costs). For any deficit in excess of the target amount, the transit agency receives
no additional provincial subsidy. If the transit agency has a higher revenue/cost ratio than the
target, the province's share is not reduced and the local government in effect saves money
(Girdhar 1985). This system creates incentives to reduce costs, keep fares high, and deploy
service in a way to maximize the number of fares collected per unit of service delivered. Several
other Canadian provinces and U.S. states adopted this system since Ontario introduced it in 1976
(Girdhar 1985). With the end of Ontario transit subsidies scheduled for January 1, 1998, this
system is no longer relevant.
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Quebec provides a subsidy of 40% of passenger revenues (with compensation for
concessionary fares). This system rewards high fare collection rather than high deficits. Quebec
provincial subsidies were cut back sharply in 1992. Nova Scotia and Alberta provide a per capita
transit grant. This system does not reward deficits, but it might distribute subsidies too thinly
rather than concentrating them in the few markets where transit competes well.
4.5 Comparative Static Analysis of Transit Operating Subsidies
The intended use of transit subsidies is generally to maintain or increase ridership through
a combination of providing otherwise unprofitable service and reducing fares. 2 ' These two
strategies may have different ridership impacts per dollar of subsidy cost. Transit subsidies can
also be consumed by expenses for which they were not intended. As I mentioned at the beginning
of this chapter, there are several mechanisms through which the availability of subsidies can lead
to higher unit costs. Increasing unit costs have been observed in virtually every country with a
large public transit subsidy program (Bly, Webster, and Pounds 1980; Pickrell 1985; Lave 1991).
Transit operating costs per vehicle mile of service, expressed in constant 1994 U.S.
dollars, are shown for both the U.S. and Canadian transit industries in Figure 4-1. The gap in the
graph between 1983 and 1984 represents the discontinuity in the U.S. data. In the 1965 to 1983
period, real unit operating costs rose steadily in both countries, but at a faster rate in the U.S.
Because of this faster, by 1983 there was a significant gap in the real cost of providing service.
From 1984 to 1994, the unit cost of transit service declined in the U.S. In the Canadian transit
industry costs trended upward, but with significantly more variation than in the earlier period.
Although the gap in costs narrowed in the 1980s and early 1990s, it was still significant at the end
of the period. For the most recent data (1994), the trend seems to have reversed; costs are
increasing in the U.S. and declining in Canada. 2
21 In practice. these two policies work together in a complex fashion. Keeping fares low makes many services
unprofitable. especially if fares cannot be differentiated by the cost of providing service.
The U.S. transit cost trend partly mirrors trends in fuel prices, notably the fuel price increases of 1973-74 and
1989-80, and the decline in prices in 1985-86.
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Figure 4-1 Public Transit Unit Operating Costs
As documented in Chapter 2, per capita income and auto ownership have been increasing
in both countries. With rising income, auto ownership, and increased suburbanization, the amount
of ridership produced by a given combination of fare and service levels changes over time. Some
combination of greater service and lower fares, and therefore increased subsidies, may be
necessary just to maintain ridership constant over time, given other changes unfavorable to transit
ridership. For example, the results in Chapter 3 reveal a trend of a 1. 1% per year annual decrease
in U.S. transit ridership after accounting for changes in service and fares.
A useful way to evaluate the use of subsidies is Pickrell's deficit accounting model
(Pickrell 1985), a comparative static analysis of the change in the transit operating deficit between
any two points in time. It apportions the increase in the deficit into changes due to service
increases, fare reductions, higher unit costs, and the residual, which is interpreted as changes in
demand. Following Pickrell, the yearly real transit deficit, D, can be defined as follows:
D = SC - RF (4.1)
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where S is vehicle miles of service, C is the real operating cost per mile, R is ridership, and F is
the real fare (average revenue) per rider. (Note that this model ignores capital costs.) The change
in the deficit over any period of time is then the difference between the change in operating costs
and operating revenues:
AD = A(SC) - A(RF) (4.2)
These expressions for change in revenue and costs can be expanded:
A(SC) = S AC + CAS + ASAC (4.3)
A(RF) = R AF + FAR + ARAF (4.4)
One complication is that ridership depends on the level of service and fares, plus many exogenous
factors:
R=f(F, S, X) (4.5)
where X is a vector of exogenous factors. If one looks at the change in ridership over a discrete
time period, one can say that
JR iR JRAR - - AF + AS± AX (4.6)
JF iS JX
JR JR JR
where -- is the partial derivative of ridership with respect to fare, and and are also first
JF iS eX
derivatives. Substituting and rearranging terms from equations (4.2) to (4.6) gives:
AD S AC + [CAS - (F + AF)(RAS/S)Fs ] + ASAC + [R(-AF)
- (F + AF)(RAF/F)F] - [(F + AF)(R AX/X)sx] (4.7)
where s, is the elasticity of ridership with respect to the variable n. When D is positive and
increasing, each term of (4.7) can be interpreted as the portion of the deficit (or subsidy) going
toward a specific use. The first term is simply the portion due to increased unit costs. The
second term is the amount due to an increase in service (the cost of the new service less the new
fare revenue generated as a result of the increased service). The third term is the interaction of
simultaneously rising cost and service. The fourth term (in brackets) is the cost of fare reductions
after accounting for the new ridership generated by lower fares. The final term is the loss of fare
revenue due to exogenous changes in demand. Since AD and all other terms are known, the
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exogenous changes term can be approximated as the unexplained portion of the change in the
deficit.
This deficit model was calculated for both the U.S. and Canada over the 1970-1994
period, as shown in Table 4-2. Over this period, ridership increased 38% in Canada, but only 9%
in the US. Service increased in both countries, but much faster in Canada. Real fares held
constant in Canada, but were down 13% in the US. Unit costs went up considerably in both
places, but more in the US, where costs were already higher at the beginning of the period.
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Table 4-2 Uses of Transit Subsidies (Sources of Transit Deficits)
Constant 1994 U.S. dollars.
Trips Veh Mi Cost/veh mi
Marginal Subsidy
Fare Deficit /veh mi /rider
1970 980 242 $3.30 $0.85 ($31)
1983 1,386 443 $4.31 $0.73 $891
1984 1,372 427 $4.44 $0.74 $882
1994 1,355 487 $4.59 $0.86 $1,072
1970-83 41% 83% 31% -13% n.a. $4.58 $2.27
1984-94 -1% 14% 3% 16% 22% $3.17 ($11.44)
1970-94 38% 101% 39% 1% n.a. $4.50 $2.94
Assumptions: % change due to change in ...
service fare
elasticity elasticity unit costs service both s&c fare residual Period
0.4 -0.3 28% 42% 29% -1% 1% 1970-94
1.0 -0.55 28% -4% 29% 0% 47% 1970-94
0.5 -0.55 28% 35% 29% 0% 9% 1970-94
0.4 -0.3 26% 46% 22% 9% -3% 1970-83
0.4 -0.3 33% 105% 5% -56% 13% 1984-94
1.0 -0.55 26% 7% 22% 6% 38% 1970-83
1.0 -0.55 33% 53% 5% -31% 40% 1984-94
USA Marginal Subsidy
Year Trips Veh Mi Cost/veh mi Fare Deficit /veh mi /rider
1970 5,866 1,883 $3.80 $1.00 $1,277
1983 6,311 2,117 $5.52 $0.73 $7,091
1984 6,800 2,326 $5.96 $0.75 $8,745
1994 6,408 2,773 $5.56 $0.87 $9,833
1970-83 8% 12% 45% -27% 455% $24.87 $13.05
1984-94 -6% 19% -7% 16% 12% $2.43 ($2.78)
1970-94 9% 47% 46% -13% 670% $9.62 $15.77
Assumptions: % change due to change in...
service fare
elasticity elasticity unit costs service both s&c fare residual Period
0.4 -0.3 39% 28% 18% 7% 8% 1970-94
1.0 -0.55 39% 11% 18% 5% 27% 1970-94
0.5 -0.55 39% 25% 18% 5% 13% 1970-94
0.4 -0.3 56% 12% 7% 22% 4% 1970-83
0.4 -0.3 -86% 203% -16% -48% 48% 1984-94
0.5 -0.55 56% 11% 7% 17% 10% 1970-83
0.5 -0.55 -86% 193% -16% -27% 37% 1984-94
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I divided the period into the 1970-1983 and 1984-1994 subperiods. One reason for doing
so is the change in the U.S. universe of transit agencies beginning in 1984. The other reason is
that the first period was marked by rapid growth in the transit operating deficit, but the second
period saw modest growth in the total deficit and no growth in the deficit per capita or as a share
of GDP. All of the net growth in ridership was during the early period; ridership declined slightly
in the second period in both countries. Unit costs grew by 31% in Canada and 45% in the U.S.
during the first period. In the second period unit costs increased only 3% in Canada and actually
declined 7% in the U.S.
The estimates in the deficit accounting model depend on the assumptions about fare and
service elasticities that are used. I first used conventional estimates of 0.4 for service and -0.3 for
fares (as in Pickrell 1985). 1 recalculated the results using the elasticities estimated in Chapter 3.
Since the time span involved is relatively long, I used long-run elasticites. These are considerably
higher for both fares and service than the "conventional" elasticities. The Canadian long-run
service elasticity of 1.0 was particularly high. Higher service elasticities in this model mean that
the increased service provided by transit agencies generates more ridership and passenger
revenue, and therefore that the portion of the subsidy which is used to recover lost revenues from
exogenous changes is larger. Higher fare elasticities mean that fare decreases generate more
ridership.
In both countries, rising unit costs consumed roughly one-third of the increase in
subsidies, more in the U.S. and less in Canada. The higher costs also made the newly expanded
service more expensive to provide. The magnitude of this expense is indicated by the interaction
term ("both s & c"). In both countries, a shift in demand (ridership decline not explained by
service and fare changes) was not a major source of the increase in subsidies during the first
period, when subsidies were increasing rapidly. Using conventional fare and service elasticities,
exogenous demand shifts account for none of the increase in the deficit in Canada and less than
10% in the US. Only if one uses the higher service elasticity calculated for the U.S. model does
the shift in demand become a significant share of the change in the deficit.
The faster increase in unit costs meant that the marginal cost per vehicle mile of service
added was more than twice as high in the U.S. as in Canada ($9.62 per mile compared to $4.50).
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Because the ridership response to changes in service and fares (in addition to a slightly more
favorable situation in terms of exogenous factors), the gap between marginal cost per new rider
was even greater. The cost in the U.S. was four times higher than the cost in Canada ($15.77 per
new rider compared to $2.94).
A considerable amount of the increase in public subsidy in the 1970s and early 1980s in
both countries leaked out in the form of higher unit costs. The major policy difference between
the two countries is that more of the Canadian subsidy was spent on service expansion and less on
fare reductions, although Canadian fares were initially lower. The Canadian strategy seems to
have been modestly effective because of the higher service elasticity (calculated in Chapter 3) and
because of lower unit costs. In fact, ridership growth was considerably greater in Canada during
this period. The combination of lower growth in costs and much faster growth in ridership meant
that Canadians "purchased" additional transit riders at a much lower cost than did Americans.
Service expansions can be a cost-effective method of increasing ridership when the
expansions chosen are those that attract many riders for a relatively low additional expenditure.
Elasticities vary considerably by trip purposes, destinations, and time of day (CUTA 1993). The
ridership impact of service increases and fare cuts depends crucially on which services are
increased and which fares are cut. A critical factor is the structure of decision-making for
choosing where and when to expand service and where and when to reduce fares. A well-
designed and followed service planning process is an essential ingredient. Chapter 6 addresses the
differences in service planning in Boston and Toronto
In the 1980s and early 1990s, transit subsidies held roughly constant per capita or as a
proportion of GDP, as discussed in chapter 2. When subsidies stopped growing, unit costs also
stopped growing. Real transit fares increased, service increased modestly, and the net result was a
small decline in ridership. Using the long-run elasticities calculated in Chapter 3 suggests that a
significant share of the increase in the deficit in the more recent period was the result of
exogenous shifts in demand. Although U.S. costs declined during this period, they are still
considerably higher than Canadian transit unit costs.
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4.6 Conclusions
Higher subsidies and unit costs occurred simultaneously in both the U.S. and Canada.
Elevated unit costs seem to be an unavoidable side-effect of rapidly rising real subsidies. But the
Canadian transit industry's unit costs were initially lower and grew less rapidly. This
circumstance permitted more of the growth in subsidy to be used for improving transit. In the
aggregate the chosen transit improvement in Canada was service expansion, not fare reduction.
Even though the change in unit costs was not as high as in the U.S., the interaction term-the
simultaneous effect of increasing service and unit costs-was large because the change in service
was so large. As the subsidy programs stopped growing (after adjusting for inflation and
population growth) in the 1980s, unit costs also stopped increasing in the U.S. They continued to
rise modestly in Canada but remained well below U.S. levels.
I propose that characteristics of the Canadian transit subsidy program helped to moderate
the growth in unit costs during the big increase in subsidies in the 1970s. These characteristics
include the vastly smaller federal role in transit; the larger share of total subsidies, and less use of
designated taxes. Less investment in capital-intensive modes in Canada may also have contributed
to the slower growth of unit costs.
At the outset of the postwar period Canadian transit ridership was higher than in the U.S.
because service was more intensely used, due in part to lower income and lower fares, as
described in Chapter 2. After a rapid growth in service in the 1970s and a much more modest
growth in ridership in Canada, the intensity of use was equal for a few years before it began to
decline in the U.S. This chapter has documented that during the period of subsidy growth the unit
operating cost difference widened. The difference in unit operating costs in effect means that
U.S. subsidy dollars buy less transit service than Canadian subsidy dollars. Today transit ridership
is higher in Canada primarily because there is more transit service, as I argued in Chapter 3. There
is more service because operating costs are lower, not because there is more subsidy.
Canadian transit operating subsidies have become vulnerable to political changes. As
governments become increasingly concerned about rising provincial debt, transit subsidies have
become a target of deficit-reduction measures. This is in evidence most dramatically in Ontario
which has announced the elimination of subsidies. Transit in Ontario, which accounts for a
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substantial share of the Canadian total, faces uncertain prospects. Although U.S. Federal
operating subsidies were vulnerable to cuts and have finally been phased out, transit capital
subsidies are still a major portion of the national transportation program. A portion of the
highway trust fund revenues since 1983 has been earmarked for the "mass transit account." At
the state and local level, designated sales, property and other taxes have helped to keep transit off
of the budget-cutting block.
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5. EXOGENOUS FACTORS AFFECTING TRANSIT USE IN BOSTON AND
TORONTO
5.1 Introduction
Part I of this thesis used national aggregate time series data and metropolitan cross
section data to document the comparatively greater use of transit in Canada. The differences in
independent variables were found to be more important than the differences in behavioral
response as measured by elasticities. But long-run income and service elasticities were found to be
higher in Canada. Differences in urban form, it was suggested, may be the omitted variables which
explain the higher elasticity estimates. This chapter addresses this question by examining
differences within metropolitan areas in residential density and job location using a case study
comparison of two cities, Boston and Toronto. The chapter also considers other exogenous
factors which affect transit use: population growth, road supply, automobile travel time, and
parking costs.
In Chapter 4, I argued that the difference in the unit cost of supplying public transit is a
large part of the explanation of the gap in transit service supplied, which in turn explains the gap
in transit use. The discussion of transit unit costs, subsidies, operating decisions, and investments
in the two case study cities is the subject of the following chapter.
Why did I choose these two cities? Both metropolitan regions currently contain about the
same total population. That's important because throughout the world transit use varies with city
size. Toronto has already been singled out as a success story worthy of investigating; it has been
called an example of successful coordination between land use and transit planning and a model
for "reducing auto dependency" (Kenworthy and Newman 1994; Frisken 1991). One could argue
that it would be more appropriate to compare Toronto to a U.S. city that has grown as rapidly
during the postwar period such as Houston or Seattle. I believe that it is more appropriate to
compare Toronto to a U.S. city that has a comparable, multimodal transit system. Boston is often
considered a transit-oriented U.S. city. It has the sixth largest number of transit riders of any U.S.
city. Based on the data in Chapter 3, the Boston urbanized area has the second highest per capita
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transit ridership of any in the U.S. Outside New York City, the market for transit in Boston is
about as good as it gets in the United States.
5.2 Population Growth in the Two Metropolises
5.2. 1 Metropolitan Area Definitions
When comparing travel behavior in two cities, one needs to consider not just the principal
city but the entire metropolis, regardless of political boundaries. The national statistical agencies
in both countries define metropolitan areas as regions of continuous settlement with significant
commuting flows to the central portion (Nadwodny, Puderer, and Forstall 1990). The Census
definition of a metropolitan area is called Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) in the U.S. and
Census Metropolitan Area (CMA) in Canada. Although similar in concept, the definitions are not
equivalent (Nadwodny, Puderer, and Forstall 1990).
The metropolitan areas in both Toronto and Boston extend to roughly a 60 mi radius from
the Central Business District (CBD). For Toronto, I use the Greater Toronto Area (GTA), a
region defined by the Province comprising five regional municipalities. The GTA is considerably
larger than the Toronto CMA; it includes the adjacent CMAs of Hamilton and Oshawa. Each
regional municipality includes several local municipalities, based on a two-tier system of
governance. The regional municipality for the central portion of the GTA is the Municipality of
Metropolitan Toronto (Metro), which includes the City of Toronto and five other local
municipalities. Metro accounts for about half of the GTA population, but only one-thirteenth of
the region's land area.
In Boston there is no officially-defined region which encompasses the entire metropolitan
area. I use a region of 158 cities and towns which is used for planning purposes by the Central
Transportation Planning Staff (CTPS), a state agency. This urban region is just slightly smaller in
population and land area than the GTA. However, if I add 24 towns in southern New Hampshire
which border the region, the Boston metropolis becomes equal to the Greater Toronto Area in
3 As of this writing, Ontario has announced plans to consolidate Metro and its member local municipalities into a
single "megacity" as part of a strategy to reduce government. No such plans have been announced for the other
regional municipalities in the GTA.
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land area (about 3,200 mi 2). Adding these towns also would make sense because they are closer
to the CBD than other parts of the region. In fact, the official U.S. Census definition of the
Boston Consolidated Metropolitan Statistical Area (CMSA) includes a similar portion of New
24
Hampshire. The towns are not included in the CTPS definition chiefly because they are out of
state. A Boston region including these towns has almost exactly the same land area as the GTA
but has 100,000 fewer residents and thus a slightly lower gross population density.
5.2.2 Postwar Population Growth
Although they have similar metropolitan area populations today, Boston and Toronto have
experienced very different patterns of growth in the postwar period. The population statistics
collected in Table 5-1 come from each country's census.2 ' The Boston area population increased
by 0.8 million from 1950 to 1990, while the Toronto area added 2.9 million people during the
same period. In other words, Boston's annual average growth rate was 0.6 % and Toronto's was
3.0%, five times as large. Toronto's explosive population growth makes it more comparable to
the growth of U.S. cities of the south and west during the postwar period.
CMSAs are combinations of adjacent MSAs.
2S The U.S. Census is counted on years ending in 0, and the Canadian Census on years ending in 1. Since 1976
Canada has collected data every 5 years, but only the 10 year data are shown in here.
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Table 5-1 Population Growth in the Boston and Toronto Areas in the Postwar Period
Population
Central City
Remainder of 0,1,2
Other Region (3,4)
TOTAL
BOSTON
1950
800,000 5
1,140,000 1,11
1,270,000 2,3
3,210,000 4,OC
1990
70,000
10,000
20,000
00,000
TORONTO
1951
670,000 60
430,000 1,67
200,000 1,96
1,300,000 4,23
1991
0,000
0,000
0,000
0,000
Share of Pop. 1950 1990
Central City 25% 14%
Remainder of 0,1,2 36% 28%
Other Region (3,4) 40% 58%
TOTAL 100% 100%
Population Change 1950-90
Central City -230,000
Remainder of 0,1,2 -30,000
Other Region (3,4) 1,050,000
TOTAL 790,000
1951 1991
52% 14%
33% 39%
15% 46%
100% 100%
1951-91
-70,000
1,240,000
1,760,000
2,930,000
Share of Growth 1950-90 1951-91
Central City -29% -2%
Remainder of 0,1,2 -4% 42%
Other Region (3,4) 133% 60%
TOTAL 100% 100%
Note: The numbers in the table refer to the rings defined later in this chapter.
The Toronto area used here is somewhat smaller than the GTA used in
subsequent tables.
Another difference is the location of population growth. Between 1950 and 1980 the City
of Boston declined by nearly 250,000 persons before rebounding somewhat during the 1980s.
Some of this was due to declining household sizes. But some of it represents net losses of
housing units due to slum clearance, arson, and road building. The City of Toronto, by contrast,
continued to gain population slowly through the early 1970s. The subsequent decline is probably
solely the result of shrinking household size. In fact, there was a large growth in population in the
Toronto CBD as new residential districts were created and some 25,000 new residents arrived
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between 1976 and 1991 (Bourne and Olvet 1995). The remainder of Metro Toronto contained
much of the population growth of the 1950s and 1960s. By the 1970s, all of the new growth was
occurring outside Metro's boundaries. In the Boston area almost all of the growth in the 1950s
and 1960s was beyond Route 128. The little growth that there was inside Route 128 in the early
part of this 40-year period was more than wiped out in the 1970s. The net result was that 1
million people moved to the area beyond Route 128 between 1950 and 1990, 0.8 million of them
representing net additions and 0.2 million representing net moves from the central city (Boston).
The share of population growth in the fringe area, 133%, was more than twice the 60% share
experienced in Toronto.
5.3 Automobile and Public Transit Trips
Transportation agencies in both Boston and Toronto conducted household surveys in
1991 which I use extensively in this chapter and for the mode choice model presented in Chapter
7. The Boston 1991 Regional Household-Based Travel Survey was conducted by the Central
Transportation Planning Staff (CTPS). The survey collected data from 3,844 households in the
Boston metropolitan area (Harrington et al. 1995). The Toronto data come from the 1991
Transportation Tomorrow Survey (TTS) conducted by the Data Management Group of the
University of Toronto's Joint Program in Transportation for the Toronto Area Transportation
Planning Data Collection Steering Committee, a consortium representing the Ontario Ministry of
Transportation, the regional municipalities, and the two major transit providers. The survey
consisted of telephone interviews with about 22,000 households in the Toronto area (Data
Management Group 1992). Table 5-2 summarizes the data from both surveys for total daily trips
for all purposes. (Walk, cycle, and trips by other modes are not shown.) The table shows that
Boston had 40% fewer transit trips and 64% more auto trips per capita. The transit share of total
trips is two and one-half times as high in Toronto: 15% compared to 6%. The Toronto transit
share is higher not only because there are more transit trips, but, more significantly, because
Toronto had fewer auto trips.
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Table 5-2 Auto and Transit Trips Made by Residents of the Boston and Toronto Regions,
1991
Boston - Percent
Boston Toronto Toronto Difference
(158 cities and (Greater
towns) Toronto Area)
Transit Trips a 737,000 1,385,000 -648,000 -47%
Auto Trips a 11,081,000 7,616,000 3,465,000 45%
TOTAL 11,818,000 9,001,000 2,817,000 31%
Transit Share 6% 15% -9% -59%
Auto Share 94% 85% 9% 11%
Population 4,056,000 4,570,000 -514,000 -11%
Transit trips per cap. 0.18 0.30 -0.12 -40%
Auto trips per cap. 2.73 1.67 1.07 64%
Total trips per cap. 2.91 1.97 0.94 48%
a Made by population 11 years old and older.
Source: Author's calculations from 1991 CTPS Household Survey data tapes and
the 1991 Transportation Tomorrow Survey.
What explains this large difference in both transit and automobile use? The urban regions
are similar in population and land area (see Table 5-3). The gross population density of the
Boston region (including southern New Hampshire) is just slightly lower than the GTA. But
average gross population density is not a good indicator of settlement patterns. A better measure
would be the population density of residential land. One indicator is the share of households living
in apartments. As shown in Table 5-3, more than a third of Toronto area residents live in
apartments, compared to only 22% of Boston area residents. This difference suggests that the
density of development is higher in Toronto, even though the gross density of the entire region is
similar.
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Table 5-3 Selected Characteristics of the Boston and Toronto Regions, 1991
Boston - Percent
Boston Toronto Toronto Diff.
(158 cities and (Greater
towns) Toronto Area)
Population 4,056,000 4,570,000 -514,000 -11%
Boston area adjusteda 4,458,000 4,570,000 -112,000 -2%
Land Area (mi2) 2,733 3,239 -506 -16%
Boston area adjusteda 3,227 3,239 -12 0%
Gross Population Density (per mi2) 1,484 1,411 73.1 5%
Boston area adjusteda 1,381 1,411 -29.5 -2%
Households 1,506,000 1,656,000 -150,000 -9%
Apartments 337,000 563,000 -226,000 -40%
Percent of households 22% 34% -12% -34%
Motor Vehicles 2,313,000 2,353,000 -40,000 -2%
per Household 1.54 1.42 0.11 8%
Median Household Income (US$) b $42,357 $40,984 $1,373 3%
Price of Gasoline (US$/gal) C $1.25 $1.70 ($0.45) -26%
"With the addition of 24 southern New Hampshire towns to get a similar size area. All statistics except as noted are for th
smaller area.
b For Boston CMSA (US Census, 1990 adjusted to 1991 with US CPI) and Toronto CMA (Statistics Canada,
converted to U.S. dollars using 1985 PPI of 1.22).
'Massachusetts (Bureau of Labor Statistics) and Ontario (Natural Resources Canada) averages in US dollars.
Sources: 1991 Transportation Tomorrow Survey and 1991 CTPS Household Survey, except as noted.
The Boston area median household income was slightly higher than the Toronto average
for 1991 (also shown in Table 5-3). Partly as a consequence, motor vehicle ownership per
household was higher in Boston. The difference in auto ownership rates is less than 10 percent;
this is more than the difference in income. One would not therefore expect major differences in
travel in the two places based on these factors alone. However, there is much more of a
difference in the cost of operating a motor vehicle. Because of different taxation rates, gasoline
prices were about 26% lower in Boston in 1991.
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Higher gasoline prices in Toronto partially explain why transit use is higher. Lower
household income and auto ownership in Toronto also point in the same direction, but the
differences compared to Boston are small enough so that one is left seeking other explanations.
The amount and quality of transit service provided may be important in explaining the 40% gap in
per capita transit use. This topic is addressed in Chapter 6. First I will consider in more detail
differences in urban structure, specifically, settlement patterns and job location.
5.4 Transit and Land Use
5.4.1 The Theory of Land Use and Transit Demand
The relationship between transit demand and land use is complex. Land use affects both
the demand for transit and the cost of competing modes. Pushkarev and Zupan (1977) explain the
relationship this way: "As urban density increases, the density of demand (number of passengers
per unit of area) also increases. This is because there are more people present to make trips, and
each person makes fewer trips by auto. Auto costs rise and convenience declines with rising
density mostly because of the auto's huge space requirements." The higher level of demand also
has a circular and cumulative effect: greater demand leads to greater supply which further boosts
demand. As demand for a particular transit service declines, the transit operator can either reduce
the size of the vehicle, incurring additional labor costs, or provide less frequent service, fewer
hours, or less coverage. In the latter cases the cost of transit is paid for by the transit user in the
form of waiting time or schedule delay. In short, where there is not a large concentration of trip
origins and destinations, there is a rapid escalation in the cost of providing transit, in terms of
operator costs, user time costs, or both.
According to the Muth-Mills monocentric city model, urban densities under a range of
plausible assumptions will be highest in the center and will decline with distance from the central
business district (CBD) (O'Sullivan 1993, p. 219). This systematic variation, or density gradient,
has been observed for many cities in numerous studies. The timing of development affects the
observed pattern because of the durability of investment in real estate and transportation
infrastructure. Cities which developed prior to the automobile era have dense cores and strong
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public transit systems, whereas cities that developed in later periods tend to be less dense, less
centralized in employment, and have lower transit use.
Density is not the only variable of interest that varies with distance from the city center.
Transit service is usually designed to provide access to the CBD. In general, the closer to the
CBD, the higher the frequency of service and the density of the transit network. This variation in
service is not the result of arbitrary service planning decisions. With increasing distance from the
center, the area to be served grows with the square of the radius, and therefore it becomes
expensive to provide a dense network of transit service.
Because of this systematic variation with distance from the center in many of the key
variables which affect transit usage, I have divided both cities into concentric semicircles, or rings,
shown in Figure 5-1 (Boston) and Figure 5-2 (Toronto). The innermost semicircle, ring 0, is the
CBD (in Toronto, this is Planning District 1; in Boston, the CBD includes Back Bay, Kendall
Square, Boston Proper, and Logan Airport). Ring 1 includes the remainder of the core cities. In
Toronto this comprises Planning Districts 2 through 6 (largely, the remainder of the City of
Toronto and its two smallest neighbors, York and East York). In Boston, ring 1 includes the
remainder of the City of Boston, and nine small cities and towns. Beyond that is an area I call the
"inner suburbs" (ring 2). This includes the remainder of the Municipality of Metropolitan
Toronto. In Boston, ring 2 includes 17 towns circumscribed by Route 128. Ring 3, the "outer
suburbs," includes in Toronto 13 municipalities adjacent to Metro. In Boston, this ring includes
59 cities and towns, roughly between Route 128 and Interstate 495. The remainder of each
region I call the "exurbs" (ring 4) In Toronto this includes the outer 17 municipalities; in Boston,
72 cities and towns beyond Interstate 495.
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Figure 5-1 Boston Metropolitan Area Showing Analysis Rings
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Figure 5-2 Greater Toronto Area Showing Analysis Rings
THE GREATER TORONTO AREA
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Note that in Toronto what I call the central area (the combination of rings 0, 1, and 2)
corresponds to the boundaries of Metro, with a total area of 240 mi 2 . The corresponding region
in Boston, all of the cities and towns within Route 128, has a total area of 257 mi 2 . For
comparison, these areas are just a bit larger than the land area of the cities of New York or
Chicago (within the city limits, not including the rest of the metropolitan area).
5.4.2 Population Density
Table 5-4 shows the population, land area, and density of each of these rings. They were
designed to be as close as possible in land area to simplify comparison, and all but the last ring
meet this goal. If I include the 24 southern New Hampshire towns, the land area of the exurb
rings, and of the regions as a whole, becomes about equal.
Table 5-4 Population and Land Area of Subregions
Boston-
Boston Region Toronto (GTA) Toronto
Ring Name pop. mi 2  pop/mi 2  pop. mi2 pop/mi 2  pct. diff.
0 CBD 184,017 15 12,149 130,500 12 11,233 8%
1 Core City 741,838 62 11,893 929,500 69 13,415 -11%
2 Inner Suburbs 759,415 180 4,223 1,154,000 159 7,258 -42%
3 Outer Suburbs 1,197,844 925 1,295 1,631,000 866 1,884 -31%
4 Exurbs 1,172,810 1,629 720 725,000 2,133 340 112%
Total 4,055,693 2,733 1,484 4,570,000 3,239 1,411 5%
0-2 Central Area Total 1,685,270 257 6,548 2,214,000 240 9,228 -29%
Source: Author's calculations from 1991 CTPS Household Survey data tapes, 1990 U.S. Census, and the 1991 TTS.
Although the
overall average population density of the regions is almost identical, there are significant
differences between corresponding rings. The Boston CBD is somewhat denser than the Toronto
CBD, but the next three Boston rings are less dense than the next three Toronto rings. The
difference in the core city (ring 1) is relatively small, 11%, but the difference is large in the inner
suburbs (42% less dense in Boston) and outer suburbs (31% less dense). The gross population
density of the exurban ring is higher in Boston. Because there is much more undeveloped land in
this part of the Toronto region, however, the net density of developed land in the ring is probably
considerably greater in Toronto. Considering the central area as a whole (Metro Toronto or the
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Boston area towns within Route 128), Boston is 29% less dense. This gap is significant because
this area contains most of the transit service in the region.
There is significant diversity within the inner suburbs (ring 2) in Boston. Only three cities
in this area (Arlington, Watertown, and Lynn) have a population density equal to or greater than
the Toronto ring 2 average density of 7,000 to 8,000 persons per mi2. Another five cities and
towns (Melrose, Belmont, Quincy, Waltham, Newton) in Boston's inner suburbs have a gross
population density of 4,000 to 6,000 per mi2. The higher density parts of the region tend to be
older industrial cities. Since the 1920s, a major explanation for differences in population growth
among jurisdictions roughly equidistant to the CBD is the use of development controls to slow or
prevent residential (and sometimes commercial) growth, especially in wealthy suburbs as
Lexington, Milton, and Dedham.
Even though Boston is considered a relatively dense city by U.S. standards, the metro area
as a whole is not very dense. The density of settlement is much higher in Toronto. The one
exception, the CBD, has lower population in Toronto partly because it has more jobs, as
described in the next section. The total difference in residence patterns can be seen most clearly
if I sum the differences in each ring shown in Table 5-4. About 800,000 residents from the
exurban areas of Boston (including southern New Hampshire) and 110,000 others (from outside
the region) would have to move into the inner areas of Boston (the outer suburbs or closer in) in
order to match the population density pattern of Toronto.
5.4.3 Concentration of Employment
A concentration of destinations is a key factor in supporting public transit use. It is less
expensive to provide high-quality, rapid service if everyone is going to the same place. In
addition, in concentrated employment areas parking becomes scarce and expensive, making transit
more attractive. Finally, concentrated employment centers enable workers to make non-work
trips on foot, such as journeys to restaurants, dry cleaners, and shops. These opportunities allow
transit commuters to make numerous ancillary trips during the work day or before or after work
which would otherwise require an automobile.
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Many cities have one large concentration of employment in the Central Business District
(CBD). Public transit investments have concentrated on service to the CBD. Some cities have
developed other employment concentrations. The City of Toronto and Metro Toronto have tried
to create such subcenters in connection with investments in heavy rail transit (Frisken 1993).
Zoning was altered in advance of transit construction to permit apartments and office towers
within walking distance of new subway stops, occasionally over the objections of neighbors. This
strategy, universally regarded as one of the most successful examples of transportation and land-
use coordination, had its heyday in the late 1960s and early 1970s (Brindle 1992). Despite the
creation of some small clusters of jobs around stations, the vast majority of central area job
growth was in the CBD (Bourne and Olvet 1995). CBD job growth was rapid in the 1980s, but
stopped with the recession which arrived in 1989, and did not return with the recovery starting in
1993 (Bourne and Olvet 1995).
I do not have comparable data for central area employment in Boston and Toronto.
However, I can use the 1991 household survey data to count morning peak work trip
destinations. This figure should be approximately proportional to the total number of jobs except
that it does not include those who arrive by bicycle, foot, or other minor modes. The 1990 U.S.
Census data indicate that 91% of workers in the Boston CMSA arrive by private motor vehicle or
public transit, and 5.5% walk (Rosetti and Eversole 1993).
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Table 5-5 Morning Peak Work Trips by Destination"
Boston
(158 cities and towns)
Ring Name Number Share
0 CBD 188,505 18%
1 Core City 140,622 14%
2 Inner Suburbs 174,012 17%
3 Outer Suburbs 329,531 32%
4 Exurbs 191,499 19%
Total 1,024,169 100%
Toronto % differ-
(GTA) ence in
Number Share shares
249,890 21% -16%
154,756 13% 4%
283,220 24% -43%
345,775 30% 8%
135,661 12% 38%
1,169,301 100% 0%
aDoes not include walk, cycle, or other trips.
Source: Author's calculations from 1991 CTPS Household Survey data tapes and
1991 Transportation Tomorrow Survey. In
Table 5-5 trip ends are divided among the semicircular rings previously defined. The difference in
employment is skewed in the same direction as the difference in residential density: more jobs in
the central rings of Toronto and fewer jobs in the exurbs. The CBD has a 16% lower share of
jobs in Boston. The other major difference-one which is even more striking-is the job gap in
the inner suburbs. Boston has a 43% lower share of jobs in this ring. This area is the furthest-out
part of the region that has a significant amount of local transit service. The towns in this part of
the Boston region therefore not only have lower population density but also less employment.
Some of these Boston towns are primarily residential and prevent commercial development.
Others have significant employment, and there is more in other adjacent cities and towns on the
other side of Route 128. There is little difference in the number of jobs in the outer suburbs of
both areas. But in the exurbs, the share of jobs is 38% greater in the Boston region compared to
Toronto. The CBD jobs that Boston lacks compared to Toronto are in effect located in the
exurbs.
What explains the difference in job locations? I offer the following explanations. First,
since the population of the Toronto exurbs is much lower than Boston, employers have less of an
incentive to move employment closer to these exurban areas to close to their workforce and
customers. Second, as will be discussed, the limited-access expressway system is much more
sparse in outlying areas of Toronto; the only beltway is in the middle of the central area. In
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Boston, by contrast, there is a beltway on the periphery of the central area and another further
out. Third, the greater supply of transit service, combined with land-use controls designed to
encourage development adjacent to transit, may enable more employers to locate in the central
areas, although the direction of causality between transit service and central area employment
probably runs in both directions. Fourth, Toronto has a larger role as a corporate headquarters
city; its role is analogous to New York's. Fifth, the same institutions which keep population
densities low in the inner suburbs also help to keep out employment.
5.5 Household Characteristics and Mode Share
So far I have established that there are systematic variations in population density and the
distribution of employment with distance from the CBD. I have also shown that compared to
Boston, Toronto has considerably higher population density, particularly in the inner suburbs, and
that Toronto has more jobs in central area (CBD, core, and, inner suburbs; again, particularly the
latter). This central area is also the area with most transit service (the Toronto Transit
Commission district, which is coterminous with Metro Toronto). Do patterns of transit and
automobile use correspond to this difference in household and job location? This section examines
first the variation in driver licensing, motor vehicle ownership, and the share of apartment
dwellers by rings of residence. Then I consider how transit and auto mode split vary among these
rings. Finally I consider destination ring in addition to origin ring.
5.5.1 Licensing and Automobile Ownership
Under "Licensed Drivers" in Table 5-6 one can see that the overall driver licensing rate
(per capita) is virtually identical in the two cities. In both places the rate generally increases with
increasing distance from the CBD. One exception is that the rate is slightly higher in the CBD
itself than in the surrounding part of the core city; the other exception is that the licensing rate
drops off slightly in the furthest ring in Boston (but not in Toronto).
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Table 5-6 Population, Workers, Households, Drivers, Motor Vehicles, and Apartments by
Ring, 1991
Boston (158 cities and towns)
Licensed Drivers
Total FT or PT
Population Workers
184,017 99,626
741,838 392,102
759,415 407,264
1,197,844 661,452
1,172,810 589,105
4,055,923 2,149,549
Total FT or PT
Population Workers
130,348 75,482
929,103 469,037
1,154,652 562,613
1,632,011 828,387
723,493 335,351
4,569,607 2,270,871
House-
holds
84,19
289,74
289,04
429,01
413,52
1,505,51
House-
holds
70,48
375,87
418,16
530,82
260,67
1,656,03
count per cap
8 110,742 0.60
2 436,364 0.59
0 513,024 0.68
6 843,627 0.70
2 752,345 0.64
8 2,656,102 0.65
Toronto (Greater Toronto
Licensed Drivers
count per cap
7 81,223 0.62
9 556,504 0.60
7 727,135 0.63
4 1,069,138 0.66
8 477,241 0.66
5 2,911,242 0.64
Household Motor Vehicles
count per cap per hh per emp.
60,567 0.33 0.72 0.61
305,604 0.41 1.05 0.78
442,983 0.58 1.53 1.09
777,374 0.65 1.81 1.18
726,300 0.62 1.76 1.23
2,312,828 0.57 1.54 1.08
Area)
Household Motor Vehicles
count per cap per hh per emp.
42,417 0.33 0.60 0.56
407,295 0.44 1.08 0.87
569,543 0.49 1.36 1.01
921,176 0.56 1.74 1.11
412,771 0.57 1.58 1.23
2,353,202 0.51 1.42 1.04
Apartments
% of
count hhlds
50,237 60%
108,823 38%
65,041 23%
60,153 14%
53,186 13%
337,440 22%
Apartments
% of
count hhlds
59,389 84%
165,774 44%
170,492 41%
112,378 21%
55,286 21%
563,319 34%
Source. Author's calculations from 1991 CTPS Household Survey data tapes and 1991 TTS.
Automobile ownership follows a similar pattern, but the differences (both between cities
and among rings) are more pronounced. First, the auto ownership rate per capita is higher overall
in Boston, although only by 11%. Most of this difference is the result of higher auto ownership in
the outer suburbs and exurbs. In the inner suburbs auto ownership is significantly lower in
Toronto, but in the core area, it is a bit higher. One explanation is that the central area has a
higher income population in Toronto compared to Boston, but the inner suburbs have relatively
lower income. Moreover, the inner suburbs are considerably more dense-and more transit-
friendly-in Toronto; this may help to suppress auto ownership.
5.5.2 What Explains the Difference in Population Density?
As previously mentioned, there is a greater share of households living in apartments in
Toronto compared to Boston. In both regions the share in apartments declines with distance from
the CBD (also shown in Table 5-6). Although the apartment share is higher in Toronto in every
ring, the difference is relatively small in ring 1 (the core city) and large in ring 2 (the inner
suburbs). In Toronto there is hardly any decline in apartment-dwelling as one moves from the
core city to the inner suburbs, whereas in Boston there is a large drop-off The inner suburbs of
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Boston have a similar apartment share to the outer suburbs and exurbs of Toronto. The number
of people living in apartments in the outer regions of Boston is smaller still.
In terms of political boundaries, the inner suburbs of Toronto include three municipalities
within the jurisdiction of Metro Toronto; the equivalent area in Boston includes 17 independent
cities and towns. Because Toronto municipalities are larger and less parochial, they are less likely
to practice exclusionary zoning. In fact, Metro has been successful in encouraging its constituent
municipalities to zone for higher-density housing and has widely distributed subsidized housing
(Frisken 1993). The region as a whole has similar differences in local governance. There are 36
municipalities in the Greater Toronto Area. The Boston area, by contrast, has 182 cities and
towns in an area of the same size (158 in Massachusetts, 24 in New Hampshire). Despite state
laws attempting to discourage exclusionary zoning, the practice is widespread in the Boston area,
and may decrease areawide average density and promote leapfrog development compared to the
development which would occur in a less constrained real estate market.
There are other reasons why residential densities are higher in Toronto. The Canadian
income tax code contains no provision for deducting mortgage interest nor local property tax
expenses. In the U.S., this feature of the tax system encourages land and housing consumption by
reducing the price of owner-occupied housing. Also, since the 1950s the Province of Ontario has
had strong septic system controls, increasing the cost of housing for those wishing to live outside
of sewered areas (Frisken 1993). A larger and more dispersed expressway system in Boston
compared to Toronto may have facilitated greater population dispersion. The two expressway
systems are compared in section 5.6.1.
5.5.3 Work Trips
Table 5-7 shows the number of morning peak work trips by mode and by ring of origin.
The overall rate of work trip making, normalized by population, is virtually identical in the two
regions. Recall that this was not the case for the total number of trips for all purposes, where the
number of automobile trips was much higher in Boston. For work trips at least, transit substitutes
for auto.
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Table 5-7 Work Trips by Ring of Origin, 1991
Boston (158 cities and towns)
Work Trips (am peak)
Count Per Capita
Ring Name Population Transit Auto Total Transit Auto Total
0 CBD 184,000 17,000 19,000 36,000 0.092 0.103 0.196
1 Core 741,800 59,000 115,000 174,000 0.080 0.155 0.235
2 Inner Suburbs 759,400 31,000 184,000 215,000 0.041 0.242 0.283
3 Outer Suburbs 1,197,800 22,000 307,000 329,000 0.018 0.256 0.275
4 Exurbs 1,172,810 8,000 277,000 285,000 0.007 0.236 0.243
Total Region 4,055,810 137,000 902,000 1,039,000 0.034 0.222 0.256
Toronto (Greater Toronto Area)
Work Trips (am peak)
Count Per Capita
Ring Name Population Transit Auto Total Transit Auto Total
0 CBD 130,500 17,000 12,000 29,000 0.130 0.092 0.222
1 Core 929,500 99,000 146,000 245,000 0.107 0.157 0.264
2 Inner Suburbs 1,154,000 82,000 223,000 305,000 0.071 0.193 0.264
3 Outer Suburbs 1,631,000 54,000 330,000 384,000 0.033 0.202 0.235
4 Exurbs 725,000 7,300 189,000 196,300 0.010 0.261 0.271
Total Region 4,570,000 259,300 900,000 1,159,300 0.057 0.197 0.254
Source: Author's calculations from 1991 CTPS Household Survey data tapes and the 1991 TTS.
The transit mode share for work trips is lower in Boston (.034 trips per capita compared
to .057 trips per capita). The percent difference in transit per capita work trips is the same as the
percent difference in per capita transit trips for all purposes. This suggests that the Boston-
Toronto gap in transit use holds for both work and non-work trips. It suggests, too, that the
difference holds for peak and off-peak trips. In both cities, however, the choice of mode for work
trips varies systematically by residence location, with highest use in the core and lowest in the
outer regions. Even though transit use is everywhere lower in Boston, the difference is not the
same in each ring. The gap in transit use is highest in the inner and outer suburbs (rings 2 and 3),
where transit work trips per capita are 42% to 45% lower. In the other parts of the region transit
use in Boston is only 25% to 30% lower.
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Comparing across similar parts of the urban areas, Toronto residents are consistently more
likely to take transit than Boston residents. However, part of the explanation for the gap in transit
use is that there are more people living in the closer-in sections of Toronto. The core area (ring
1), where transit use is high in both places, has about 188,000 more people in Toronto. The inner
suburbs, where transit use is relatively high compared to the outer suburbs and exurbs, have
394,000 more people in Toronto.
The pattern for work trips is similar to the pattern for population density, dwelling type,
and auto ownership. The largest differences are in the inner suburbs, and to a lesser extent the
outer suburbs. Toronto has more people living in these areas (and consequently a higher
population density), more apartments, lower automobile ownership, higher transit use, and lower
auto use. For auto ownership and auto work trips, virtually all of the difference between the two
regions is explained by the differences in these rings. For transit use and apartment dwelling,
Toronto is consistently higher in all rings, even though the differences are greatest in these rings.
5.5.4 Origin and Destination Pairs
The decision to use public transit for work trips depends on attributes of the destination
area, in addition to attributes of the origin. For example, CBD destinations tend to have better
transit service and scarcer parking, and thus attract more transit trips. Some outlying destinations
may have virtually no transit service. Table 5-8 shows a matrix of transit mode shares (transit
trips as a percent of all work trips) for all origin and destination pairs based on the ring system
outlined previously. In both cities, trips with a CBD destination attract the highest share of
workers to transit (50% of all CBD-bound trips in Boston, 65% in Toronto). The gap for trips to
the core city (not including the CBD) is 22% versus 27%. Of these trips, the largest difference is
trips originating in the inner suburbs (14% versus 26%). There is also a large gap between the two
regions in trips destined for the inner suburbs. Only 4% of such trips are made by transit in
Boston, but 15% are in Toronto. Within the inner suburbs, Toronto transit has a respectable 17%
of the market; but transit in Boston only has 3% of the market for similar trips. Even in the
outermost regions, Toronto has a relatively high share of transit for local (within ring) trips: 5% in
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the outer suburbs and 8% in the exurbs. The comparable figures for Boston are 1% and less than
1%.
Table 5-8 Transit Share of Work Trips by Ring Origin and Destination Pairs, 1991
Boston Toronto
(158 cities and towns) (GTA)
Destination Ring Destination Ring
0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4
Inner Outer Row Inner Outer Row
Origin Ring CBD Core Suburbs Suburbs Exurbs Total CBD Core Suburbs Suburb Exurbs Total
0 CBD 58% 51% 24% 9% 0% 47% 73% 58% 47% 25% 0% 59%
1 Core 58% 28% 10% 7% 1% 34% 64% 33% 26% 6% 0% 41%
2 Inner Suburbs 43% 14% 3% 0% 0% 14% 66% 26% 17% 7% 0% 28%
3 Outer Suburbs 41% 12% 2% 1% 0% 7% 65% 14% 5% 5% 3% 14%
4 Exurbs 50% 4% 0% 0% 0% 3% 55% 11% 3% 1% 8% 8%
Column Total 50% 22% 4% 1% 0% 13% 65% 27% 15% 5% 8% 23%
Source: Author's calculations from 1991 CTPS Household Survey data tapes and 1991 TTS.
The part of the metropolitan area that can be considered urban as opposed to suburban is
considerably larger in Toronto. In Boston only the core city part of the region is really urban, and
much, but not all, of the inner suburbs is low density residential. In Toronto, essentially all of the
Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto is urban in terms of population density. Although half of
the population and many of the jobs are outside Metro, they tend to be clustered along the border.
In Boston, on the other hand, both population and jobs are spread more widely in the vast
outlying areas which are largely inaccessible by public transit. As a result, the population within
the effective service district of the transit system in Toronto is larger, and therefore the demand
for transit is larger.
5.6 Automobile Trip Costs
5.6.1 Expressway Systems
Both metropolitan areas have extensive networks of limited access expressways which
provide access to the center and several exurban subcenters. The center-city parts of the
expressway systems of both regions have missing links compared to the planned system. These
gaps are due to successful campaigns in the late 1960s and early 1970s to stop building urban
expressways. The decision by the Governor of Massachusetts in 1970 to impose a moratorium on
building urban expressways was a source of inspiration to Toronto activists (Pill 1979). The
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moratorium soon led to a cancellation of the proposed Inner Belt urban ring expressway and a
portion of 1-95 known as the Southwest Corridor. In Toronto, the proposed Spadina Expressway
was canceled by the Premier of Ontario in 1971. Several other links were eventually canceled,
including the Scarborough Expressway, the Highway 400 Extension, the Richview Expressway,
and the Crosstown Expressway, all of which would have been expressways entering the City of
Toronto, the center of the region (Pill 1979).
Boston has a heavily traveled beltway, Route 128, which forms roughly a semicircle
around what I have called the inner suburbs. Summing the distance on this expressway and the
radial expressways inside this area gives a total of 78 mi of expressways. Metro Toronto, almost
the same size as the area within Route 128, also has 78 mi of expressways. Although the length
of expressways in the center of the region is about the same, Boston has many more expressway
miles overall: some 257 mi in the urbanized area in 1991 (FHWA 1992).
Highway 401, running across the center of the Metro Toronto region, performs a similar
function to Route 128 in Boston, and also attracts a large amount of traffic. The difference is that
Highway 401 is closer to the CBD than is Route 128 (6 miles compared to 10 miles from the
center). An outer beltway, 1-495, was built in the Boston area in the 1970s. An expressway
parallel to 401 just beyond the Metro boundary, the proposed Highway 407, has been in planning
stages for many years in Toronto and is scheduled to be opened to traffic as of this writing; it will
add 42 mi to the expressway system (Mekky 1995). The extra beltway and greater number of
radial expressways in Boston may have contributed to the greater suburbanization of households
and businesses compared to Toronto.
5.6.2 Travel Time
One way of comparing the highway systems in both cities is to look at trip times for
similar types of trips. Average trip times based on the rings defined previously were calculated
using morning peak travel times skimmed from the highway network models. These travel times
reflect both the extent of the highway system and the amount of traffic congestion. The travel
times shown in Table 5-9 were calculated using the sample of work trips from the 1991 household
surveys (these trips included both people traveling by transit and by auto). The weighted average
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in each column and row reflects not only the travel times of specific origin-destination pairs, but
also the frequency of each trip type in the sample. The overall average travel time was slightly
longer in Boston, 21.9 minutes compared to 20.7 minutes in Toronto. For comparison, the
average travel time (by all modes, self-reported) was 25.2 minutes in the 39 largest U.S.
metropolitan areas in 1990 (Rosetti and Eversole 1993, 2-15).
Table 5-9 Auto AM Peak Travel Time by Ring of Origin and Destination
Automobile Travel Time, Network Estimate (mins)
Toronto
Avg. by
Origin Ring Destination Ring Origin Ring
0 1 2 3 4
0 5.0 9.8 18.0 32.7 11.4
1 13.6 9.4 14.2 28.9 43.7 14.7
2 30.6 18.0 11.1 22.8 42.4 18.8
3 81.0 36.9 26.4 16.0 20.4 25.4
4 129.1 51.4 46.2 29.0 10.6 22.9
Avg. by
Dest. Ring 30.0 19.2 18.1 19.9 12.9 20.7
Boston
Avg. by
Origin Ring Destination Ring Origin Ring
0 1 2 3 4
0 13.2 13.7 22.4 33.7 47.8 16.6
1 21.1 11.5 22.1 32.2 45.6 19.3
2 30.6 20.5 9.3 23.2 38.7 20.2
3 47.7 37.3 27.0 13.5 27.1 22.9
4 73.4 63.5 49.0 28.9 12.7 24.5
Avg. by
Dest. Ring 32.8 20.8 21.4 19.9 16.2 21.9
Source: Author's calculations based on travel time network estimates from
CTPS (Boston) and DMG (Toronto).
Although the average travel time was longer in Boston, trips to the CBD from rings 3 and
4 were quicker than similar trips in Toronto, almost certainly because of the larger highway
network in the outer areas of Boston. Trips within ring 2 and within ring 3 were also shorter in
Boston, suggesting that crosstown expressway service is better in Boston. Trips within the CBD
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and the rest of the central city (rings 0 and 1) take longer in Boston, due to greater traffic
congestion and a less favorable arterial road network.
5.6.3 Travel Cost
Another important indicator of mode choice is the out-of-pocket cost of travel. For
highway trips, out of pocket costs include gasoline, maintenance, tolls, and parking. As
mentioned, gasoline prices were about 26% lower in Boston in 1991. Boston has tolls on three
entrances to the downtown area (a bridge, a pair of tunnels, and the Mass Turnpike Extension).
These were priced at $0.50 to $2.00 per round trip in 1991. Toronto had no highway tolls
(Highway 407 is the first toll road in the area).
Table 5-10 Parking Cost by Destination Ring
Parking Cost (1991 U.S. dollars per day)
Destination Ring Average
0 1 2 3 4
Toronto 6.97 0.87 0.31 0.00 0.00 1.69
Boston 3.59 1.20 0.37 0.06 0.12 0.93
Source: Author's calculations based on trip and parking data from CTPS (Boston) and
DMG (Toronto). Toronto data are based on a 1986 parking price survey which was
inflated to 1991 Canadian dollars using the Canadian CPI (126.2/100) and converted to
US dollars using the 1985 PPI (1.22).
Another cost of auto use is parking. Parking data were obtained from a 1986 market
survey in Toronto, adjusted to 1991 Canadian dollars and converted to U.S. dollars using the
1985 purchasing power index (PPI) (United Nations 1994). Boston parking prices by traffic
analysis zone of destination were calculated using the 1991 household survey, eliminating those
who paid nothing for parking from the averages. In both regions, then, the parking rates reflect
market rates and do not account for those who receive free parking in areas where the market rate
is above zero. The Toronto survey asked whether free parking was offered at the work place; I
tested the use of this variable in the mode choice model presented in Chapter 7. As can be seen in
Table 5-10, parking varies dramatically by destination in both regions. In the CBD, parking is
expensive, but virtually everywhere else it is inexpensive or free. This is true in both regions. The
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difference, however, is that average parking costs in the CBD are about twice as high in Toronto.
This helps explains the demand for transit for CBD-bound trips. One potential source of error in
these data is that real parking costs in Toronto may have declined between 1986 and 1991
because of the decline in employment land value (Soberman 1997)
5.7 Conclusions
Toronto has higher transit use and lower car use in a manner that corresponds with
differences in residential density. Although density and transit use decline with increasing distance
from the center in both regions, it does so much more quickly in Boston. The difference is
greatest for the area just outside the older city (the inner suburbs), which has 42% lower density
in Boston. Both housing and employment are more tightly clustered around the core area in
Toronto. In Boston the core is surrounded by low-density suburbs, and housing and jobs are
scattered to a much greater degree throughout the exurban parts of the region.
Why does Toronto have higher urban densities than Boston even though the latter city
developed to a greater extent in the pre-automobile era? The most likely explanations include the
lack of a mortgage interest deduction in the Canadian income tax system; strong septic controls
which limit far-flung residential growth; and a political geography which includes larger, less
parochial local governments and regional governments which have been successful in permitting
higher density housing under zoning by-laws and scattering subsidized housing. Lower median
household income than Boston for much of the postwar period is also part of the explanation.
The zoning of transit station areas in Toronto to accommodate office and residential towers
helped focus at least a portion of Toronto's growth. There was no parallel effort in Boston.
Toronto has a greater concentration of jobs than Boston, with a 16% greater share in the
CBD and a 43% greater share in the inner suburbs. Greater employment concentration by itself
explains some of the gap in transit use. The higher concentration of employment also increases
the demand for parking and drives up its price. Parking in the CBD costs about twice as much in
Toronto compared to Boston-as will be seen in Chapter 7, this difference is a major explanation
of higher transit use in Toronto.
However, even local transit use is higher in Toronto. This includes crosstown trips (not
destined for the CBD) and trips within outlying municipalities. The greater net residential density,
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even in the exurbs (as suggested by the difference in the share of households living in apartments),
is part of the explanation for this difference. Higher gasoline prices may also contribute. There
may also be cumulative and circular effects: the greater regional transit supply may encourage
more local transit trips.
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6. TRANSIT PERFORMANCE IN BOSTON AND TORONTO
6.1 Introduction
Transit ridership is affected by exogenous factors as discussed in the previous chapter.
Transit policy decisions are also important. These include the frequency of service, coverage, fare
and transfer policies, and the type of capital investments. The cost of providing service can be a
major factor influencing the amount of service provided. This chapter compares these endogenous
factors affecting transit use in Boston and Toronto. I will argue that policy decisions concerning
transit are in part the product of their institutional context such as the relationship between local
government and transit providers and the sources of transit subsidies.
Although both regions have several transit operators, most of the data and analysis
concern the primary large transit operator in each region. The primary transit operator in the
Boston area is the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA). When the MBTA was
created in 1964 the Boston-area transit service district was expanded from 123 mi 2 to about 1,000
mi2 . However, most service is still focused on the core, and most local service is within the central
area. The MBTA operates all light and heavy rail, and most local and express bus in the area and
contracts for commuter rail and ferry boat service. There are several small transit districts that
serve outlying cities and towns and a few private express bus operators. The MBTA is
controlled by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, except that an Advisory Board representing
the 78 cities and towns in the service district has limited budgetary review power. The MBTA
evolved from the Metropolitan Transit Authority (MTA), which had the same structure except
that its service district included only 14 municipalities in the core of the region. The MTA
descended from the Boston Elevated Railway, which had been a private company until it was
bailed out by Massachusetts in 1918 (G6mez-Iba'inez 1996).
The primary transit operator in Toronto is the Toronto Transit Commission (TTC), a
public agency for almost as long as the MBTA. The TTC started in 1920 as a department of the
City of Toronto and was put under the control of the Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto with
the reorganization of 1953. The service district of the TTC is coterminous with the boundaries of
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Metro, about 240 mi 2 . This district is one-quarter the size of the MBTA's official service area.
However, most local transit service is offered in the old MTA district, which is about half the size
of the TTC district.
Commuter rail and express buses are operated by Government of Ontario (GO) Transit,
run by the Province. There are also a dozen small municipal transit operators in cities outside the
Metro boundaries. Unlike GO Transit and the MBTA, the TTC is under the jurisdiction of local
government, in this case Metro. In the 1980s the TTC lost some of its previous independence
when the composition of the TTC Board was changed to consist of Metro Councilors rather than
their appointees.
6.2 Transit Ridership
6.2.1 Historical Trends
In the past 40 years MBTA and TTC ridership levels have diverged even more sharply
than the national transit trends described in Chapter 2. Since 1955, the earliest date for which data
are available, the TTC served more passenger trips than the MBTA (Figure 6-1). Toronto's
population was much smaller than Boston's at that time, but the income gap was probably much
larger than it is today. As discussed in Chapter 5, Toronto's population grew rapidly throughout
the postwar period. In the 1950s and 1960s, much of the growth was still within the TTC service
district. By contrast, the population of the MTA district (14 municipalities) declined by more than
25% between 1950 and 1990.
Ridership declined on both systems roughly in parallel to 1961. Thereafter TTC ridership
stabilized and began to increase. MBTA ridership continued to decline through 1971. The real
MBTA decline is greater than the figures suggest because the earlier years do not include the
266
riders on the private transit systems that the MBTA acquired in 1968 and 197226. MBTA
26 The MBTA took over operations of the Eastern Massachusetts Street Railway in 1968. The Eastern Mass, a
private operator, had been operating local bus service in communities north, south, and west of the old MTA
district. Based on MBTA statistics, about 4 million vehicle revenue miles of service were added from this take
over. Some of these operations were later taken over by smaller public agencies, such as in Brockton. The
addition of the Middlesex and Boston's former routes to the MBTA in 1972, by contrast, added a much smaller
amount of vehicle miles. Since service was being cut in 1972, it is impossible to estimate the number of vehicle
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ridership stabilized from 1971 through 1982 and increased gradually from 1983 to 1994. TTC
ridership increased rapidly from 1979 to 1988, but there was a precipitous decline from 1988 to
1995 (representing a loss of 20% of the 1988 passengers).
The amount of transit service supplied has increased over the years in both systems. The
data in Figure 6-1 show vehicle revenue miles weighted by vehicle carrying capacity. By this
measure TTC service was constant until the early 1960s when it began a steep upward increase
which lasted almost unbroken until 1988. During this period the TTC opened several subway lines
and extensions. Most streetcars (and, later, electric trolley buses) were replaced by diesel buses.
Subway service increased nearly six fold, from 7 million to 40 million annual vehicle miles. Total
surface transit service (streetcar, trolleybus, and motorbus) increased 67%, from 42 to 70 million
annual vehicle miles. Ridership increased during this period but at a slower rate. Since 1988
service has declined sharply and ridership even more so.
Linked Trips Weighted Rev. Veh. Mi
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Figure 6-1 MBTA and TTC Transit Ridership and Service
miles attributable to the Middlesex and Boston. Together the two take-overs expanded the MiBTA's route network
from about 775 to more than 1,400 route miles.
27 Bus and trolley bus have a weight of 1.0; street car and intermediate capacity rail have a weight of 2.0, and
heavy rail has a weight of 2.5. These factors roughly reflect the difference in person-carrying capacity of the
different kinds of vehicles and correspond to occupancies of 50, 100, and 125 people respectively.
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The MBTA also opened new transit lines and extensions during this period. Between 1968
and 1992, heavy rail service more than doubled, from 9 million to 20 million annual vehicle miles.
But surface transit (i.e. bus, trolleybus, and streetcar) mileage actually declined 5% from 30.0 to
28.6 million miles. (This change was measured using 1968 as a baseline because that was the first
year of ridership service which included some of the suburban bus systems which the MBTA
acquired.) Subway service rose, but surface service declined, with the net result that there was
hardly any real increase in transit service until after 1985, even considering the difference in
vehicle capacity.
Comparing the trends in service and ridership in both systems over time it is clear that
more service has been required to provide the same number of passenger trips. In other words,
the number of trips per vehicle mile of service has declined. In Toronto this ratio deteriorated
sharply during the early period of service expansion but remained roughly constant after 1980.
Transit ridership had been growing even faster than service expansion before 1989, but afterwards
the trends reversed. At the MBTA, transit ridership was declining in the 1960s even as service
supplied was roughly constant. From 1971 to 1985 service and ridership moved almost in tandem.
The more recent increases in service have not been accompanied by similar increases in ridership
(although they may have helped to prevent ridership decline). The most recent data show a small
increase in transit ridership. The number of linked trips per weighted revenue vehicle mile was
from 1976 to 1987 consistently higher in Boston than Toronto. But since then Boston has
attracted slightly fewer riders per mile of service. Both systems have followed the same trend of
declining intensity of use over time. In general, over the years both systems have attracted a
similar number of riders per mile of service produced.
The TTC service area was greatly enlarged in 1953 when Metro Toronto was created. In
the following decades, the TTC extended its subway system considerably. Surface service also
increased. Demand for transit in Metro was increasing because population was increasing very
rapidly. As discussed in the previous chapter, even new housing development in that area was
often at sufficient density to support transit service. There was also considerable employment
growth in the core. Although I do not have data on service frequency in 1953, it seems that it has
not decreased much since then. Most TTC surface routes still provide frequent service and are
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operated 20 hours per day.2 8 Expansions in the network at the fringe probably led to a decrease
in system average frequency, but were not produced at the expense of service cuts in the core.
The MBTA service district, designated in 1964, covers a much larger territory than the
TTC district. The MBTA was given a mandate to increase service throughout the whole region.
It has done so principally by extending first heavy rail and later commuter rail service to points
further from the CBD. New express bus and ferry boat services were also created. One of the
MBTA's forms of expansion was to absorb private bus operators in adjacent communities. These
expansions vastly increased the size of the route network. The amount of service has not
increased to the same degree, meaning that the average frequency of service has declined. There
have been sharp differences by mode. Rail lines using subways were consolidated and extended,
and frequent service has been maintained. The remainder of the system (consisting of surface
operations using diesel and trolleybus) has offered less and less service in most years. In effect,
the MBTA reallocated its service from surface routes in the core area to its extended rail lines and
new services. The average frequency of transit service in Boston in 1951 was almost twice what
it is now, and interestingly, just a little less than the average frequency provided in Toronto
today.29
6.2.2 Ridership and Service in 1991
Table 6-1 summarizes key transit service and financial data for the major transit agencies
in the two areas, GO Transit and TTC in Toronto, and the MBTA in Boston. Both areas also
have smaller transit operators. In the Toronto region these smaller operators collectively produce
a significant amount of transit ridership, 65 million annual linked trips, nearly twice as many trips
as GO Transit serves. 30 The data were obtained for calendar year 1991 in an attempt to be
consistent with and comparable to the household survey data shown in the previous chapter. The
first part of the table restates the differences in ridership and service supplied shown in the
historical data. One difference is that these data include figures for commuter rail systems.
28 Service was cut back sharply in February 1996 in response to declining subsidies.
29 The 1951 MTA Annual Report gives the following figures: 790 directional route miles (track miles or their
equivalent) and 49 million revenue vehicle miles. This produces an average of 61,000 annual vehicle miles per
route mile. The 1991 statistics for Boston and Toronto are calculated later in this chapter.
30 Ridership, service, revenue, and operating cost data for these small systems are shown in Appendix C.
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Commuter rail service is significantly less used (rides per mile of service) in Boston compared to
Toronto. Therefore with the commuter rail data added the gap in linked trips widens to 138%,
and the gap in service narrows to 91%. The transfer rate (unlinked trips per linked trip) in both
systems is high: 58% in Boston, 54% in Toronto.
The number of vehicle miles of service is only one measure of transit supply. One can
compare transit network coverage as measured by route miles of service. There are several
definitions of network coverage. For rail systems track mileage is often reported. The analogous
measure for buses is directional route mileage. Route mileage is not the proper measure because
it counts each route that uses the same street twice. Using this measure, giving every other bus
on the same route a different number would instantly double the number of route miles. The best
measure is street mileage, the (directional) miles of street which have transit service. These figures
were obtained from the TTC. The directional route mileage reported by the MBTA as part of the
National Transit Database is not supposed to double-count overlapping routes and thus should be
an equivalent measure.
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Table 6-1 Transit System Characteristics, Boston and Toronto, 1991
Bostona
Percent
Torontob Duff.
Com-
Basic muter
Units System Rail Total
Com-
Basic muter
System Rail
% diff.
Total (B-T)/B
Annual Passengers
Boardings (Unlinked Trips) (mil)
Linked Trips (mil)
Annual Service Offered
Revenue vehicle mi
Route mic
Revenue vehicle hoursd
Rev veh mi/route mi
Linked Trips/rev veh mi
Revenues
Pass Rev ($) d
Revenue/Trip ($)d
Operating Expenses
Expenses
Labor Costse
Operating Ratiod
Employees
Unit Costs
Oper. ExpensesNeh Mid
Labor CostNeh Hourd
Labor Cost/Employeed
Emp./mil Veh Hoursd
(mil) 52
1,577
(000) 3,532
33,079
3.3
15
530
495
27,558
1.4
(mil) 141 n.a.
0.81 n.a.
(mil) 460
(mil) 349
0.31
6,159
8.81
99
56,640
1,744
97
63
n. a.
1,137
6.66
127
55,416
2,297
67
2,107
4,027
31,690
2.9
n.a.
n.a.
557
412
n. a.
7,296
8.34
102
56,450
1,812
116
1,674
8,485
69,426
3.7
11
892
n.a.
12,741
3.1
128
2,566
n.a.
49,719
3.6
-91%
-22%
-140%
-57%
-25%
379 80 459 -169%
0.89 2.28 1.00 -10%
543
470
0.70
10,218
4.67
55
45,986
1,204
140
90
0.57
1,551
12.31
n.a.
57,885
n.a.
683
560
0.67
11,769
5.35
n.a.
47,555
n.a.
-23%
-36%
-128%
-61%
47%
44%
19%
31%
'Basic system is MBTA bus, light rail, and heavy rail. Commuter rai" is MBTA commuter rail.
There are several small operators in the region which are not included in these data.
b Basic system is TTC bus, light rail, and heavy rail. Commuter rail is GO Transit express coach and
commuter rail. There are 14 small operators in the region which are not included in these data.
cData for TTC and GO are from APTA 1990.
dCOmpariSOn in last column is for basic system only.
eData for MBTA basic system, TTC, and GO are from APTA 1990, adjusted to 1991 dollars.
All Canadian dollars were converted into US equivalents using the 1985 PPI (1.22). N.A.=not available.
Sources: CUTA 1992; FTA 1992; TTC 1993.
Because transit ridership is sensitive to waiting time, concentrating service on fewer routes
should up to a point produce higher ridership. The total street mileage of the basic transit systems
was similar. Since the TTC has twice as much service as the MBTA, the average service
frequency (vehicle miles per route mile) is twice as high on the TTC system. MBTA service is
spread much more thinly. This may be a major reason why transit ridership is higher in Toronto.
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173 20
317
193
780 35
424 35
815 -157%
459 -138%
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The amount of service provided varies enormously by mode, whether the route is express or local,
and the characteristics of the area served. Average frequency by mode is discussed in Section
6.3.2.
Although the transit route network for the basic system is only a little larger in Toronto,
GO's commuter rail network is much larger than the MBTA's, but only because it includes an
extensive network of feeder buses. The rail portion of the network is less than half the size of the
Boston commuter rail network.
Dividing passenger trips by revenue vehicle miles gives a measure of the average intensity
of system use. This measure reflects both the demand for transit service and operational decisions
about how much service to provide. By this measure, the basic system (i.e., not counting
commuter rail) in Toronto is only slightly more heavily used. The GO Transit system is less
intensively used that the MBTA's commuter rail service, but the explanation is that much of GO's
network consists of bus routes. Boston has a smaller transit system that is as well used for its size
as the larger Toronto system, but it has a much lower frequency of service.
6.2.3 Transit Fares
Another factor which influences the amount of transit use is the price of transit service.
Comparing fares on the two systems is not straightforward. First consider the basic adult cash
fare. In 1991 it was $0.85 on the MBTA and $1.07 on the TTC (after converting to U.S.
dollars). However, the TTC also offers a 10-ticket book which brings the price per ride down to
$0.88. If one assumes that most price-conscious travelers will buy tickets, the average fares
should be virtually the same. Both systems have monthly passes which many regular commuters
use. Particularly when comparing work trips it is important to consider pass discounts. The
Boston pass is priced at approximately 16 round trips per month, whereas the Toronto pass is
priced at about 26 round trips per month (compared to the ticket price). The low-priced Boston
passes thus make the effective price per trip considerably lower in Boston-about 42% lower if
you compare the price of a monthly pass.
The Toronto fare allows access to the entire system of bus and rail service (commuter rail
is a separate system), whereas the Boston basic fare does not allow bus to rail or rail to bus
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transfers in most cases. (In addition, extra fare is required on some long routes.) However, the
local bus system is mostly designed in Boston to provide feeder service to the rail system. Trips
which require bus access to rail require the payment of a combined bus ($0.60) and rail ($0.85)
fare, for a total one-way fare of $1.45, considerably more than the basic Toronto fare of $0.88.
The "Combo" monthly pass in Boston, which allows use of both rail and bus services, is priced
relative to the $1.45 cash fare, meaning it costs about 40% more than the basic subway pass.
However, because of the steep discounts on passes in Boston, the "Combo" pass costs about the
same as the TTC monthly pass.
In summary, most trips on the basic system (not counting commuter rail) cost the same or
less in Boston compared to Toronto. The only exceptions are trips paid with cash fares involving
bus to rail (or bus to bus) transfers. A summary measure of average passenger fares are passenger
revenues divided by the number of trips. The average, including commuter rail (which has higher,
distance-based fares in both cities), was in 1991 $0.81 per linked trip in Boston and $0.89 per
linked trip in Toronto. On average, therefore, Boston transit riders pay about 10% less per trip
than Toronto transit riders.
6.3 Operating Expenses and Subsidies
Total operating expenses were about 23% lower in Boston in 1991. This is a much smaller
difference than the difference in service supplied or service used, implying that Boston transit
service is much less cost-efficient. The total subsidy from all levels of government, combining
both basic service and commuter rail, was more than 60% higher in Boston than Toronto. The
subsidy is so much higher because MBTA expenses are relatively high and passenger revenues are
relatively low. The latter is true because both fares and ridership are low compared to the TTC.
The amount of local operating subsidy is similar in both cities; the difference comes in the amount
of state and provincial subsidy. Local funds accounted for 57% of the TTC's operating subsidy in
1991, but only 21% of the MBTA's subsidy.3 ' Because Toronto has so many more transit riders,
the difference per trip is enormous. The amount of operating subsidy required per trip on average
is $0.68 in Toronto but $2.61 in Boston.
3' The MBTA figures include commuter rail because subsidy by mode is not available.
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There are two principle reasons that the MBTA has higher per unit operating costs. First,
the MBTA has more employees per vehicle mile, specifically, management and non-vehicle
maintenance personnel. Second, the MBTA is obliged to pay much higher fringe benefits. Table
6-2 reveals that vehicle operator salaries are essentially proportional to the amount of service
delivered, but other salaries, fringe benefits, and other expenses are proportionally much larger.
Fringe benefits average 69% of base salaries at the MBTA, but only 20% at the TTC (part B of
Table 6-2). Some of this difference is due to the government health care program in Canada. In
1991, medical costs represented 28% of the MBTA's fringe benefit payments; the TTC was only
responsible for the Employer Health Tax, a payroll tax which covers only a portion of provincial
health care costs, the balance of which comes from other revenue sources. TTC employees have
a government pension funded through payroll taxes and a separate supplemental pension plan.
The difference in pension and medical funding explains some of the difference in fringe benefit
levels, but not all. The MBTA fringe benefit package is higher than the U.S. transit average of
55%. The TTC fringe seems to be low even by Canadian standards.
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Figure 6-2 Operating Expenses of Largest U.S. and Canadian Transit Operators
Sources: FTA 1992b; CUTA 1992.
Why are there such large differences in efficiency in the two systems? Part of the
explanation is that wages are lower in Canada. But this is not the whole story. Large public
agencies are often found to have higher costs than small private ones. But both the Boston and
Toronto systems are large and have been publicly owned for about 75 years, and both workforces
have been unionized for a long time. The difference in unit costs can be decomposed into two
factors, average compensation (labor cost per employee) and staffing efficiency (employees per
vehicle hour of service). The MBTA has both higher wages and more workers per vehicle hour of
service than the TTC. Compensation (wages and fringe benefits) is about 19% higher at the
MBTA, and there are about 31% more employees per vehicle hour (Table 6-1). This difference in
efficiency is surprising in that TTC work rules still do not allow part timers. The Massachusetts
legislature in 1981 passed a "Management Rights" act which permitted the MBTA to use part-
timers (up to 20% of the work force) and to contract out work under certain circumstances. Real
unit operating costs decreased by about 10% in the following year as a result.
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Table 6-3 Employment by Job Class, 1991
MBTA TTC
Revenue Vehicle Miles (mil) 75.7 189.8
Revenue Vehicle Hours (mil) 3.5 8.5
Employees Employees
count Irvin /rvh count Irvin /rvh Irvin /rvh
Transportation
Admin./Mgt. 585 7.7 167 426 2.2 50 71% 70%
Operations 1,916 25.3 547 4,673 24.6 551 3% -1%
Vehicle Maintenance
Admin./Mgt. 241 3.2 69 275 1.4 32 54% 53%
Maint. & Support 839 11.1 240 2,234 11.8 263 -6% -10%
Non-Vehicle Maintenance
Admin./Mgt. 164 2.2 47 166 0.9 20 60% 58%
Support 705 9.3 201 1,153 6.1 136 35% 33%
General Administration 1,049 13.9 300 1,331 7.0 157 49% 48%
GRAND TOTAL 5,499 72.6 1,571 10,258 54.0 1,209 26% 23%
Summary
Administration & Support 2,039 26.9 583 2,198 11.6 259 57% 56%
Vehicle Operations 1,916 25.3 547 4,673 24.6 551 3% -1%
Vehicle Maintenance 839 11.1 240 2,234 11.8 263 -6% -10%
Non-Vehicle Maintenance 705 9.3 201 1,153 6.1 136 35% 33%
GRAND TOTAL 5,499 73 1,571 10,258 54 1,209 26% 23%
Note: Administration and support personnel do not include 157 MBTA police.
Sources: CUTA 1992 and FTA 1992.
An even larger source of differences in staffing levels is management. The MBTA has
nearly the same number of administrative, managerial, and support workers as the TTC, despite
the much larger size of the TTC operation. Per unit of service supplied, the MBTA has 60%
more managers. What explains the higher staffing levels at the MBTA? The TTC may be less able
to take on non-productive personnel because it is more directly accountable to both its ridership
and local voters to employ subsidies in a way which produces service. There are several reasons
for this hypothesized accountability. First, the TTC is run by a jurisdiction that is coterminous
with its service area, whereas the MBTA is run by the state. Second, the TTC's transit riders
compose a larger proportion of voters for the level of government that controls the system. Local
government pays for a much higher share of operating and capital expenses. Third, fares paid by
riders account for a much larger portion of revenues. Fourth, the TTC has an elaborate and public
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Table 6-2 Operating Expenses by Type and Salaries by Job Class, 1989
A. Operating Expenses by Expense Type
MBTA* TTC
Revenue Vehicle Mi 46.9 117.7
$ (mil) % $/rvm $ (mil) % $/rvm % diff
Operators Salaries 76.8 20% 1.64 183.6 33% 1.56 5%
Other Salaries 110.8 28% 2.36 173.3 31% 1.47 38%
Fringe Benefit 129.9 33% 2.77 70.9 13% 0.60 78%
All Other 75.6 19% 1.61 124.4 23% 1.06 34%
TOTAL 393.2 100% 8.38 552.3 100% 4.69 44%
*Purchased transportation (which includes commuter rail) subtracted from MBTA expense totals and
revenue vehicle mi (rvm).
B. Salaries and Fringe Benefits by Jobs Class (millions of 1989 US$)
MBTA TTC
Salary Fringe Total %fringe Salary Fringe Total %fringe
Operators 76.8 53.5 130.3 70% 183.6 40.1 223.7 22%
Vehicle Maintenance 39.6 27.5 67.1 69% 78.3 15.0 93.3 19%
Non-Veh Maintenance 30.5 20.8 51.3 68% 42.5 8.8 51.3 21%
Administration 40.7 28.0 68.7 69% 52.6 7.1 59.7 13%
TOTAL 187.6 129.8 317.4 69% 357.0 71.0 428.0 20%
Source: Author's calculations from APTA 1990.
Labor costs are the largest share of operating costs. One way to evaluate sources of
operating cost differences is to look at staffing levels. The number of employees in vehicle
operations and vehicle maintenance are roughly in proportion to the amount of service provided
(Table 6-3). They are not the source of the staffing discrepancy. Non-vehicle maintenance staff is
more than one-third greater per unit of service at the MBTA compared to the TTC. One reason
for this discrepancy is that the MBTA rail infrastructure is almost as large as the TTC's. The TTC
runs twice as many rail vehicle miles over a similar-sized track network, thereby spreading non-
vehicle maintenance costs over more vehicle miles and reducing unit costs. This issue is discussed
further in the following section.
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Table 6-3 Employment by
Revenue Vehicle Miles (mil)
Revenue Vehicle Hours (mil)
Job Class, 1991
MBTA TTC
75.7 189.8
3.5 8.5
Transportation
Admin./Mgt.
Operations
Vehicle Maintenance
Admin./Mgt.
Maint. & Support
Non-Vehicle Maintenance
Admin./Mgt.
Support
General Administration
GRAND TOTAL
Summary
Administration & Support
Vehicle Operations
Vehicle Maintenance
Non-Vehicle Maintenance
GRAND TOTAL
Employees
count /rvm /rvh
585 7.7 167
1,916 25.3 547
241 3.2 69
839 11.1 240
164
705
1,049
5,499
2,039
1,916
839
705
2.2
9.3
13.9
72.6
26.9
25.3
11.1
9.3
47
201
300
1,571
583
547
240
201
Employees
count /rvm /rvh /rvm /rvh
426 2.2 50 71% 70%
4,673 24.6 551 3% -1%
275 1.4 32
2,234 11.8 263
166
1,153
1,331
10,258
2,198
4,673
2,234
1,153
0.9
6.1
7.0
54.0
11.6
24.6
11.8
6.1
20
136
157
1,209
259
551
263
136
5,499 73 1,571 10,258 54 1,209
54% 53%
-6% -10%
60%
35%
49%
26%
57%
3%
-6%
35%
26%
58%
33%
48%
23%
56%
-1%
-10%
33%
23%
Note: Administration and support personnel do not include 157 MBTA police.
Sources: CUTA 1992 and FTA 1992.
An even larger source of differences in staffing levels is management. The MBTA has
nearly the same number of administrative, managerial, and support workers as the TTC, despite
the much larger size of the TTC operation. Per unit of service supplied, the MBTA has 60%
more managers. What explains the higher staffing levels at the MBTA? The TTC may be less able
to take on non-productive personnel because it is more directly accountable to both its ridership
and local voters to employ subsidies in a way which produces service. There are several reasons
for this hypothesized accountability. First, the TTC is run by a jurisdiction that is coterminous
with its service area, whereas the MBTA is run by the state. Second, the TTC's transit riders
compose a larger proportion of voters for the level of government that controls the system. Local
government pays for a much higher share of operating and capital expenses. Third, fares paid by
riders account for a much larger portion of revenues. Fourth, the TTC has an elaborate and public
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service planning process. Careful service planning is designed to match service to demand, but it
also may facilitate discovering and eliminating inefficiencies in staffing.
How did MBTA costs get so high? As mentioned earlier, the use of part timers suggests
that the MBTA should have lower costs than the TTC. Greater use of rail is one factor. But the all
modes are much more expensive at the MBTA. Already in the early 1950s, the MBTA's unions
called themselves the best-paid transit workers in the country (Jonathan Belcher, personal
communication). In the 1960s and 1970s, the MBTA contract included a cost-of-living
adjustment that permitted increases that were greater than the rate of inflation. By the late 1970s,
MBTA workers were earning about 50% more than comparable workers at other state agencies
(Fred Salvucci, personal communication). Much of this increase in wages occurred at a time
when cities and towns were paying all of the subsidy through local assessments, even though the
state was making management decisions. The increase in costs led to the 1973 agreement to split
operating subsidies 50/50 between the state and the MBTA district.
Following the passage of a property-tax limitation initiative in 1981 (Proposition 2%), the
growth in local assessment was capped at 2.5% per year. The result has been that the state has
absorbed most of the increase in operating costs. Because of the management rights act, unit
MBTA costs declined in the early 1980s and have remained at a similar level. Although the
growth in real unit costs was halted, wages remain higher than in other agencies. In the 1980s,
much of the growth in operating costs was due to rising medical costs.
Over the years, the MBTA also became a repository of patronage appointments. This
problem was common in another state-operated regional agency, the Metropolitan District
Commission. These appointees tend to stay in place even with the change in administration.
Another mechanism for job growth is the increase in federally-funded major projects such as the
Red Line extension and the Orange Line relocation. The MBTA took on additional planning staff
for these jobs, and after the projects were completed, many remained on the MBTA payroll. The
effects of many decades of such managerial job growth is a top-heavy organization, as the
comparison with the TTC makes clear.
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6.3.2 Unit Costs and Ridership by Mode
Table 6-4 shows operating cost, ridership, and level of service by transit mode for the two
transit systems (using data reported to APTA [1990]).12 The difficulty in comparing modes is that
results achieved may be significantly different depending on the role assigned to the mode. To
take an extreme example, light rail in Toronto runs exclusively in mixed traffic on crosstown
routes. Light rail in Boston radiates outward from a central subway and operates typically in a
street reservation or a separate right of way. Thus light rail in Boston operates at higher speeds
and is more heavily used, but also is significantly more expensive to operate. The light rail figures
reported here include the TTC's "Intermediate Capacity" Scarborough Rapid Transit line. In
addition, the MBTA includes only the surface portion of its light rail operation in the light rail
statistics in its Section 15 reports (which are the source of the APTA data). The subway portion is
combined with heavy rail data.
The bus mode (electric or diesel) is relatively more important in Toronto, to a small
degree in the amount of service provided (55% vs. 50% of vehicle mi), and a larger degree in
terms of passengers carried (52% vs. 36%). These statistics imply that bus is less intensively used
in Boston. Bus service in Toronto serves 74 passengers per vehicle hour compared to 51 in
Boston. The rail modes, on the other hand are less intensely used in Toronto: 131 trips per vehicle
hour compared to 142 (heavy rail); and 87 trips compared to 260 (light rail).
" APTA reports uncorrected Section 15 data but also publishes statistics about its Canadian members, which
include the TTC and GO Transit.
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Table 6-4 Trips, Service,
Transit Performance in Boston and Toronto
and Operating Expense by Mode, 1989
Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority
Bus
ETB
HR
LR
Subtotal
CR
TOTAL
Bus
ETB
HR
LR
TOTAL
Route Mi
total
1,422
22
77
56
1,577
530
2,107
Route Mi
total
1,438
69
67
100
1,674
Route Mi
total
Bus 681
CR 211
TOTAL 892
Unlinked Trips
annual %
99,609 35%
3,512 1%
157,938 56%
20,563 7%
281,622 100%
19,855 7%
301,477
Unlinked Trips
annual %
364,971 47%
35,267 5%
291,078 37%
88,421 11%
779,737 100%
Unlinked Trips
annual %
11,079 36%
19,710 64%
30,789 100%
TTC + GO 2,566 810,526
Revenue Vehicle Rev Veh Avg. Avg.
Ml
annual %
23,147 49%
743 2%
21,818 47%
1,182 3%
46,890 100%
14,614
61,504
Revenue Vehicle
Mi
annual %
60,937 52%
3,096 3%
43,727 37%
10,145 9%
117,905 100%
Revenue Vehicle
Mi
annual %
9,264 89%
1,149 11%
10,413 100%
128,318
Hour Freq Speed Use
per rvh
51
62
148
260
89
40
82
per
rvnm
4.3
4.7
7.2
17.4
6.0
1.4
4.9
Use
per
per ryh rvm
74 6.0
100 11.4
131 6.7
87 8.7
92 6.6
rym/rt mi mph
1,959 16,278 12
57 33,773 13
1,069 283,348 20
79 21,102 15
3,164 29,733 15
495 27,574 30
3,659 29,190 17
Toronto Transit Commission
Rev Veh Avg. Avg.
Hour Freq Speed
rvnmrt mi mph
4,902 42,383 12
352 44,987 9
2,224 648,230 20
1,013 101,633 10
8,491 70,438 14
GO Transit
Rev Veh Avg. Avg.
Hour Freq Speed
rvnVrt mi mph
n/a 13,613
n/a 5,433
n/a 11,674
50,010
Operating Expense (1989 US$)
annual per rvm per ryh per trip
156,232 6.7 80 1.57
8,247 11.1 145 2.35
200,972 9.2 188 1.27
20,698 17.5 262 1.01
386,149 8.2 122 1.37
97,221 6.7 196 4.90
483,370 7.9 132 1.60
Operating Expense (1989 US$)
annual per rvm per rvh per trip
278,571 4.6 57 0.76
21,856 7.1 62 0.62
176,542 4.0 79 0.61
75,302 7.4 74 0.85
552,271 4.7 65 0.71
Operating Expense (1989 US$)
annual per rvm per rvh per trip
3.0 112,748 10.8
6.3 665,019 5.2
Abbreviations: ETB, electic trolleybus; HR, heavy rail; LR, light rail (includes Scarborough RT); CR, commuter rail.
aFor 1991, from Section 15 report
Source: APTA 1990.
One reason for the unpopularity of the bus mode in Boston is that it is slower than the rail
modes. But average bus speeds are no faster in Toronto (Table 6-4). Another reason is that bus
service in Boston is more spread out: the average frequency of service is 16,000 annual vehicle mi
per route mi in Boston compared to 42,000 in Toronto. Buses are also relatively more expensive
to the user in Boston. Although the bus fare is only $0.60, most local bus routes "feed" the rapid
transit system, which requires a separate fare of $0.85, pushing the combined total to a higher
number than the Toronto system fare. Boston bus routes are short, so many possible origin-
destination pairs require one or more transfers, at the cost of additional fare and waiting time.
The Toronto system, on the other hand, has a dense grid of relatively long surface routes,
most of which are bus and a few of which are streetcar (surface light rail). The street layout in
Toronto facilitates such a system since wide, straight arterials are regularly spaced throughout the
metropolitan area. The Boston region has many fewer through streets, and they tend to be
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narrow and congested, and do not form a grid. The Toronto system facilitates intermodal
transfers through the use of barrier-free, weather-protected transfers at many of the heavy rail
stations. Many of these transfers are also timed compared to none in the MBTA system.
There are many more high-frequency bus routes in Toronto. Comparing scheduled service,
I found that only 22% of MBTA local bus routes (accounting for 24% of route miles and 52% of
bus ridership) had headways of 10 minutes or less during the morning peak period. By contrast
62% of Toronto routes had morning peak headways of 10 minutes or less, representing 66% of all
route miles and 87% of bus boardings. The difference in waiting time may be even greater than
that suggested by the service schedule. TTC bus routes have intermediate time points and buses
are equipped with automatic vehicle location (AVL) to insure that buses are run on schedule.
Many downtown streets do not allow on-street parking during the peak periods. Bus lanes or bus
and carpool lanes have been introduced in the 1990s on several major arterials. The MBTA has
made no comparable effort to insure evenly-spaced service and reduce congestion delays. Since
the MBTA does not produce statistics on average actual waiting time, it is difficult to measure
precisely the magnitude of its reliability problem. Accounts from riders suggest that it is large.33
Both bus and rail are more expensive per trip in Boston compared to Toronto, although
for different reasons. Heavy rail is more expensive strictly because of the difference in unit costs.
Bus is more expensive per trip consumed partly because of 29% higher unit costs but also because
of 45% lower unit usage.
Why are unit operating costs so much higher in Boston? One reason is the difference in
fringe costs. For bus, vehicle operating costs per vehicle hour are only 9% higher for MBTA
operators.3 4 But total operating costs per vehicle hour are one-third more expensive. The reason
is that maintenance costs are one-third higher and administrative costs are twice as high per
vehicle hour.
The differential in unit costs is much greater for heavy rail. Vehicle operating costs per
vehicle hour are 2.8 times as high at the MBTA compared to the TTC. The MBTA operates a
33 One rider recently wrote that on his daily commute "there are days in which up to 30 or even 40 minutes may
elapse between service for a bus scheduled to depart every 10 minutes. . . . I have had to resort to sharing a taxi
with another equally frustrated bus rider in order to reach work on time." (Sverdloff 1996).
34 The calculations in this paragraph are based on data from APTA 1990.
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similar amount of heavy rail track compared to the TTC and a similar number of stations. These
facilities have a fixed maintenance cost for staffing token booths, maintaining stations, and
maintaining track. Toronto operates twice as much vehicle distance over a similar amount of
track. This seems to be one reason why the rail unit operating costs are considerably less in
Toronto. The MBTA's reported non-vehicle operating costs (such as station and track
maintenance) per track mile are 10% lower than the TTC's. This suggests that the extreme
concentration of service on Toronto's rail system is a major factor in explaining its lower
operating costs per vehicle mile.
All but one of the 14 smaller transit systems in the Toronto area have operating costs per
vehicle hour of service which are considerably lower than the TTC's. They also attract fewer
riders per unit of service, which is not surprising given that they generally have weaker transit
markets in which to operate. Ridership and financial data for these systems are shown in Appendix
C.
6.4 Capital Costs
The Boston and Toronto transit systems, like virtually all in North America, are the
recipients of capital subsidies. As described in Chapter 4, these subsidies generally come from
higher levels of government. Because much of the debt service to pay these capital expenses does
not appear on the accounts of the transit agency, capital expenditure and capital subsidy
information are difficult to obtain on a consistent annual basis. Different levels of capital subsidy
may help to explain the amount of transit ridership. Higher-capital modes may help to reduce
operating costs by reducing the number of operators needed. Construction and improvement of
fixed rights-of-way may attract more riders by increasing operating speeds and providing an
attractive and safe environment. Older transit systems such as Boston's require greater investment
to replace existing facilities.
One indicator of the size of the capital plant is the number of vehicles owned. The TTC
and GO together own 58% more vehicles than the MBTA (see Table 6-5). This difference, is
considerably less than the 91% difference in the distance these vehicles are operated. The
MBTA's fleet is therefore relatively less used than the TTC fleet. And TTC ridership does not
seem to suffer by having fewer, more heavily used vehicles. In fact, the gap in ridership is higher
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still than the gap in service provided. This difference in relative fleet size is one piece of evidence
that suggests that the MBTA is overcapitalized.
Table 6-5 Vehicle Fleet Comparison, 1991
Vehicle Type TTC & GO MBTA % diff.
Buses 1,707 1,171 46%
Articulated Buses 90 0 -
Heavy Rail Vehicles 630 400 58%
Light Rail & PCC Streetcar 302 229 32%
Trolleybuses 174 43 305%
Intermediate Capacity Rail 28 0 -
Demand Response 124 119 4%
Commuter Rail 308 284 8%
GO Express Bus 205 0 -
Ferry Boat 0 8 -
TOTAL 3,568 2,254 58%
Sources: FTA 1992; TTC 1993; CUTA 1992.
The relative extent of transit capital expenditures in the two systems can be pieced
together from the information that is available. For his analysis of the MBTA budget, G6mez-
Ibdiiez analyzed MBTA capital contracts from 1979 to 1993. A summary of unpublished data he
collected is shown in Table 6-6. The total MBTA capital expenditure during that period was
$5,375 million. During the same period, the TTC's capital investments amounted to only $1,688
million Canadian dollars, or $1,383 million U.S. dollars. The MBTA figure includes $900 million
in commuter rail expenses. Subtracting the commuter rail expenditure, total MBTA capital
investment was still more than three times as great as TTC investment.
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Table 6-6 MBTA and TTC Capital Expenditures, 1979-1993
,(millions of U.S. year of expenditure dollars)
MBTA TTC
1. Total Capital Expenditures 5,375 -
2. Commuter Rail Share 902 -
3. Basic System (1 - 2) (a) 4,473 1,383
4. Extensions (a) 1,903 -
5. Basic without extensions 2,570 -
(a) Adjusted based on the assumption that 20% of the cost of new vehicles is allocable to the
extensions.
Sources: Unpublished data from the MBTA compiled by J. G6mez-lbshez; TTC 1993.
The GO commuter rail network was expanded considerably in the 1980s. GO's capital
investment for 1990 and 1991 totaled $263 million (Canadian dollars), virtually the same as the
TTC's investment during those years of $256 million (CUTA 1992). Since capital expenditures
fluctuate greatly from year to year it would be better to have more complete GO data. Judging
from these figures, however, GO commuter rail service is a significant capital expense.
All of the MBTA's capital expenditures come from public sources. The Federal
government has traditionally financed a significant share, up to 80% for some projects. However
in recent years the average Federal share has been 50 to 60% (CTPS 1993). The TTC's recent
capital expenditures have been funded 75% by the province and 25% by Metro Toronto. GO
Transit's capital expenses are funded completely by the Province of Ontario. Depending on the
actual average matching ratio, Massachusetts taxpayers may have actually spent less than Ontario
taxpayers on capital subsidy, despite the 3-to-1 difference in capital expenditures. Another
significant difference between the two systems is that in Boston local politicians can assume that
any increase in transit operating costs resulting from route extensions is the responsibility of
statewide, not primarily local, taxpayers. Local politicians in Metro Toronto need to be more
concerned with this issue because Metro pays a significant portion of the TTC's operating
subsidy. G6mez-Ibafiez's unpublished estimates show that $1.9 billion of the $4.5 billion of the
MBTA's 1979 to 1993 capital spending was used for extensions to the rail system.
In Chapter 3, I argued that capital subsidy programs from higher levels of government can
create incentives to overcapitalize transit operations. Judging from this admittedly incomplete
data, the size of the MBTA's capital investment program is considerably greater than the TTC's
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investment. The difference in commuter rail expenditure may be less. It is possible that the TTC
is underinvesting in capital-allowing its capital plant to deteriorate. Some evidence in support of
this argument comes from data on vehicle age. The average age of the bus fleet in 1991 was 9
years at the MBTA but 13 years at the TTC. But disinvestment at the TTC does not seem a
sufficient explanation of the threefold difference in capital spending. The most significant
institutional difference which helps to explain this disparity is the difference in who bares the
burden for capital costs. Local taxpayers in Metro Toronto pay 25% of the costs and share the
rest with taxpayers throughout the province. Taxpayers in the MBTA's service district are not
directly responsible for any of the capital costs. About half of the costs are covered by taxpayers
throughout the state and the other half, or perhaps more, is assumed by all taxpayers in the
country.
The traditional view of transit capital investments (above those necessary to maintain the
existing plant) argues that such expenditures will attract riders by providing improved service and
at the same time reduce operating costs by using larger vehicles and increasing the speed of
operation. The TTC's initial subway investment in 1954, financed out of its own retained
earnings, was planned using such an analysis of costs and benefits (Soberman 1997). Since 1970
transit capital investments decisions have become increasingly based on political factors which
sometimes have little to do with increasing the benefits from transit service. The anti-highway
revolt in Boston supported transit investments in part to provide an alternative to satisfy the
construction lobby. The Boston movement led directly to the Interstate Transfer program which
allowed local areas to in effect use funding designated for Interstate Construction for transit
capital investment. The employment benefit from constructing rail facilities has long been used as
a justification for capital-intensive transit investments in Boston.
With the availability of provincial grants, a similar political dynamic developed in
Toronto." Since the 1970s, the Province of Ontario has been the promoter of transit investments.
One motivation was to create business for the province's own Crown Corporation created to
build intermediate capacity rail vehicles. In the early 1990s, in the midst of a sharp recession, the
Province promoted a series of Toronto subway extensions as a part of its jobs program. Metro
35 The discussion of Toronto transit politics in this paragraph relies heavily on Soberman 1997.
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Toronto, the local government, was reluctant to put up its 25% share of these programs. The
requirement for local financial contributions seems to be a barrier to investment in some transit
programs-perhaps a useful check.
6.5 Time Series Model of Transit Use
This chapter and the previous one have demonstrated that there are differences between
the two regions in residential density and employment concentration and also transit service and
fares. Estimating a model of transit use over time provides estimates of the impact of each of
these factors on transit use. Table 6-7 shows the results from such models estimated separately
for the MBTA and the TTC. The MBTA results are taken from G6mez-Ibdfiez 1996. The TTC
results were estimated using the same specification to facilitate comparison. The model includes
policy variables (transit vehicle miles and average fares), and control variables (income and center
city employment). (The center cities are the City of Boston and the City of Toronto.) The
Boston model includes a dummy variable for 1980 and 1981, years in which there were large
swings in service. The Toronto model includes a dummy variable for 1989 to control for a long
work slowdown in that year. (There was also a much shorter TTC slowdown in 1991, but when
tested the additional dummy variable was not significant and the other coefficients did not change
appreciably.) The TTC model begins with 1981 data because employment data for the City of
Toronto prior to that date are unavailable.
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Table 6-7 Results from Econometric Models of MBTA and TTC Transit Ridership
Dependent variable: Natural log of linked transit trips per year.
Estimated coefficients
(and t statistics)
MBTA TTC
Constant 
-1.74 -6.14
(-2.50) (4.44)
Ln of Income -0.72 0.30
(-4.11) (2.82)
Central city employment 1.75 0.47
(6.87) (3.14)
Ln of average fare (lagged 1 year) -0.23 -0.30
(-3.55) (-3.71)
Ln of vehicle mi (lagged 1 year) a 0.36 0.58
(4.00) (4.54)
Dummy variable for 1980-1981 -0.057
(-2.22)
Dummy variable for 1989 -0.05
(-2.85)
Adj. R-squared 0.895 0.951
Durbin-Watson statistic 1.90 2.31
Data Range 1969-90 1981-94
aWeighted by the number of places per vehicle.
Sources: MBTA results taken from J. Gomez-lbanez 1996. TTC model estimated by the author.
Both equations estimated with first-order serial correction of the error.
First consider the results for the policy variables. The fare elasticity is estimated as -0.23
in Boston and -0.30 in Toronto. These are similar to the "Simpson-Curtin" rule-of-thumb of -
0.33. Recent fare elasticity estimates include -0.34 for Toronto (Strategic Projections, Inc. 1994,
as quoted in Mars 1995) and -0.21 for Edmonton (Huang and Walters 1994, as quoted in Mars
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1995). All of these elasticities are short-run figures, which is one reason why they are smaller
than the long-run elasticities calculated in Chapter 3.
The estimated service elasticities in G6mez-Ibinez's model and the author's estimates for
Toronto were 0.36 for Boston and 0.58 for Toronto. The Toronto elasticity is notably higher, but
is corroborated by other studies. The Edmonton study mentioned above also found a service
elasticity of 0.58. Using Toronto data for 1976-1992, Mars calculated a service elasticity of 0.53.
Unlike the current model, Mars's version includes per capita automobile ownership,
unemployment, and fuel prices. (The Strategic Projections model did not include a service variable
"to avoid any hint of simultaneity" [Mars 1995].) Kain's model of Atlanta transit use found a
service elasticity ranging from 0.55 to 0.59 (Kain 1997). The Boston elasticity seems
anomalously low.
Although the policy variable elasticities in the Boston and Toronto results are not the
same, the results for the control variables differ more dramatically. The income elasticity is -0.72
in Boston but +0.30 in Toronto. Income growth in Boston is associated with a decline in transit
use. By contrast, income growth correlates with increasing transit use in Toronto. What explains
the different signs of income elasticity in the two cities? Recent models have produced similar
income elasticities. The Huang and Walters study of Edmonton produced an income elasticity of
0.40. Mars found the figure to be 0.20 for Toronto (using per capita Ontario GDP as an income
measure, as in the current study). The national aggregate results in Chapter 3 show that in both
countries there is a secular and a cyclical effect of income. The results in these chapter suggest
that the secular effect dominates in Boston but the cyclical effect dominates in Toronto.36 The
Boston income elasticity is particularly high for a short-run calculation.
In both regions central city employment is strongly related to transit use, but the effect is
three times as high in Boston. The Toronto coefficient is close to the employment elasticity of
0.54 found in the Strategic Projections study. The large discrepancy in the employment elasticities
36 I also estimated TTC and MBTA models using permanent and temporary income as defined in Chapter 3.
Neither income variable had a significant coefficient in either model. One explanation is the lack of sufficient
degrees of freedom.
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between Boston and Toronto suggests that transit is much more dependent on serving center city
jobs in Boston, whereas in Toronto the system serves more widespread trip destinations.
The Toronto transit model can be used to explain the recent large drop in public transit
trips. Transit ridership in Toronto declined by 70 million annual trips from 1988 to 1993.
Comparing predicted values of ridership using the regression equation for each of these years
shows a drop of 86 million riders, because the model overpredicts transit ridership for 1988.
Varying the independent variables in the regression model one at a time gives an indication of the
sources of ridership decline. Each of the changes in the independent variables over this period-
higher fares, less service, lower income, lower employment-is a source of lower ridership. The
fare change alone would have caused a ridership loss of 20 million, and service cutbacks by
themselves would have caused a decline of another 20 million. Falling income alone would have
caused a drop of 21 million trips per year, and the decline in City of Toronto employment was
responsible for a decline of 30 million. The entire change in ridership can be fully accounted for
using the model. Exogenous factors (income and employment) were responsible for more than
half (56%) the decline and transit policy changes accounted for the other 44%.
6.6 Conclusions
There is about twice as much transit service provided in Toronto compared to Boston.
Since the route network is almost the same size in both areas, the average frequency of service is
twice as great in Toronto, a crucial factor in maintaining ridership in the face of rising regional
income. Greater transit ridership and service are enabled by more favorable exogenous factors,
particularly the differences in residential density and employment concentration described in
Chapter 5.
The service provided is about 10% better used in Toronto, a significant difference given
that fares are 10% higher. (The gap in fares has widened since 1991.) Rail service is somewhat
less used in Toronto, but bus service is much better used. I have suggested several explanation for
the underuse of bus service in Boston:
e most bus trips require a transfer to rail, requiring a second wait and fare payment
* bus service is infrequent
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* bus reliability is poor
By comparison, Toronto offers:
* free, convenient transfers
* very high service frequencies on bus and rail lines
* a bus control strategy using time points and AVL to insure reliability.
Toronto is able to provide so much more service because the cost of providing service is
about half as much as in Boston. Operating costs are not completely comparable because medical
costs, a large part of fringe benefits, do not show up on the books of Canadian transit agencies.
Comparing staffing levels avoids this problem. Using this measure, Boston's MBTA has one-
quarter more employees per mile of service operated. The two transit systems have similar
numbers of operating and vehicle maintenance personnel per unit of service. Boston has a
relatively high number of non-vehicle maintenance staff compared to the amount of service it
supplies. But compared to the number of transit stations and track miles, non-vehicle maintenance
staffing is similar to Toronto. The difference is that Toronto's rail infrastructure sees about twice
as much rail service. This difference in staffing is an outcome of histoilcal decisions about rail
investments.
The other source of staffing differences is in administrative and management personnel. In
the early 1990s, Boston used a similar number of managerial staff to run an operation about half
the size of Toronto's. Patronage jobs account for part of the difference in managers. The TTC is
presumably under similar pressures, but may be less susceptible for several reasons. It is a local
agency run directly by local politicians, not by appointees of the Governor. More than half of its
operating subsidy is paid for from local funds, compared to only 21% of the MBTA's. There may
also be less pressure from the MBTA's riders to insure that transit funds are spent on improving
transit service because transit riders are a smaller minority in Boston than in Toronto, and the
relevant authority is the Governor, not local government.
The MBTA has not suffered from a lack of capital funds compared to the TTC. The
Boston transit system consumed more than 3 times as much in capital expenditures than the TTC
over the 1979-1993 period. Part of this expenditure was used to rehabilitate an aging system. But
there is also evidence to suggest that the MBTA is relatively overcapitalized. The TTC and GO
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Transit collectively provide 91% more vehicle miles of service than the MBTA with only 58%
more vehicles. The abundance of MBTA capital subsidies may have contributed to its higher
operating costs. More vehicles and more fixed facilities mean higher operating costs. The rail
system in Boston costs 39% more to operate per vehicle mile that bus. Further, when staff are
hired to plan and implement major capital investments it may be difficult to let them go when the
project ends. Finally, debt service payments are becoming a larger share of MBTA operating
expenses. The capital cost of heavy rail and commuter rail projects thus begins to be felt in the
MBTA budget, even though the Federal government contributes about half the total capital cost
(CTPS 1993).
The regression model estimated in this chapter suggests that both transit fare and service
elasticities are lower in Boston compared to Toronto. Even though Toronto's transit ridership is
statistically associated with central city employment, Boston is even more dependent on central
city employment to generate transit trips. The secular component of income clearly dominates the
Boston data, whereas the cyclical component dominates in Toronto.
The most recent data reveal a sharp drop in transit use in Toronto. Just over half of this
decline is due to falling income and employment, and just under half is due to service cuts and fare
increases brought on by declining Provincial subsidies. Toronto may be experiencing a downward
spiral effect, where transit cutbacks in response to declining demand lead to further declines in
transit use. However, TTC ridership for 1996 was 372.4 million passenger trips, and is expected
to stabilize at that level (Peter Janas, personal communication). Ridership in 1996 was higher
than in 1980 and the number of passengers per mile of service supplied is about the same. The
farebox recovery ratio has recently increased to 90%. The TTC increased concession fares more
than the regular fare in an attempt to minimize ridership impacts from the last round of fare
increases spurred by declining subsidy. The Province has pledged to eliminate all operating and
capital subsidies by January 1, 1998. Fares will increase further unless local governments increase
their subsidies or the TTC cuts service further. The Province has committed to one subway
extension (Shepherd), but has canceled all other rail extensions.
The future looks uncertain for the TTC. The regression results presented here show that
the decline in ridership in recent years is fully explainable as a result of (1) the recession, and
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particularly the loss of CBD jobs and (2) service cutbacks and fare increases spurred largely by
subsidy cuts. The TTC has managed with lower subsidies by selectively cutting service and
increasing fares. Further subsidy cuts may force the TTC to attempt to lower unit costs by
contracting out service. Many smaller Canadian municipalities contract out local transit service.
But such a move would be a serious change for the TTC.
In the postwar period, the MBTA had much more success at increasing labor costs and
building capital projects than it had at increasing ridership. Based on the income coefficient in the
regression results, the MBTA clearly had more of an uphill struggle than did the TTC. Although
the MBTA has invested heavily in transit capital projects, it has not been successful in promoting
station-area development, a hallmark of TTC policy.
The MBTA is as of this writing attempting to privatize bus routes. Labor is attempting to
prevent this change; the result is currently uncertain. The MBTA has had some success in
reducing unit costs in recent years by introducing medical co-payments, for example, but it
remains a high-cost operator. Fares have not increased since 1991. The MBTA has agreed to
prepare an environmental impact statement for all fare increases, making it more difficult to
increase fares. Several multi-billion dollar transit investments were started in the early 1990s, and
several more are under study. Such projects have contributed to recent rapid increases in debt
service payments. Following an agreement with an environmental organization, the MBTA
announced a new service planning policy in late 1996, modeled in part after Toronto's. But it is
too early to see whether the service planning policy will have an impact on the cost or quality of
service provided.
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7. MODE CHOICE IN BOSTON AND TORONTO
7.1 Introduction
The previous two chapters analyzed the differences in transportation behavior and urban
development between Boston and Toronto. A time series transit demand model was estimated
using aggregate annual data. But aggregate transit demand models are unable to control for trip-
level differences in travel time and cost. An understanding of transit level-of-service, automobile
level-of-service, and trip origin and destinations is essential to explaining the difference in mode
choice. Therefore, this chapter presents the results of mode choice models estimated using
disaggregate, trip-level data for both Boston and Toronto.
The chapter begins by reviewing the statistical theory underlying models of disaggregate
mode choice. The question of model specification and transferability is discussed in sections 7.3
and 7.4. The data used are from the 1991 Boston and Toronto household surveys described in the
previous chapter, supplemented with network data estimating travel times and costs for each
mode. Variable selection, variable measurement, and data sources are described in sections 7.5
and 7.6. After discussing the variable means (section 7.7), the choice model results are presented
in section 7.8.
7.2 Theory of Discrete Choice Models
Disaggregate mode choice models are an application of consumer choice theory to
discrete choices among travel modes. An individual will choose a given mode for a given trip if
the utility associated with that mode is greater than the utility of all other modes considered.3 7 In
a binary choice model with modes n and m, mode n is chosen if Un>U, (ignoring the case where
the utilities are exactly equal). It is assumed that the utility of any alternative is a random variable
because of both measurement errors and variation in personal tastes. Given the assumption that
utility is a random variable, individual choice is treated as a probability. Formally, the probability
that a given mode will be chosen, P(n|A), where A is the set of available choices, is the probability
3 The discussion in this paragraph is based on Ben-Akiva and Lerman 1985, pp. 59-7 1.
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that the utility of one mode is greater than the other, P(Un>U..). The utility of an alternative can
be decomposed into a deterministic part, V, and a random part, s,. Assuming that the
deterministic part is linear in the parameters, the form of the model depends on the assumptions
made about the distribution of the random part. The binary logit model comes from the
assumption that the error term is logistically distributed. If V, = a + DXn, where X, is an
independent variable, then for each individual i and mode n,
Dt W\ 1 (7.1)P(I) = 1+e**
where e is the base of the natural logarithm. This is the binary logit model. The model cannot be
estimated using ordinary least squares; maximum likelihood estimation is used instead.3 8
7.3 Model Specification and Transferability
Before estimating models, the choice set must be defined and the independent variables
must be selected. Although the model in equation 7.1 is a binary logit model, discrete choice
models can accommodate multiple options. Many mode choice models tend to include "shared
ride" and "drive alone" as discrete options, in addition to one or more transit modes. Although it
would be interesting to investigate differences in ride sharing between Boston and Toronto, it is
not possible because the Toronto data only include "passenger" and "driver" options; that is, it is
impossible to tell if a driver was sharing a ride. Therefore I estimate a binary model of the two
modes "automobile" and "public transit." (Since the focus of this research is on explaining transit
use compared to auto use, this limitation is not critical.)
The choice set is defined as {auto, transit} and it is assumed that everyone has both
choices available.3 9 The auto mode includes both drivers and passengers. The transit mode
includes any trip which has a public transit segment, in any of the transit modes (heavy rail, light
rail, bus, trolley bus, commuter rail, and ferry boat).
3 In this research the software package TSP was used for estimation.
3 It turns out that the path-building software (MINUTP) was unable to find transit choices for many of the trips in
the Boston sample. These observations are then excluded on the basis of no choice being available.
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I restricted the sample to work trips made during the morning peak entirely within the
metropolitan area. By assumption, residence and employment location are fixed and exogenous.
What variables should be included in the model? The basic types of variables used are
characteristics of the modes (travel time and travel cost) and characteristics of the choosers
(income and demographic characteristics, which may account for differences in tastes and
preferences). Models in the literature usually include automobile ownership as a user
characteristic. Ben-Akiva and Atherton (1977) argue that well-specified models should include
the following socio-economic variables: automobile ownership, income, license status, number of
workers in household, size of household, dwelling type, and occupation.
Gomez-Ibafiez and Fauth (1980) take a contrary position. They argue that mode choice
models can be "overly specified." Estimated coefficients can be unreliable because of the inclusion
of variables which represent intermediate effects, not independent causes. Including additional
variables is a good idea if they "exerted a real and independent influence over mode choice, but
not if they simply reflect the indirect influence of travel time and cost or income." They argue that
although a model based on economic theory ought to include a measure of income, including auto
ownership in the same model is problematic. "In the long run," they write, "automobile
ownership levels probably also reflect relative times and costs of auto and transit travel: a
household will tend to buy more autos if transit is expensive or slow." G6mez-Ibinez and Fauth
suggest income and auto ownership should not both be included in the same specification because
of this simultaneity problem. Including geographic characteristics such as CBD residence or
destination, they argue, has no theoretical justification. Such variables are substitutes for
imperfect measurement of mode characteristics (travel times and costs).
Proper model specification is intimately linked to the issue of model transferability. In
theory, mode choice models estimated on one data set from a particular time and place ("the
estimation context") should be transferable to another time and place ("the application context").
This is true only if the model is well-specified, or, in other words, if it contains all of the factors
which are important to mode choice. Koppelman, Juah, and Wilmot explain it this way:
Model transfer is expected to be effective when the underlying individual travel choice decision process is
the same in both the estimation and application contexts and the model specification is appropriate.
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Perfect transferability of models cannot be achieved because of behavioral differences between contexts
and limitations in model specification. (p. 102).
One could say that a model is not transferable because tastes and preferences change across time
and place. This is equivalent to saying that the model is not properly specified because it does not
satisfactorily account for tastes and preferences.
If a model fails to meet statistical tests of transferability in a new context, there are several
possible explanations. First, the measurement of variables may be different. Second, the model
may be incompletely specified. Third, the behavioral processes may be different in each context.
Unfortunately, it is often impossible to tell which of these interpretations is the correct one.
In practice there are almost always differences in data definitions and collection processes
in different geographic contexts. Normally no two datasets have exactly the same definition and
measurement of variables. McCoomb eliminated this confounding factor by using survey data
collected at the same time in the same manner from different cities (McCoomb 1986). Using
labor force survey data, he estimated identically-specified models for ten Canadian cities. He
found that in general coefficients were statistically different, indicating that the models were not
transferable. However, McCoomb found that the models were transferable among subsets of
similar cities. He writes: "the models do very well predicting the modal split in similar cities, that
is, cities of roughly the same size and enjoying the same level of transit service, auto ownership,
and so forth."40 McCoomb concludes that cities must be similar in "size, structure, transportation
systems" in order for models to be transferable. This is equivalent to saying that there are
unmeasured variables related to these factors which are not accounted for in most mode choice
models and therefore must be independently held constant by comparing cities which are similar in
size and urban form.
Research by Badoe and Miller (1995) sheds further light on transferability. These authors
investigated transferability over time using Toronto travel data from 1964 and 1986. They asked
whether a model estimated on 1964 data does a reasonable job at predicting 1986 mode split.
40 In particular he found that the following groups of urban areas produced similar results: Montreal and Toronto;
Winnipeg, Ottawa, Edmonton; Calgary, Vancouver, Hamilton; and Halifax and Quebec.
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They tried several different specifications to see which works best. First they found that no 1964
model passed a formal test of equivalent coefficients compared to the same model estimated using
1986 data. However, they found that the models generally provided some useful information
about distribution of mode choices. The "fully specified model" (including "spatial, personal, and
household characteristics of the tripmaker") gave the best disaggregate predictions. When
predictions were aggregated to large geographic units, however, the model including only level of
service variables (mode travel times and costs) performed best. The authors conclude that
"simple level-of-service specifications appear to be surprisingly robust and performed very well at
aggregate levels of typical planning interest." This result suggests that choice models can be
"over-specified," as G6mez-Ibhiiez and Fauth argue.
In the Badoe and Miller paper, the greatest predictive success was for aggregate estimates
of mode share for Hamilton, a part of the Toronto region which "underwent comparatively minor
change in urban conditions in the 22-year period." This result implies that variables relating to
urban form may be the excluded factors which prevent models from being specified well enough
to be fully transferable. As with McCoomb's results, these findings are suggestive but not
definitive evidence that differences in urban form are not completely measured by the standard
variables included in mode choice models and are therefore a source of omitted variable bias.
7.4 Tests of Transferability
Transportation researchers have been interested in model transferability in part because of
the possibility of reducing data collection costs by using one model in different places. In theory,
transferability is a test of whether a model is well-specified. If a model is able to predict choices
accurately in the application context, then all relevant variables must have been included.
Unfortunately, tests of equality of parameters almost invariably find that models are not
transferable to different contexts (Koppelman and Wilmot 1982). On the other hand, measures of
the relative predictive power of the models find that transferred models, especially after adjusting
the alternative-specific constants, provide a substantial fraction of the predictive power compared
to a locally-specified model. "The transfer effectiveness measures improve substantially when
alternative-specific constants are updated to match choice shares in the application context. These
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results emphasize the importance of updating alternative-specific constants to take account of
differences in the average effect of excluded variables between estimation and application
contexts" (Koppelman and Wilmot 1982).
The statistical test for parameter equality is based on the difference between the log
likelihood of a restricted model where the parameters are constrained to be equal and the log
likelihood of separate, unconstrained models. In the restricted model, the parameters that are
expected to remain constant (time and cost variables) are constrained to be equal, but alternative-
specific constants and socioeconomic variables can be allowed to differ, since there is no
expectation that they are equal (Ben-Akiva and Lerman 1985, 204). The formal model equality
test statistic (METS) for context i and contextj can be expressed as follows (Koppelman and
Wilmot 1982):
METSij = -2[LLk(k) - LLi(p;) - LLj($j)] (7.2)
where LL is the log likelihood function and k is the union of contexts i and].
It is also useful to have a measure of aggregate transferability, since predicting aggregate
travel flows is often the goal. For a group g the root mean square error in prediction is defined
as:
X (N- N,) 2 /NRMSE = "- g (7.3)
SN,
where N, is the observed aggregate number of trips for group g (using a particular mode), Ng is
the predicted number of trips for group g, and the summations are taken over the total number of
groups (Koppelman and Wilmot 1982). This test statistic is of course sensitive to the definition of
groups used. Since predicting aggregate flows is typically the desired goal of mode choice
models, a model's performance at the aggregate level is important. In this research I use the ring
system defined in Chapter 5 as zones for aggregate prediction and define groups based on ring-to-
ring trip origins and destinations.
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7.5 Definition of Variables
The full model uses modal level-of-service (LOS) characteristics and automobile
ownership, dwelling type, and demographic characteristics. I also estimate a model restricted to
level-of-service measures, based on Badoe and Miller's result that such models have better
aggregate transferability than more completely specified models. I examine the effect of the
difference in specification on disaggregate and aggregate predictive performance. This section
discusses conceptual variable definition issues; the following one discusses specific problems
given the data available.
Travel time and travel cost can be specified either as mode-specific or generic
characteristics. At the extreme, all cost variables can be combined and all time variables can be
combined. (One could also use a generalized cost variable by constraining the model to use a
particular value of time.) However, there are theoretical and empirical reasons to keep many of
these factors separate. First, it is well-established that out-of-vehicle time (i.e., walking or
waiting) is more onerous than in-vehicle time. Time spent in a transit vehicle could have a
different value than in a motor vehicle. On the one hand, time in public transit could be more
burdensome because of fear of crime, discomfort, or crowding. On the other hand, by taking
transit one does not have to supply driving services, so time could be spent in some other
productive fashion. In terms of transit out-of-vehicle time, one could combine walking and
waiting time as total out of vehicle time, or one could leave them separate. Badoe and Miller
(1995) found that a model with separate auto and transit in-vehicle times and separate walking
and waiting time was more transferable, and thus better specified, than a model including total in-
vehicle time and total out-of-vehicle time. Therefore I included each of these measures as
separate variables. For comparison, I also estimated a model combining all transit times (access,
waiting, and in-vehicle) into a single variable.
One problem is how to treat automobile access to transit. The best option is probably to
treat walk to transit and drive to transit as separate modes, since many people have both options.
However, the available Toronto data combine drive access and walk access to transit as one
"auxiliary time" variable, making it impossible to treat drive-access separately. As a result, drive
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and walk access time were combined in both data sets and entered as one variable. Transit was
treated as one option, regardless of access mode.
Just as the components of travel time arguably should be included separately, so should
the components of travel cost. Transit fare is a very visible cost, but the cost of automobile
operation may be incompletely perceived. Ownership costs are sometimes thought of as a "sunk"
cost and therefore ignored when making the decision to take a particular trip. Parking costs are
visible and, in some places, large. In practice, each of these costs is measured differently, and the
pattern of measurement errors may be different. For these reasons it is prudent to enter each
different type of cost as a separate variable.
Most mode choice models include measurements of social, demographic, or economic
characteristics of travelers. Economic theory suggests that household income is important
because income affects both the demand for travel and the value of time. Income also is related to
the ability to afford an automobile. The gender of the traveler may be important because women
in North American cultures often have a lower priority on use of a shared household motor
vehicle. The age of the traveler may be important for the same reason. Some models also
include the type of occupation of the traveler, such as blue-collar or white-collar.
Mode choice models frequently include characteristics of the production or attraction
zone. As mentioned, there is not much of a theoretical basis for including these variables. They
may account for imperfect measurement of travel times and costs. Local land use characteristics
may affect the quality of the pedestrian environment, which is an important component of
accessing transit. Higher density areas tend to have more sidewalks and other pedestrian
amenities. One proxy for this characteristic is the type of dwelling, single-family house or
apartment. This variable is included in the full model both as a measure of density and as an
income proxy.
How should I address the problem of the simultaneous determination of mode choice and
motor vehicle ownership? The theoretical answer is to find an appropriate instrument for motor
vehicle ownership, i.e., a variable which is correlated with vehicle ownership but not with transit
use. In practice it is difficult to find such a variable. For short-run forecasting, it may be
appropriate to take vehicle ownership as exogenous. For the long-run forecasting this assumption
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is much less tenable. Badoe and Miller's work (1995) provides empirical evidence that at least in
some cases models excluding vehicle ownership perform better for long-run forecasting than
models including that variable. For purposes of comparing two metropolitan areas, a fully
simultaneous model would be preferable, but data limitations make this impossible.
7.6 Measurement Issues and Data Sources
A mode choice model requires a dataset with information about all choices available, both
taken and not taken. Mode choice modelers believe that asking travelers about choices not taken
produces inconsistent measurements. Therefore I follow current practice in using estimates of
travel times and costs "skimmed" from computer representations of the highway and transit
networks. The computer networks are constructed and maintained by transportation planning
agencies in each of the two urban areas. These measurements can vary depending on what
assumptions one makes about the procedure for choosing paths and measuring travel times and
costs. I have tried to hold these factors constant by using the same assumptions for both the
Boston and Toronto networks to the greatest extent possible.
The network models include path-building algorithms which allow the computer to select
the best path in each travel mode, where "best" means the lowest total time when assumed
weighting factors are assigned to waiting, walking, driving, and transit in-vehicle time. Because
of computing time and storage space requirements, some upper limits must be placed on the path-
building process. These limits include the number of possible transfers, maximum walking time or
distance, and maximum total travel time. In a recent report, CTPS researchers argue strongly that
the best parameter estimates are obtained by using the most liberal assumptions in all of these
concerns (CTPS 1995). In other words, it is important to include poor choices rather than
assuming there is no choice of mode available and drop that observation from the dataset.
Following this logic, I requested the CTPS staff to prepare a transit network dataset with
the most liberal assumptions possible. I suspected that the largest barrier to finding a transit path
is the maximum walk time for egress from transit. Many suburban work places in the Boston area
are several miles from the nearest transit stop. Since walking is the only assumed egress mode,
paths will only be built if the distance from the place of work to the nearest transit stop is less than
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the maximum walk distance. I had this constraint increased from 1 to 2 miles for the dataset used
in this research.4 '
Even with liberal assumptions, the data did not contain a transit path for every morning
work trip in the household sample. While a path was found for almost all of those travelers who
chose transit, only two-thirds of those who chose the auto mode were matched to transit paths.
In the Toronto case, transit paths were found for 95% of the cases. This difference may be due to
different assumptions in the path-building process or due to the use of different computer
programs (CTPS uses MINUTP; Toronto uses EMME/2), but it also partly reflects a real
difference in the relative availability of transit for work trip origin and destination pairs in the two
metropolitan areas.4 2
The missing transit OD pairs in Boston are work sites where there is no transit stop in the
vicinity and/or suburb-to-suburb paths which in Boston's radial transit system involve going into
the center and back out. The average morning peak work trip travel time was 21 minutes. When
those trips with missing transit data are excluded, the average of the remaining trips increases to
24.6 minutes. The average distance of auto trips increases from 10 to 11 miles. 43 This finding
suggests that the missing transit options are for trips with destinations outside the core, where less
congestion implies higher speeds and shorter travel times, but longer distances. The average price
paid for parking and tolls also rises when the trips with missing transit data are excluded. This
suggests that the trips for which transit data are missing are less likely to have CBD destinations.
The averages for the demographic variables change only slightly when the trips without matching
transit data are removed from the sample.
Waiting time for transit consists of an initial wait plus possible transfer waits. Most mode
choice model research uses half the schedule headway (the interval between trips) as a measure of
waiting time. However, it has been demonstrated that such a formula will understate the true
average wait time as long as service deviates from the schedule. The "half the headway" formula
4 The travel demand modeling software used by CTPS, MINUTP, estimates walk times using paths over the street
network. Increasing the walk egress distance to more than 2 miles creates so many paths to search that the
program cannot handle the computational burden.
42 CTPS has recently decided to convert their model system to EMME/2. Based on the results in this research, this
would seem like a worthwhile endeavor.
43 These figures can be seen in Table 7-2 below.
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assumes random passenger arrivals. With low-frequency service it is likely that most passengers
will time their arrivals based on published schedules. Following this argument, it is common to
set an arbitrary maximum waiting time value. There is less justification for applying such a
maximum to transfer (as opposed to initial) waits, since it is difficult to time one's arrival when
coming by transit. Low frequency service is clearly less desirable, even if waiting can be
minimized, because of the inconvenience associated with few departure times (this is referred to
as "schedule delay"). CTPS researchers have recently argued that no cap should be imposed upon
wait time to better represent the schedule delay associated with infrequent service (CTPS 1995).
The travel times and costs calculated from the computer networks are based on morning
peak traffic volumes and transit schedules. Although travelers base their decisions on the cost of
the round trip, I use one-way values, assuming implicitly that the return trip travel times and cost
are equivalent. Parking costs are halved in order to be consistent with the one-way trip time and
cost data.
Automobile parking costs present a measurement problem. The market price for parking
varies throughout the region. Frequently employers pay the cost of parking and therefore the cost
to the traveler is zero, even though the market price is not. What one needs to know for each
traveler is whether free (or subsidized) parking is available to that individual. The Toronto survey
asked this question, but the Boston survey did not. Therefore I decided to use the market price of
parking in the destination zone as a measure of parking costs, with the assumption that everyone
pays that cost. Most zones outside the CBD have a market price of zero or close to it in both
cities. The market price of parking for Toronto was taken from a 1986 parking survey (obtained
from Eric Miller of the University of Toronto). The Boston parking prices were calculated from
the 1991 household survey as the zonal averages of nonzero reported parking cost (monthly
parking was converted to a daily equivalent).
As a check I compared the share of travelers in Toronto who commuted to a zone with a
zero market price and the number who said that they had free parking. The survey results show
that 72% of morning peak-period work travelers reported that parking was available at their usual
work place at no charge. Matching these same respondents to the zonal parking cost data shows
that 75% of the same group commute to zones where the market price is zero. Therefore in
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aggregate it seems that a zone-based parking price is a reasonable substitute for the parking price
each traveler faces. There are certainly those who work in high-price parking zones who receive
free or discounted parking. The Toronto numbers suggest that these privileged parkers constitute
no more than 3% of commuters. Although they are a small fraction of commuters, this group is
large relative to the number of transit users. I tested an alternate definition of parking costs based
on parking availability. The new parking variable produced generally improved results (see
discussion below).
The Boston transit data are based on the full cash fare. The actual fare can be significantly
reduced with the use of a pass. Assuming a pass is used only for commuting, purchasing a pass
saves at least 20% compared to the cash fare. For bus users savings are larger, since without a
pass every bus entry requires a separate fare (there are no free transfers without a pass). The
Toronto fares are based on the weighted average price actually paid based on use of cash, tickets,
and passes." This difference in measurement remains a source of data inconsistency and should be
borne in mind when interpreting the results.
The general practice in mode choice modeling is to include the variable portion of
automobile costs only. This is simply the trip distance multiplied by the variable automobile use
cost per mile. Some researchers use gasoline cost per mile only, others include the cost of oil,
maintenance, and tires. I experimented with different values of automobile cost per mile.
However, trip distance (the underlying variable) was highly correlated with other variables in the
model. Table 7-1 shows a correlation matrix of the dependent and independent variables
considered in this research. Trip distance ("Dist") is positively correlated with automobile travel
time, transit in-vehicle time and transit fares in both areas. The extremely high correlation
between distance and auto in-vehicle travel time (r > 0.9 in the Boston case) suggests that
colinearity could make estimated parameters unreliable if both of these variables are included in
the same model. Moreover, distance is negatively correlated with transit use ("Mode") in Boston.
44 Transit fares for Toronto came from matrices compiled by Professor Eric Miller, University of Toronto.
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Table 7-1 Correlation Matrices of Disaggregate Choice Model Variables
Boston (1794 obs)
Mode IVAuto IVTrans Wait Aux Fare Park Toll Apt Young Female
Mode 1
IVAuto 0.10 1
IVTrans -0.22 0.42 1
Wait -0.19 -0.06 0.04 1
Aux -0.24 0.06 0.37 0.02 1
Fare -0.23 0.43 0.69 0.09 0.37 1
Park 0.52 0.21 -0.18 -0.19 -0.25 -0.18 1
Toll 0.16 0.21 0.02 -0.05 -0.06 0.04 0.21 1
Apt 0.23 -0.15 -0.13 -0.07 -0.10 -0.18 0.10 0.03 1
Young 0.14 0.02 0.03 -0.08 -0.05 0.00 0.04 -0.04 0.21 1
Female 0.06 -0.14 -0.09 -0.03 -0.05 -0.12 0.03 -0.03 0.10 0.12 1
Dist -0.06 0.91 0.52 0.03 0.18 0.56 0.03 0.19 -0.17 0.00 -0.16
Toronto (15065 obs.)
Mode IVAuto IVTrans Wait Aux Fare Park Apt Young Female
Mode 1
IVAuto 0.15 1
IVTrans -0.04 0.64 1
Wait -0.29 0.10 0.40 1
Aux -0.19 -0.01 0.08 0.23 1
Fare -0.11 0.57 0.47 0.33 0.09 1
Park 0.59 0.32 0.02 -0.32 -0.21 -0.04 1
Apt 0.17 -0.14 -0.10 -0.18 -0.10 -0.17 0.07 1
Young 0.09 -0.01 -0.02 -0.03 0.01 -0.02 0.04 0.15 1
Female 0.17 -0.06 -0.12 -0.11 -0.06 -0.07 0.09 0.06 0.07 1
Dist 0.09 0.88 0.78 0.23 0.06 0.62 0.24 -0.14 -0.01 -0.10
Income has a direct effect on travel through increasing the value of time and therefore
increasing the preference for faster modes. But income also has an indirect effect via auto
ownership and residence location. Household income was not included on the questionnaire in the
Toronto travel survey. Income data were available only for Boston. Automobile ownership is a
potential proxy for household income, but automobile ownership is also correlated with other
characteristics of interest, such as the quality of transit service. Dwelling type (single-family
house or apartment) is another possible proxy. I tested the income variable in the Boston dataset.
It was significant and had the anticipated negative sign, but became insignificant when the
apartment variable was added. This result suggests that dwelling type is correlated with income,
but dwelling type has the larger influence on mode choice. The major effect of income on transit
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use may be through its indirect effects on residence location and auto ownership, both of which
are included in the full model.
Previous researchers have used various approaches to measuring motor vehicle ownership.
I measured auto ownership as vehicles per household worker. I hypothesize that two levels of
this variable are important: no household vehicles, and at least one vehicle per worker. These
thresholds are easily measured as two dummy variables: zero vehicles in the household (vehO) and
at least one but less than one per worker (vehl).
7.7 Variable Means and Means by Ring
Table 7-2 gives mean values of the independent variables used in the model for transit-
choosers, auto-choosers, and both combined ("all"). Since matching transit information was
available for only two-thirds of the auto choosers in the Boston sample, means are shown
separately for cases with matching transit data. One should bare in mind that there are a large
number of potential transit trips excluded from the Boston dataset because of the failure to find
matching transit skims, as previously described. This exclusion biases the sample towards trips
where transit is a more feasible mode.
It is also useful to have a table of variable means by gives means by ring of origin and
destination (Table 7-3). Again, transit times in this table for Boston only represent the portion of
the sample for which transit data were available. The data are averages for the observed pattern of
trips in the sample. In the case of parking, which only varies by destination zone, small
differences based on origins are the result of variations in destinations within zones in the sample
data.
It will be recalled from Chapter 5 that ring 0 is the CBD, ring 1 includes the remainder of
the core city, ring 2 represents the inner suburbs, ring 3, the outer suburbs, and ring 4 the exurbs.
Rings 0 to 2 inclusive make up the Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto, which is also the
Toronto Transit Commission service district. In Boston, the same rings comprise a region within
the Route 128 beltway that accounts for most local transit service in the Boston area but does not
correspond to any political entity. Recall also that ring 4 in the Toronto region includes scattered
suburbs, agricultural land, and a few smaller cities such as Hamilton. The corresponding Boston
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ring is more uniformly developed with scattered suburban housing. The following discussion
refers to both the averages by choice made (Table 7-2) and the averages by ring 0 & D (Table
7-3).
Table 7-2 Variable Means by Travel Mode Chosen
Greater Toronto Area Boston Region
All Work Trips With Matching Dataa
Name Description All Transit Auto All Transit Auto All Transit Auto
Trips Number of trips (using weight) (000) 1,172 271 901 1,038 137 901 738 135 603
Mode Percent using transit for trip. (1=transit). 23% 13% 18%
IVauto Auto travel time (min.) 19.9 21.1 19.5 21.9 28.5 21.0 25.2 28.8 24.6
lVtrans Transit in vehicle travel time (min.) 35.6 30.6 37.2 23.6 35.4 23.9 39.3
Aux Walk or drive to transit time (min.) 14.1 9.0 15.7 9.3 13.7 9.4 15.3
Wait Transit waiting time (min.) 6.9 4.1 7.7 12.6 16.0 12.7 16.9
Dist Home to work distance (mi) 10.6 10.1 10.7 9.8 9.5 9.9 10.8 9.6 11.1
Fare Transit fare (1991 U. S.$) 1.53 1.21 1.63 1.70 2.49 1.72 2.74
Park Parking price in destination zone (1991 US$) 1.69 4.81 0.76 0.93 3.53 0.54 0.72 3.54 0.74
Tolls Expressway tolls (1991 US$) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.13 0.03 0.04 0.13 0.04
Apt Percent living in an apartment (3+ units). 0.26 0.40 0.22 0.15 0.30 0.12 0.19 0.30 0.13
VehO Percent households with no motor vehicles. 0.05 0.21 0.00 0.05 0.26 0.02 0.05 0.25 0.01
Veh1 Pct. hh.> 0 but < 1 motor vehicle per worker. 0.32 0.46 0.28 0.20 0.32 0.18 0.21 0.32 0.20
Young Percent under 30 years of age. 0.29 0.37 0.27 0.22 0.29 0.21 0.25 0.29 0.22
Female Percent female. 0.45 0.61 0.41 0.48 0.54 0.48 0.48 0.53 0.47
a Trips for which transit paths were found using MinUTP.
Source: Author's calculations from 1991 Transportation Tomorrow Survey and 1991 CTPS Household Information Survey
Automobile travel times are higher in Boston than Toronto. The difference is minimal for
those who chose to take an auto to work, but substantial for those who take transit. This result
suggests that the source of the difference is greater traffic congestion in Boston, particularly in the
transit-accessible core of the region.
Transit in-vehicle travel time is significantly greater in Toronto for transit choosers. The
breakdown by mode chosen shows that the difference exists only for those who chose transit.
Those who did not choose transit faced a hypothetical transit in-vehicle time that was roughly the
same in both cities. Closer-in transit trips are quicker in Toronto, but outer ring (2, 3, and 4) to
CBD trips are slower. Crosstown trips (within rings 3 and 4) are quicker in Toronto. These
differences may not accurately reflect the aggregate transit situation because of the missing
Boston transit O-D data, which are disproportionately those pairs with the longest transit travel
times. If these paths were included, transit in-vehicle time might well be higher in Boston.
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Table 7-3 Variable Means by Ring of Origin and Destination
BOSTON
Transit In-Vehicle Time (min)
Destination Ring
Origin 0 1 2 3
Tot.
4 Orig.
14 18 37 44 56
17 17 40 58 561
25 26 26 50 53I
38 39 42 44 44
49 57 69 58 351
Tot. Dest. 26 26 39 50
20
25
30
42
54
40 36
Transit Auxiliary Time (Walk or Drive) (min)
Destination Ring Tot.
Origin 0 1 2 3 4 Orig.
0
1
2
3
4
Tot. Dest.
7 9 18 17
6 12 18 28
10 14 17 18
10 11 18 17
12 17 17 15
9 12 18 17
Transit Wait Time (min)
Destination Ring
Origin 0 1 2 3
0
1
2
3
4
Tot. Dest.
14 16 21
12 16 17
15 16 22
15 18 19
11 11 20
13 13 16 19
Auto In-Vehicle Time (min)
Destination Ring
Origin 0 1 2 3
0 14 14 22 33
1 21 13 22 32
2 31 21 11 23
3 48 37 27 17
4 73 64 49 31
Tot. Dest. 33 22 23 23
18 10
22 12
20 15
16 15
14 15
16 14
Tot.
4 Orig.
22 13
34 14
30 16
Jj25 17
22 17
24 16
Tot.
4 Orig.
47 17
44 20
35 21
281 27
17 38
23 25
Destination Ring
0 1 2 3 4
32 33 36 38 39
Destination Ring
0 1 2 3 4
6 7 8 15
7 8 9 18 104
9 9 10 17 118
10 13 14 16 18
15 21 21 22 17
Origin
0
1
2
3
41
Tot. Dest.
Origin
0
1
2
3
4,
Tot. Dest.
Origin
0
1
2
3
41
Tot. Dest.
Origin
0
1
2
3
41
Tot. Dest.
TORONTO
9 21 41 57
20 18 35 58 96
42 37 27 45 105
43 51 45 30 63
67 70 75 53 33
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8 10 12 17 20
Destination Ring
0 1 2 3 4
2 3 4 9
3 3 4 11 15
4 4 4 10 17
6 7 8 9 12
8 12 12 11 9
4 4 6 10 10
Destination Ring
0 1 2 3 4
5 10 18 30
13 9 14 28 44
27 18 11 23 42
44 35 26 16 20
66 51 46 29 11
25 19 18 20 13
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Table 7-3 Variable Means by Ring of Origin and Destination (continued)
BOSTON
Trip Distance (Straight-Line) (mi)
Destination Ring
Origin 0 1 2 3
0
1
2
3
4
Tot. Dest. 11 8 10 10
Transit Fare (1991 US$)
Destination Ring
Origin 0 1 2 3
0.92
1.07
1.71
3.01
3.83
1.25
1.14
1.84
3.09
4.27
2.00
1.92
1.88
3.25
4.82
3.11
2.88
2.79
3.13
3.95
TORONTO
Tot.
4 Orig.
!9 6
!6 7
!5 8
6 10
7 13
109 10
Tot.
4 Orig.
4.19
4.45
4.43
3.82
3.47
Tot. Dest. 1.88 1.84 2.70 3.29 3.70
Parking Fee (1991 US$)
Destination Ring
Origin 0 1 2 3
0
1
2
3
4
Tot. Dest.
3.60
3.04
3.67
3.96
4.70
0.75
1.25
1.42
0.93
0.95
1.09
0.44
0.34
0.32
0.38
0.20
0.02
0.04
0.06
0.09
1.03
0.20
0.33
0.13
0.10
3.59 1.20 0.37 0.06 0.12
1.34
1.45
2.00
3.17
4.01
2.56
Tot.
Orig.
2.16
1.64
1.30
0.66
0.37
0.93
Origin
0
1
2
3
4
Tot. Dest.
Origin
0
1
2
3
4
Tot. Dest.
Origin
0 6.85
1 7.12
2 6.74
3 7.02
4 7.20
Tot. Dest. 6.98
Destination Ring
0 1 2 3
Tot.
4 Orig.
2 5 12 19 6
5 4 9 17 36 7
12 9 6 12 33 9
22 19 14 8 15 12
39 33 31 19 6 14
12 10 10 11 8 11
Destination Ring Tot.
0 1 2 3 4 Orig.
0.73 0.73 0.73 2.09 0.90
0.73 0.73 0.73 2.15 4.37 0.93
0.73 0.73 0.73 1.93 4.48 0.99
2.69 2.51 2.50 2.04 3.70 2.32
5.69 4.29 4.53 3.83 0.85 2.32
1.32 1.22 1.47 2.20 1.35 1.62
Destination Ring Tot.
0 1 2 3 4 Orig.
1.33
0.98
0.82
0.79
0.39
0.74
0.33
0.31
0.29
0.20
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.89 0.31 0.00 0.00
3.64
3.37
1.80
1.16
0.40
1.80
Share of Households in Apartments
Destination Ring
Origin 0 1 2 3
0.53
0.25
0.14
0.08
0.09
0.57
0.30
0.15
0.05
0.05
0.39
0.25
0.14
0.06
0.05
0.46
0.22
0.16
0.10
0.11
Tot. Dest. 0.20 0.22 0.13 0.12
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
Tot.
4 Orig.
41 0.52
25 0.27
12 0.14
08 0.09
10 0.10
10 0.15
Origin
Destination Ring
0 1 2 3
0.79
0.41
0.26
0.13
0.05
0.78
0.29
0.33
0.08
0.09
0.77
0.42
0.35
0.13
0.04
0.83
0.40
0.37
0.18
0.10
Tot.
4 Orig.
0.00
0.19
0.04
0.11
0.17
Tot. Dest. 0.32 0.27 0.29 0.22 0.16
0.79
0.38
0.33
0.15
0.13
0.26
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Table 7-3 Variable Means by Ring of Origin and Destination (continued)
BOSTON
Share of Tripmakers in Households with no Motor Vehicles
Destination Ring Tot.
Origin 0 1 2 3 4 Orig. Origin
0.31
0.17
0.01
0.03
0.00
0.31
0.22
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.19
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.09
0.04
0.06
0.03
0.02
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.03
0.09 0.12 0.01 0.03 0.02
0.27
0.15
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.05
0
1
2
3
4
Tot. Dest.
TORONTO
Destination Ring
0 1 2 3
0.39
0.19
0.05
0.02
0.00
0.37
0.09
0.05
0.00
0.00
0.25
0.10
0.05
0.01
0.00
0.22
0.01
0.04
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.11 0.07 0.04 0.02 0.02
Share of Tripmakers in Households with at least I
Destination Ring Tot.
Origin 0 1 2 3 4 Orig.
0.38
0.36
0.21
0.20
0.10
0.35
0.29
0.26
0.10
0.17
0.32 0.45
0.43 0.16
0.25 0.17
0.13 0.17
0.15 0.14
0.45
0.29
0.14
0.12
0.14
0.26 0.25 0.23 0.17 0.14
0.37
0.32
0.22
0.16
0.14
0.20
but <1 Motor Vehicle/worker
Destination Ring
Origin 0 1 2 3
0
1
2
3
4
Tot. Dest.
0.32
0.40
0.44
0.34
0.31
0.22
0.40
0.36
0.30
0.08
0.23
0.38
0.38
0.24
0.20
0.40
0.38
0.33
0.26
0.15
Tot.
4 Orig.
0.00
0.39
0.35
0.24
0.27
0.39 0.35 0.33 0.26 0.27
0.29
0.39
0.38
0.27
0.23
0.32
Share of Trip Makers Under 30
Destination Ring
Origin 0 1 2 3
0.24 0.32
0.23 0.23
0.22 0.19
0.22 0.24
0.27 0.29
0.29
0.17
0.25
0.19
0.33
0.32
0.31
0.38
0.20
0.23
Tot.
4 Orig.
0.79
0.20
0.16
0.21
0.17
Tot. Dest. 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.24 0.18
0.29
0.23
0.25
0.21
0.21
0.22
Origin
0
1
2
3
4
Tot. Dest.
Destination Ring
0 1 2 3
0.36
0.34
0.31
0.25
0.29
0.32
0.27
0.33
0.24
0.19
0.32
0.35
0.28
0.24
0.25
0.33
0.36
0.33
0.28
0.33
0.00
0.37
0.31
0.21
0.25
0.31 0.28 0.28 0.30 0.25
0.61
0.53
0.46
0.37
0.29
0.52
0.56
0.55
0.45
0.45
0.39
0.50
0.53
0.46
0.35
0.35
0.64
0.45
0.50
0.42
Tot.
4 Orig.
0.36
0.32
0.22
0.46
0.48
0.47 0.53 0.48 0.48 0.47
0.54
0.55
0.49
0.47
0.44
0.48
Origin
0
1
2
3
4
Tot. Dest.
Destination Ring
0 1 2 3
0.42
0.55
0.56
0.45
0.50
0.52
0.51
0.53
0.36
0.33
0.37
0.46
0.47
0.37
0.29
0.37
0.33
0.33
0.46
0.36
0.00
0.39
0.31
0.31
0.49
0.52 0.48 0.43 0.41 0.46
Transit auxiliary time (walk or drive to transit station) is very similar in both cities. Those
who reported taking transit had on average about a 40% shorter access time than those who did
not take transit. Transit waiting times were much longer in Boston. Some of this difference may
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0
1
2
3
4
Tot. Dest.
Tot.
4 Orig.
0.34
0.12
0.05
0.01
0.01
0.05
0
1
2
3
4
Tot. Dest.
Tot.
4 Orig.
Share of Female Tripmakers
Destination Ring
Origin 0 1 2 3
0.34
0.33
0.30
0.26
0.28
0.29
0
1
2
3
4
Tot. Dest.
Tot.
4 Orig.
0.43
0.49
0.47
0.43
0.43
0.45
"
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be due to assumptions used in the network skim process. Because travelers can time their arrivals
to published schedules, initial wait times in both estimates were capped at 20 minutes in Toronto
and 15 minutes in Boston. Although initial wait times are capped, transfer wait times are not
capped. The lower frequency of service and greater number of transfers required for some trips
seems to be the explanation for the greater wait time reported in Boston. Nevertheless, it is hard
to believe that the average Boston transit chooser waited more than 12 minutes in each direction
of her daily commute, as these data suggest.
Travel distances were slightly higher in Toronto, and in both cities a bit lower for transit
choosers compared to auto choosers. Travel distance by destination and residence is strikingly
similar for most ring O-D pairs. Automobile operating costs are mostly proportional to distance
traveled (not including parking and tolls, which are treated separately). Automobile cost was
considered as a variable but eventually rejected in the final model, as previously discussed.
Parking fees were higher in Toronto than Boston, especially for transit choosers, because of the
higher charges for parking in the CBD in Toronto. Expressway tolls were included as a separate
variable in the Boston model; their average is low because they are only imposed on a few routes.
There are no expressway tolls in Toronto.
Transit fares used in this modeling were considerably higher on average in Boston.
Effective fares are probably not as different because of the discounts available from the use of
passes in Boston. In both places those who did not take transit would have paid a higher fare on
average than those who did take transit because they had longer trips, more transfers, or would
have had to use higher-priced services such as commuter rail. (The transit fare means in Table 7-2
do not include "park and ride" parking fees which are charged at some commuter rail parking lots
in Boston; in Toronto park and ride lots are free.)
Looking at the variable averages as a group, one can see that total transit travel time (in-
vehicle, auxiliary, and waiting time combined) is always considerably higher than automobile
travel time. There are thus two primary motivations for using transit for work trips: avoiding
parking costs and avoiding automobile ownership costs. On average, those who took transit
would have faced a parking charge $4.25 higher than those who did not in Toronto and $2.80
4 Toronto's Highway 407 is scheduled to open as a toll road in 1997.
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higher in Boston. A significant number of transit riders in both places had either no automobiles
or fewer than one per worker in the household.
From these statistics one can argue that auto choosers are making a rational choice. The
average transit chooser in Toronto spent 23 minutes more traveling each way compared to taking
the same trip by auto, but saved $4.89 in out-of-pocket costs because of the cost of parking (see
Table 7-4). The average transit chooser in Boston spent 17 minutes more traveling, but saved
$3.18, again because of the cost of parking. By contrast, had the average auto chooser in
Toronto opted to take transit she would have had to spend an additional 41 minutes commuting
and would have saved only 49 cents for her trouble. In Boston the average auto chooser's transit
alternative would have taken 47 minutes longer each way and, to add insult to injury, would have
actually cost an additional 87 cents each way because of the high transit fare (the higher
commuter rail fares clearly dominate this average). The threshold value of time for transit
choosers can be calculated from these statistics as $12.97 in Toronto and $11.08 in Boston (both
1991 U.S. dollars) 46. On the other hand, the average auto chooser is making an economically
rational decision in Toronto as long as she values her travel time at more than $0.72 per hour. In
Boston, transit would have been more costly to the average auto chooser, and therefore its only
advantage would be savings from reduced automobile ownership.
46 These calculations assume that all travel time, in-vehicle and out-of-vehicle, is valued equally. If one takes the
more realistic position that out-of-vehicle time is valued more highly, the threshold value of travel time would be
lower.
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Table 7-4 Travel Time and Cost by Mode Chosen
A. Transit Choosers
Toronto Boston
Transit Auto Diff. Transit Auto Diff.
In Vehicle 30.6 21.1 9.5 23.9 28.8 -4.9
Access 9 0 9 9.4 0 9.4
Wait 4.1 0 4.1 12.7 0 12.7
Total Time 43.7 21.1 22.6 46 28.8 17.2
Fare/Gas 1.21 1.29 -0.08 1.43 1.07 0.36
Parking 0 4.81 -4.81 0 3.54 -3.54
Total Cost 1.21 6.10 -4.89 1.43 4.61 -3.18
Threshold Value of Time: -12.97 -11.08
B. Auto Choosers
Toronto
Transit Auto Diff.
In Vehicle 37.2 19.5
Access 15.7 0
Wait 7.7 0
Boston
Transit Auto Diff.
39.3
15.3
16.9
24.6
Total Time 60.6 19.5 41.1 71.5 24.6 46.9
Fare/Gas 1.63 1.36 2.74 1.13
Parking 0 0.76 0 0.74
Total Cost 1.63 2.12 -0.49 2.74 1.87 0.87
Threshold Value of Time: -0.72 1.12
Source: Author's calculations from TTS and CTPS 1991 Household Surveys and
travel time estimates from network skims.
Clearly saving money on auto ownership is an important factor in the decision to use
transit. As shown in Table 7-2, 21% of work-trip transit users in Toronto and 25% in Boston
came from households with no vehicles. Another 46% of work-trip transit users in Toronto and
32% in Boston had less than one motor vehicle per employed household member. In total, 67%
of transit users in Toronto and 57% in Boston live in households where there are not enough
motor vehicles for each worker to be a single-occupant driver. It is impossible to say whether
people have less automobiles because of the availability of transit service, or whether they use
transit because they lack autos; both relationships hold simultaneously.
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7.8 Model Results
The estimated coefficients for parallel binary mode choice models in Boston and Toronto
are shown in Table 7-5. Four specifications are displayed: the full model with separate transit
travel time components (Full Model 1); the full model with combined transit travel time (Full
Model 2), and models using level-of-service variables only with separate transit travel time
variable (LOS Model 1) and with a single transit time variable (LOS Model 2). For Full Model 1,
the rho-squared values (likelihood ratio indices) are 0.46 for the Boston model and 0.49 for the
Toronto model. The in-vehicle auto travel time coefficient is significantly higher in the Boston
model. The in-vehicle transit variable was not significant in the Toronto model, but all the other
variables are. The waiting time coefficient was significantly higher in the Toronto model. Most
researchers find that waiting time is at least twice as onerous as in-vehicle time; the Toronto
figure is consistent with this rule but the Boston result is not. The transit auxiliary time coefficient
is also higher in Toronto.
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Table 7-5 Boston and Toronto Logit Model Results
Full Model I
p
-2.166 -7.6
0.043 6.6
t
0
BOSTON
Variable
Constant
IVauto
Total Transit
lVtrans
OVwait
OVaux
Fare
Park
Toll
Apt
VehO
Vehi
Young
Female
rho-sq
N
TORONTO
Variable
Constant
IVauto
Total Transit
lVtrans
OVwait
OVaux
Fare
Park
Toll
Apt
VehO
Vehi
Young
Female
rho-sq
N
0.002
-0.093
-0.047
-0.183
0.724
n/a
0.373
5.114
1.265
0.263
0.822
0.489
15064
0.81
-9.20
6.94
-6.64
36.29
5.33
24.46
20.89
4.15
13.96
Full Model 2
p t
-2.166 -8.30
0.043 7.10
-0.029 -6.07
-0.175
0.717
0.806
0.555
4.383
1.347
0.568
0.025
-2.10
10.99
2.69
2.75
8.59
7.71
3.19
0.15
-0.029 -4.35
-0.030 -3.19
-0.029 -2.51
-0.176 -2.05
0.717 10.97
0.807 2.69
0.555 2.75
4.382 8.56
1.347 7.70
0.568 3.19
0.025 0.15
0.462
1794
Full Model 1
p t
-2.767 -22.76
0.023 8.49
-0.237
0.799
n/a
0.495
5.168
1.306
0.257
0.815
0.483
15064
-8.85
42.33
7.17
25.01
21.67
4.07
13.92
LOS Model I
p t
-0.506 -2.48
0.029 4.96
-0.027
-0.040
-0.032
-0.288
0.699
0.881
-4.31
-4.71
-3.08
-3.62
11.68
3.16
0.329
1794
LOS Model 1
p t
-0.615 -6.90
0.016 6.05
0.001
-0.120
-0.072
-0.219
0.649
n/a
0.367
15064
0.41
-13.21
-11.50
-8.64
36.59
LOS Model 2
p t
-0.614 -3.34
0.031 5.70
-0.031 -6.99
-0.266
0.700
0.886
-3.44
11.74
3.18
0.328
1794
LOS Model 2
p t
-1.440 -20.77
0.025 10.59
-0.017 -11.33
-0.300
0.753
n/a
-12.16
44.90
0.352
15064
The cost variables are much more similar than the time variables. The transit fare and
parking variables were virtually identical in the two models. Apartment ownership is associated
with a higher propensity to take public transit in Boston compared to Toronto. The automobile
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0.462
1794
Full Model 2
p t
-3.400 -33.29
0.030 11.95
-0.012 -6.94
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ownership coefficients are similar. Young people (under 30) have a higher propensity to take
transit in Boston compared to Toronto. In Toronto, women are more likely to take transit than
men, but in Boston there is no significant difference.
The rho-squared values for LOS Model 1 are significantly lower than the full models.
Although many of the coefficient estimates are different than in the previous model, they are
generally consistent. The variables positively related to transit use, namely parking costs and auto
in-vehicle times, have higher coefficients than in the full model. The variables negatively related
to transit use, transit fares and access and wait time, have lower coefficients. The sole exception
to this general rule is that the parking coefficient in the Toronto model is lower in the LOS model.
In the Boston case the Model 2's using a single transit time variable produce almost
identical results to the Model l's in terms of coefficients and goodness of fit. In the Toronto case,
the fit is slightly worse and the coefficients on other independent variables change. Auto in-
vehicle time is larger and more strongly significant in LOS Model 2, and closer to the estimated
Boston value. The "Total Transit" coefficient in Toronto is about half the size of the Boston
coefficient, suggesting that transit is much more onerous in Boston compared to Toronto. In
Boston, the disutility associated with travel time is estimated to be exactly equivalent whether by
auto or transit. In Toronto, automobile travel time is actually more disagreeable than transit
travel time.
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Table 7-6 Toronto Model Using 1/10th of the Full Sample
TORONTO
Variable
Constant
IVauto
Total Transit
lVtrans
OVwait
OVaux
Fare
Park
Toll
Apt
VehO
Veh1
Young
Female
Full Model 1
p t
-3.179 -8.21
0.016 1.77
0.002
-0.091
-0.031
-0.058
0.822
n/a
0.179
5.810
1.375
0.460
0.745
0.36
-2.82
-1.50
-0.69
12.39
0.80
7.52
7.04
2.27
3.88
Full Model 2
p t
-3.674 -11.06
0.023 2.79
-0.010 -1.92
-0.106
0.880
n/a
0.277
5.839
1.403
0.480
0.740
-1.29
13.8
1.26
7.62
7.22
2.38
3.72
LOS Model 1
p t
-0.928 -3.34
0.015 1.75
-0.001
-0.118
-0.051
-0.172
0.718
n/a
-0.31
-4.10
-2.72
-2.24
12.25
LOS Model 2
p t
-1.560 -6.97
0.024 3.13
-0.017 -3.55
-0.236 -3.17
0.799 14.26
n/a
Log likelihood -399 -404.04
rho-sq 0.503 0.499
N 1528 1528
In order to perform a model equivalency test,
-503.5 -514.93
0.371 0.363
1528 1528
I estimated a joint Boston and Toronto
model. To make the sample sizes more comparable, I created a subsample of the Toronto data
using 1/10th of the observations. The results for the same models as in Table 7-5 estimated on
the subsample are shown in Table 7-6. Many coefficients are the same. As expected, t-statistics
are lower because of the smaller sample size, and some variables are not statistically significant.
The results of the transferability test are shown in the following section.
I also re-estimated the Boston and Toronto models including Acost, a measure of
automobile cost based on the distance traveled and variable automobile cost per mile. This
variable had a significant but negative coefficient in the Boston models. The IVAuto coefficient
became much larger (0.09). In the Toronto model, Acost was positive and significant, but IVAuto
was no longer significant. Because Acost is really just a measure of distance, its theoretical effect
is indeterminate. In this case it had opposite effects on the two different models. Furthermore,
colinearity between distance traveled and travel times (particularly by auto) makes the coefficient
estimates unreliable when Acost is included.
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Table 7-7 Toronto Logit Model Results Using Alternate Parking Variable
TORONTO
Variable
Constant
IVauto
Total Transit
lVtrans
OVwait
OVaux
Fare
ParkReal
Toll
Apt
VehO
Veh1
Young
Female
rho-sq
N
Full Model 1
-2.360 -1
0.029 1
0.001
-0.108
-0.058
-0.203
0.736
n/a
0.324
5.098
1.254
0.205
0.719
0.506
14932
t
9.87
1.10
0.50
-10.58
-8.39
-7.27
37.08
4.56
24.03
20.35
3.16
12.00
Full Model 2
0 t
-3.121 -31.17
0.038 15.71
-0.014 -8.57
-0.273 -10.08
0.816 42.55
0.473
5.140
1.305
0.192
0.707
0.497
14932
LOS Model I
0 t
-0.404 -4.62
0.021 8.36
0.000 0.24
-0.133 -14.32
-0.080 -12.52
-0.240 -9.27
0.694 38.29
n/a
LOS Model 2
0 t
-1.290 -18.93
0.032 14.34
-0.019 -12.67
-0.334 -13.52
0.796 45.26
n/a
6.78
24.66
21.32
2.98
11.89
0.394
14932
0.374
14932
For the Toronto data I created a variable ("realpark") equal to the product of the surveyed
zonal average parking cost and a dummy variable indicating whether the traveler had free parking
available. The latter comes from a question on the Transportation Tomorrow Survey, "Is free
parking available at your usual place of work?" As shown in Table 7-7, the realpark variable
produced better results: the log-likelihood ratio increased, and the pseudo-t statistics increased for
both the parking variable and almost all of the other level-of-service variables. This result
suggests that a precise measure of parking price and parking availability improves mode choice
models. On the other hand, the model is not dramatically different from the model using zonal
parking prices.
7.9 Transferability Tests of The Boston and Toronto Models
I tested the formal transferability of the models by estimating a joint model using both
samples pooled (using the 10% Toronto subsample). I calculated the log likelihood test statistic
for each model variation and compared it to the critical value of the X-squared distribution (Table
7-8). None of the models were transferable except for the level of service model with a combined
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transit time (LOS2). Adding the ACOST variable made the models even less transferable, which
is not surprising given that the variable had opposite effects in the two contexts.
How can we interpret this result? The simplest models seem to be the most transferable to
different places, confirming Badoe and Miller's results on transferability over time. The Full
model may indeed by "overly specified" in that vehicle ownership is endogenous to the system, as
G6mez-Ibaifiez and Fauth argued. Why does the model with separate transit components not
transfer, even though it only contains level of service? I think the explanation may simply be that
in-vehicle transit time happens not to show up as significant in the Toronto model, possibly
because of colinearity with other variables.
Table 7-8 Model Transferability Test Statistics
Log Likelihood X-squared
MODEL Combined Toronto Boston d.f. calculated crit. (95%)
FuIll -944.208 -398.820 -527.068 13 36.6 22.36
FuIl2 -945.560 -404.038 -527.069 11 28.9 19.68
LOS1 -1168.300 -503.459 -649.868 8 29.9 15.51
LOS2 -1171.780 -514.927 -650.692 6 12.3 12.59
With ACOST
Full1 -943.633 -397.083 -517.290 14 58.5 23.68
Full2 -945.109 -401.649 -517.384 12 52.2 21.03
LOS1 -1166.300 -501.688 -634.987 9 59.3 16.92
LOS2 -1170.920 -512.453 -636.187 7 44.6 14.07
How do the models perform at aggregate prediction? Although this is not our primary
interest here, aggregate prediction is the major goal of planning agencies using choice models. I
produced cross estimates by enumerating each model with the sample from the other metropolitan
area. Table 7-9 shows the root mean square error (RMSE) calculated using equation (7-3). Both
models accurately reproduce the total number of trips within the estimation sample. The Boston
model performs relatively better at predicting Toronto trips given the Toronto sample. The more
variables in the model, the better its performance at aggregate prediction, even in a different
context, as long as you are allowed to use a local constant. The Boston LOS model performed
better than the Full model if you keep the original constant.
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Table 7-9 Aggregate Prediction Error of Cross-Estimates of Boston and Toronto Logit
Models
Boston RMSE
Predicted with Boston Full Model 1 0.391
Predicted with Toronto Full Model 1 0.845
with local constant 0.465
Predicted with Boston LOS Model 2 0.554
Predicted with Toronto LOS Model 2 0.769
with local constant 0.566
Toronto RMSE
Predicted with Toronto Full Model 1 0.136
Predicted with Boston Full Model 1 0.216
with local constant 0.203
Predicted with Toronto LOS Model 2 0.341
Predicted with Boston LOS Model 2 0.288
with local constant 0.303
A more complete specification of a model is useful for reproducing existing travel
patterns, and may provide better aggregate predictions even in another context, as long as you
supply a locally-specific constant to reproduce the known aggregate mode split. But a simpler
model is more robust and therefore transferable to different contents. The results presented here
show that mode choice decisions are ultimately based on the same underlying parameters in two
cities with very different mode splits. Only once one begins to introduce socio-demographic
factors do the differences in the two places reveal themselves.
7.10 What Factors Explain the Difference in Transit Use?
In 1991 there were 136,000 morning peak transit trips in Boston, but 271,000 in Toronto.
How can this difference be explained? The mode choice models calculated above can be used to
identify the effect of each independent variable on transit use. In order to isolate the effect of
variables, they are varied one at a time. The only way to do this is to aggregate the individual
data. Call the proportion of trips by public transit in any ij pair Pij. The share of total regional
morning peak trips in each zone pair is tij. The total number of regional morning peak trips is T.
The total number of regional trips by public transit is TPT. The following is then an identity:
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ZJ -t -T= TPT (7.5)
The summations are taken over the total number of origins (i) and destinations (j). Note that ti - T
= Tij, the number of trips by all modes from i toj. Predicted values of Pij are produced by
changing the zonal averages of independent variables. However, tij, the share of trips in each pair,
and T, the total number of trips, vary in both cities. There may be interaction effects which result
from changing two or more of the terms in equation 7.5 simultaneously.
Aggregation errors are inevitably introduced by decomposing the results based on
equation 7.5. To test the magnitude of this error, I replaced the sample transit waiting time in the
Toronto data set with its zonal average. The deviation in predicted regional transit trips (TPT) was
1.3%-a relatively modest amount.
I used equation 7.5 to decompose the parts of the difference in total transit trips. I
decomposed both the Boston model (Table 7-8) and the Toronto model (Table 7-9). The origins
and destinations (i's and j's) used in this analysis are the same rings described in Chapter 5 and
earlier in this chapter. As shown in Table 7-8, the total number of morning peak trips, T, was
about 13% larger in the Toronto survey area, largely because of greater population in the survey
area. Thus 13% of the difference can be explained by the greater number of trips in Toronto.
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Table 7-10 Factors Explaining the Difference in Transit Trips: Boston Model
total change in
Total HBW AM Peak Transit Trips trips trips
1. Toronto Actual 270,629
2. Boston Model Predictions Using Boston Sample 133,650
3. Difference in Transit Trips to be Explained (1 - 2) 136,979
4. Boston Model Predictions Using Toronto Means 177,523 43,873
5. Effect of Population Difference 150,878 17,228
6. Effect of Trip Distribution (includes interaction) 215,058 37,534
7. Total Boston Prediction in Toronto Conditions 232,285
8. Total Difference Explained (1 - 7) 98,635
9. Remainder Unexplained 38,344
Pct. of
Details of Explanatory Factors Effect Tot. Diff.
a. Number of Trips (population) 17,228 13%
b. Trip O-D Distribution 261569 19%
c. Parking Fee 29,656 22%
d. Transit Wait Time 12,115 9%
e. Transit Fare 3,050 2%
f Household Share in Apts. 975 1%
g. Auto Travel Time -8,832 -6%
h. Tolls 
-5,845 -4%
i. Household Share with O<veh/wkr<1 278 0%j Subtotal Independent Variables (c to i) 31,397 23%
k Interaction among ind. vars. 12,476 9%
I. Interaction: ind. vars & trip distribution 10,965 8%
m. Total Explained 98,635 72%
Another part of the difference comes from differences in the tij's, representing different
geographic patterns of trip making. For example, the total number of transit trips is greater in
Toronto because there are more CBD-bound trips, not just because the proportion of such trips
by transit is greater. I measure this difference by looking at the share of total trips in a matrix of
origins and destinations based on the ring system outlined in Chapter 5. If Pj is held constant but
the Toronto trip distribution by ring (the tij's) is substituted for the Boston distribution, there
would have been some 27,000 more transit trips in Boston.
The next part of Table 7-8 looks at the effect of varying the independent variables one at a
time. The ring-to-ring zonal averages from the Toronto dataset were substituted for the actual
values in the Boston data and the sample was re-enumerated in each case. The numbers in the
table represent the difference between the new transit trip estimate and the base estimate.
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Using the Toronto zonal average parking costs produces a large increase in transit
ridership, representing 22% of the difference between Boston and Toronto. The other variables
have less effect. Reducing Boston transit waits to Toronto averages explains another 9% of the
difference. Because auto travel times are lower in Toronto and there are no tolls, using the
Toronto levels of these variables would reduce Boston transit ridership. The zonal averages for
the remaining variables in the model were very similar, so no attempt was made to substitute
Toronto averages for Boston data.
Because they have offsetting effects, the independent variables examined account
collectively for only 23% of the difference in transit. However, there is also an interaction effect
among these variables; this accounts for an additional 9%. The interaction effect was calculated
by varying all of the inputs at the same time and then subtracting the resulting estimated transit
increase from the sum of the independent effects. In addition, there is an interaction between the
independent variable differences and the difference in trip distribution. This effect explains a
further 8% of the difference.
Summing all of the above effects, 72% of the total difference in transit ridership is
explained by these simulations. The two largest effects by far are the difference in trip patterns
and in parking fees. The remaining 28% of the difference is not explained by any of these factors.
There are some possible omitted factors which might account for the gap, including transit
service reliability (the variance of transit in-vehicle and waiting times) and differences in public
safety.
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Table 7-11 Factors Explaining the Difference in Transit Use: Toronto Model
total change in
Total HBW AM Peak Transit Trips trips trips
1. Boston Actual 135,155
2. Toronto Model Predictions Using Toronto Sample 268,951
3. Difference in Transit Trips to be Explained (1- 2) -133,796
4. Toronto Model Predictions Using Boston Means 127,411 -141,540
5. Effect of Population Difference 238,291 -30,660
6. Effect of Trip Distribution 253,146 -15,805
7. Total Toronto Prediction in Boston Conditions 80,945
8. Total Difference Explained (1 - 7) -188,006
Pct. of Tot.
Details of Explanatory Factors Effect Diff.
a. Number of Trips (population) -30,660 23%
b. Trip O-D Distribution -15,805 12%
c. Parking Fee -56,690 42%
d. Transit Wait Time -80,399 60%
e. Transit Fare -13,842 10%
f. Household Share in Apts. 0%
g. Auto Travel Time 8,316 -6%
h. Tolls 0 0%
i. Household Share with O<vehhvkr<1 0%
j. Subtotal Independent Variables (c to i) -142,614 107%
k. Interaction among ind. vars. 1,074 -1%
I. Interaction: ind. vars & trip distribution 0%
m. Total Explained -188,006 141%
Table 7-9 shows the results of decomposing the Toronto model using the same method
described above. The Toronto model using Boston data predictsfewer transit trips than were
observed in the Boston sample. The difference in variable means is more than enough to explain
the total difference. Longer transit wait time in Boston would by itself explain a reduction of
80,000 transit trips, and parking cost differences another 57,000 trips. The differences in the total
number of trips (T) and in the distribution of trips (the tijs) also would point to fewer total transit
trips. The Toronto model clearly "overexplains" the gap in transit trips between the two places.
Taking the results from both models together, transit waiting time, parking fees, and the
distribution of trips seem to be the most important factors in explaining the higher use of transit in
Toronto.
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7.11 Conclusions
Variables which are outside the direct control of transit agencies explain much of the
difference in the use of transit for work trips in Toronto compared to Boston. The most important
of these are the geographical distribution of trips and the level of parking costs. The provision of
extensive transit service may in the long run have an impact on locational decisions, in particular,
by increasing the attractiveness of CBD business locations. The high demand for land in the CBD
contributes in turn to the high prices of CBD parking. Therefore there may be an indirect effect
of transit policy on these variables, although it was not measured in this research.
Waiting time on average is lower for Toronto transit trips compared to similar trips in
Boston. This is the result of greater average frequency of service and denser route coverage, as
discussed in Chapter 6. Because waiting time is considerably more onerous than in-vehicle time,
the effect of this difference is amplified. In-vehicle transit times are generally shorter in Boston,
but the longer waiting times more than compensate. The decisions made by the average work trip
transit user are based on similar values of time in Boston and Toronto. Because of higher parking
costs, the threshold value of time which will attract a worker to transit is higher in Toronto,
despite faster automobile travel time.
The coefficient estimates from the mode choice model were significantly different for
many variables when a completely-specified, or "full", model was estimated using automobile
ownership, age, dwelling unit type, and gender. The coefficients in a level-of-service model,
including only transit and auto times and costs, were more similar. Indeed, the simplified LOS
model passed a formal model equivalency test for the Boston and Toronto contests. Although a
more complete model does a better job at predicting aggregate shares, the LOS model is more
theoretically supportable based on its transferability.
When travel opportunities are presented as they face the traveler, in terms of relative costs
and times for a particular trip, the underlying parameters were found to be equivalent. This
suggests that the behavioral processes are similar. Differences in outcomes are therefore the
result of differences in opportunities, in this case, travel times and costs. The mode choice model
does not measure urban form differences, since residence and job location are predetermined in
the model. I have demonstrated that differences in trip origin and destination patterns, combined
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with transit frequency differences, have a substantial effect on the share of transit work trips in the
two regions. This finding confirms the importance of the differences in residential density and job
locations discussed in Chapter 5.
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8. CONCLUSIONS
8.1 Policy Differences or Exogenous Factors?
Exogenous factors explain much of the gap in transit use between the U.S. and Canada.
The density of urban residences is one key difference. Over the postwar period, less than one-third
of new American housing units were in apartment buildings compared to one-half of all new
Canadian housing units. The Boston-Toronto comparison in the second part of this thesis shows
that population density differences are significant. The density of the central area is about one-
third higher in Toronto compared to Boston, even though the latter is one of the older and denser
cities in the U.S. Transit use drops off in Toronto in proportion to changes in density, suggesting
a strong correlation between transit use and area density. Boston has a sizable concentration of
CBD employment, but Toronto has an even larger share of jobs in the CBD. More striking still,
Toronto has many more jobs outside the CBD but still within the transit-accessible central area. In
Boston many more jobs are scattered throughout the metropolitan region.
Lower per capita income in Canada explains some of the difference in transit use, but
much less today than in the 1950s and 1960s when the differences in income and automobile
ownership were much greater. Boston and Toronto have almost the same per capita income, but
Toronto has at least twice as much transit use.
In recent years the large discrepancy in the amount of transit service provided per capita
stands out as a major difference between the U.S. and Canada. Americans and Canadians use the
transit service that is provided at approximately the same rate. Transit service and use are to
some extent simultaneously determined. Transit planners try to deploy only the service that will be
used. But in the era of widespread subsidies, transit service levels may be determined as much by
budgetary considerations as by the level of demand. 'Canada's subsidy programs succeeded in
maintaining and modestly increasing transit ridership through the late 1980s. This was
accomplished principally by restoring service back to the per capita level of 1950. Such a huge
increase in service never happened in the U.S. Despite subsidy levels that are similar to Canada's,
U.S. transit service per capita is still about half the 1950 level. Increasing American transit service
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to the Canadian level would not bring ridership up to Canadian rates because the elasticity of
transit ridership with respect to service is higher in Canada. But it would generate a substantial
increase in transit use.
The simulations in Chapter 3 reveal that if Canada had the same income and same level of
transit service as the U.S., it would have the same level of transit ridership. The reverse does not
seem to hold, based on the model estimated in this thesis. With Canada's ample transit service and
its 20% lower average income the U.S. would have 56% more transit trips than it has today. But
Canada has 100% more transit trips per capita. Factors other than transit service, transit fares,
and average income account for the remaining difference.
American transit service is more thinly spread, judging from the Boston-Toronto
difference in service provided and network size. The average frequency of service is twice as
great in Toronto. More frequent service translates into much shorter average transit waiting time.
Other than parking cost, waiting time is the only level-of-service variable which helps explain the
higher level of transit service in Toronto compared to Boston.
The mode choice model revealed that in addition to waiting time the largest differences
between Boston and Toronto transit come from differences in parking costs and the geographical
distribution of trips. Trips to the CBD have the highest transit share, in part because of the
scarcity of parking. Because a greater share of regional trips in Toronto are bound for the CBD
and other zones in the transit-oriented area, regional transit use is higher.
The basic level-of-service mode choice model was found to be transferable between the
Boston and Toronto contexts. This is significant because the outcomes are so different, and
because mode choice models are rarely found to be transferable. Unlike the time series models,
the choice model specifies the decision to travel in terms of relative times and costs for a
particular trip. When confronted with the same times and costs, Boston and Toronto residents
make similar travel decision. When additional variables are added the models are no longer
transferable. Some of the socio-demographic variables, such as gender, seem to have an effect
which is unique to each city. Because auto ownership may be simultaneously determined with
transit use, including it in the "full" model may bias the level of service coefficients. The mode
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choice model results corroborate at least the Canadian time series model, which was found to
reproduce actual U.S. transit ridership levels remarkably well.
8.2 Uses of Transit Subsidies
Both countries experienced similar, large increases in transit subsidies in the 1970s.
Canada was able to restore transit service to its 1950 per capita levels in part because transit unit
operating costs were not as high as in the U.S. More of the U.S. subsidy was claimed by
escalating unit costs. During the 1970s, the U.S. transit subsidy was also used to cover fare
reductions. Canadian transit fares rose, even after adjusting for inflation, although they were
initially lower. Because of higher costs and less success in attracting riders, the gain in transit
trips in the US. cost four times as much per new rider as in Canada.
8.2.1 Explanation of Higher Unit Costs
Why are U.S. transit unit operating costs higher? The wage rate in Canada is lower.
Much of the difference in labor rates lies in the higher cost of fringe benefits in the U.S. Because
Canadian medical costs are paid out of the tax system, they do not show up in the transit agency
budget. But lower wages and fringe benefits do not explain the entire difference. Toronto's TTC,
for example, uses substantially fewer employees per mile of service produced than Boston's
MBTA. The MBTA has higher unit operating costs in part because it has more fixed facilities
(stations, track, etc.) compared to the size of its operation than the TTC. The TTC uses more of
its subsidies to pay for vehicle operators service and less for managerial staff. Because the TTC,
and Canadian transit agencies in general, are more likely to be locally controlled and use a greater
share of local funds to cover operating costs, there is likely to be more concern with spending
funds wisely. The TTC-MBTA comparison is arguably skewed because Boston has particularly
high unit costs. However the difference in unit operating costs holds for the comparison between
the U. S. and Canadian transit industries as a whole.
This difference holds even though the TTC is unionized, and, in fact, has more restrictive
work rules than the MBTA. Once transit costs rise it is difficult to bring them back down without
a direct assault on transit unions, a difficult and messy prospect. MBTA costs rose especially
during a period in which local governments paid the entire operating subsidy but had no say over
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management decisions. By contrast, local government in Toronto (Metro and local municipalities
outside Metro) is directly involved in operating transit service and pays a large share of transit
costs. This separation of decision-making from its financial consequences helps to explain the rise
in MBTA costs. Even though a strike would be more crippling at the TTC because Toronto is
more transit-dependent, the institutional differences in funding sources and decision-making may
in fact be more important. Labor seems sufficiently powerful in Boston to maintain its gains, once
having won them. Labor is able to do so in part because of the threat of a strike, but even more
through its active involvement in state politics.
The MBTA's operating costs may be higher in part because it is an older system. But in
recent decades the MBTA has been able to secure significant capital funds to rehabilitate its
system and purchase new vehicles. However, it is possible that the availability of senior
government capital grants has tended to increase long-run operating costs. Such grants bias the
selection procedure towards capital-intensive modes even where less expensive projects are more
warranted. Since rail operating costs are higher than bus costs, such decisions can lead to
increases in system-wide operating costs. Capital projects also sometimes lead to a temporary
increase in staff which later becomes permanent. This is one of the mechanisms, I have suggested,
for the development of MBTA's top-heavy staffing.
8.2.2 Service Orientation or Investment Orientation?
There are two broad types of strategies that public transit agencies can follow. I call the
first a "service orientation" and the second an "investment orientation." The service-oriented
transit agency places a priority on service planning. Data are continuously collected and routes are
routinely re-evaluated to make sure sufficient service is provided to meet the demand. If a
scheduled trip is found to use a disproportionate share of the available subsidy, it is redeployed to
a place and time where it can be better used. The transit agency considers operating strategies to
improve service such as better design of transit stops, road priority policies, and fare policies to
reduce on-vehicle transactions. Capital investments are carefully designed to reduce operating
costs. According to this strategy, the average speed of vehicle travel should be viewed as only one
element of total trip time. Waiting time and walking time are perhaps more important. A network
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of frequent, densely-spaced service may serve riders better than a sparse network of rapid transit.
The number of transfers should be reduced by providing through-routed service where possible.
The burden of transferring should be reduced by creating transfer points which have convenient
access to a number of transit services and perhaps shopping. Customers should be used to regular
fare increases so they are not faced with a sudden large increase.
The investment orientation, on the other hand, seeks to maximize investment in the transit
system, typically from higher levels of government. According to this strategy, only advanced-
technology, fixed guideway facilities can provide the speed and comfort necessary to compete
with the automobile. Extending such services into suburban areas is necessary to bring customers
back to transit. Surface transit should be used to feed the high-capacity, high-speed mainline
system. Extensive automobile parking should be provided by the transit agency so that customers
do not need to use surface transit to access the rapid transit system. If subsidies are reduced,
service cuts should be made in the surface part of the system, since it would be foolish to cut back
service on the part of the system that has received the most capital investment. Fare increases
should be minimized so that more people will use the new services.
The MBTA's decision to concentrate its efforts on expanding first heavy rail and later
commuter rail are emblematic of its investment orientation. The elimination of free transfers and
barrier-free stations, the expansion of rail routes into the suburbs, and the gradual attrition of
surface routes cemented the MBTA system's transition from a dense network of surface and
subway routes to a sparse network of rail routes supplemented by infrequent and short feeder bus
routes.
Toronto's TTC was firmly in the service tradition even when it decided to build its first
subway route (Soberman 1997). As provincial subsidies became available in the 1970s, the TTC
began to shift towards the investment orientation. Its planned capital investments were designed
to attract new riders by shaping land uses rather than to reduce operating costs (Soberman 1997).
The TTC's decision to use "intermediate capacity" rail for one extension, forcing a transfer, was
largely determined by the province's economic development goals, against the better judgment of
TTC planners (Soberman 1997). Recently, the 25% municipal matching requirement and the
election of an Ontario government committed to budget austerity has held the TTC's ambitions in
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check. However, elements of the TTC's service orientation remain. The TTC continues to
provide frequent service on an extensive network of routes, is concerned with service reliability,
and is able to use its service planning process to minimize the ridership losses from subsidy
reductions.
It is not fair to attribute the condition of transit in the United States to transit policies
alone; the numerous exogenous factors mentioned in this thesis are arguably more important.
However, the investment-oriented transit strategy followed by most U.S. transit agencies possibly
contributes to the failure to substantially increase transit use. Without a priority on service
planning, transit agencies such as the MBTA are liable to deploy bus service inefficiently. Because
attracting new riders is a priority, and it is assumed that new riders will not ride buses, the bus
system is not given the level of amenity, much less the frequency of service, which is assumed for
new rail investments. Heavy rail in Toronto makes sense financially because the rail infrastructure
is intensively used, partly because it is supported by a large surface transit system. Toronto's
transit planners were lucky to develop their system in a rapidly growing city, and were foresighted
in structuring land use policy to encourage CBD and station-area development. Boston's transit
planners had much less regional growth to work with. Although CBD jobs increased, there was
little station-area development, in part because there is no mechanism to permit higher density
development over the objections of current residents.
8.2.3 Transit Futures
Although local subsidies may encourage greater economic efficiency in transit, in Canada's
case they are also more vulnerable to changing political and fiscal conditions. The two provinces
with the most transit use, Ontario and Quebec, have scaled back or eliminated transit subsidy
programs in the 1990s. Can transit service survive on local subsidies only? The TTC has a
relatively good change at surviving in the new environment because of the following factors: (1) it
already was the transit agency least dependent on subsidies in the U.S. and Canada; (2) its service
planning process provides a way to make service cuts and fare increases which have the smallest
impact on ridership; and (3) it has a favorable operating environment of high-density housing and
clustered employment locations. This operating environment will persist to a large extent if only
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because of the durability of real estate. On the other hand, insofar as jobs move to the suburbs,
transit is threatened. It cannot compete with free parking and scattered job locations.
In Boston, the next budget crisis seems around the corner. Management is faced with the
uncertain and difficult tasks of reducing costs and raising fares, both of which will be met with
resistance. On the other hand, the U.S. and Boston economies are booming, and job growth is
increasing. As of this writing, demand for downtown office space is strong, and new office
developments have been proposed. Boston could take a page from Toronto's story by trying to
attract development to transit stations, not just in the downtown. Given Boston's localism in land
use control, this will be an uphill battle. Recently Cambridge residents have proposed to reduce
the allowable development at several major transit stations. The U.S. could borrow Ontario's
strategy of requiring suitable zoning to be in place before capital grants for transit are distributed
(Girdhar 1985).
8.3 Sorting Through the Five Hypotheses
The hypothesis of cultural differences does not receive support from the analyses in this
thesis. It could be argued that service elasticities suggest that American transit use responds less
to changes in service. The difference may equally be in the deployment decisions of transit
operators. On the whole, it is the opportunities faced by travelers in the two countries which are
different. Americans are as likely to use the transit that is provided as Canadians, but less transit
service is provided. The greater amount of transit service in Canada is possible not because
subsidies are higher but because unit costs are lower and operating conditions are more favorable,
particularly population density and job location. Lower income and automobile ownership and
higher gasoline prices also help to make transit relatively attractive in Canada.
Both the urban development and economic development hypotheses are supported by this
research. Lower income in Canada during the 1950s and 1960s contributed to higher transit use
because automobile ownership was lower. It also contributed to the higher density of new
housing constructed during that period relative to the United States.
Another hypothesis is that transit and land use planning is a key to Canada's success.
Better planning is only a small part of the story given the other differences between the two
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countries. National policy, rather than local planning, seems to make the largest difference. The
U.S. subsidizes the price of owner-occupied housing through favorable tax treatment, increasing
average lot sizes. The U.S. subsidizes the local cost of highways, contributing to the building of
extensive metropolitan highway systems facilitating suburbanization of residences and
employment. The U.S. subsidizes transit capital costs, contributing to the overcapitalization of
transit systems and the depletion of scarce transit subsidies which might have otherwise been used
to underwrite a larger increase in service. None of these U.S. national programs has a Canadian
equivalent.
Differences in local institutions make better transit planning possible in Canada.
Metropolitan government, common in Canada but rare in the U.S., creates the possibility of
coordinating transit investment and service decisions with other infrastructure investments,
subsidized housing, and land use zoning. Historical and institutional factors meant that Canadian
cities never developed U.S. -style ghettos. In an era when transit is dependent on subsidies,
wealthier neighborhoods with stronger political connections are more able to insist that transit
service be frequent and reliable (Soberman 1997).
Toronto's planners are justly credited for their ability to attract development to transit
station areas. Favorable zoning, not just the subway investment, was essential for this outcome.
But zoning which permits towers in subnirban areas is generally only possible to enact when some
planning powers are retained by larger-than-local jurisdictions. Higher density development was
possible because of the underlying demand generated by very rapid population growth and the
high cost of suburban housing by U.S. standards. In the U.S. context, rapid transit investments
may not generate substantial ridership and may lead to increases in operating costs. Moreover,
the funds spent on construction might have been spent on increased service or lower fares with a
greater effect on total ridership. Kain has recently estimated that Atlanta's transit ridership would
be about twice what it is today if the city had decided not to build a rail system and had used the
funding on a combination of more bus service and lower fares (Kain 1997). This conclusion
parallels the findings in this thesis that Canada has twice as much transit service per capita as the
U.S. in part because it provides more service at lower unit costs.
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There is little evidence from this study that building rail transit is the essential ingredient to
transit's success, even though it was a vital component in the Toronto case. Toronto's transit
system is more heavily used than Boston's because its buses are more heavily used. The extensive
surface transit system in Toronto funnels riders into a sparse but high-frequency rail system,
thereby maximizing the use of rail infrastructure. In the face of declining or stagnant population,
Boston increased investment in its rail system while allowing surface service frequencies to
steadily decline. Boston's buses are poorly used because they offer less frequent, less reliable
service, higher fares, and fewer amenities.
So is Canada catching up to the United States in travel behavior, or does the latter remain
an outlier? Transit use in recent years has declined faster in Canada. However, service cuts and
fare increases brought on by a cyclical downturn and fiscal restraint explain much of the decline in
service. Even with the recent downturn, Canadians take many more transit trips per capita than
Americans. The differences in urban form and the durability of housing capital mean that the two
trends are not likely to cross soon. Nevertheless, in Canada recent growth in population and
employment has predominantly occurred in suburban areas. Even though Canada is moving in the
direction of the U.S. it is not there yet. Although income is an important determinant, the level of
public transit use in Canada -about twice as much per capita as in the US-cannot be explained
exclusively by differences in per capita GDP.
8.4 Summing Up
As economies develop transit use declines. But the U.S. - Canada comparison shows that
similar levels of economic development are compatible with large differences in transit use.
Moreover, transit in Canada serves proportionally twice as many trips with the same user cost per
trip and a similar total public subsidy after adjusting for the size of the two economies. Most of
the U.S.'s disadvantages for transit ultimately stem from long-term institutional differences which
have produced different urban areas and different transit policies. Borrowing a policy from
another country is difficult because of institutional differences. One lesson is the importance of
designing subsidy programs to minimize the pressure for real cost increases. Public policies may
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not be able to increase transit use significantly, but they could at least attempt to insure that transit
subsidies are used effectively.
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Appendix A: Time Series Data
Motor Vehicles
per Capita
Price of Gasoline
1991 US$/gallon
Year
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
GDP per capita
1994 US$
USA
0.27
0.29
0.29
0.30
0.31
0.32
0.33
0.34
0.34
0.35
0.35
0.36
0.37
0.38
0.39
0.41
0.42
0.43
0.44
0.46
0.47
0.48
0.50
0.53
0.54
0.55
0.57
0.58
0.59
0.60
0.61
0.62
0.62
0.63
0.63
0.65
0.66
0.66
0.67
0.68
0.67
0.66
0.66
0.67
0.66
VMT per capita
Canada
0.17
0.18
0.20
0.21
0.21
0.23
0.24
0.24
0.25
0.26
0.26
0.27
0.28
0.29
0.30
0.31
0.32
0.33
0.34
0.35
0.36
0.38
0.38
0.41
0.43
0.44
0.45
0.48
0.49
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.51
0.52
0.51
0.51
0.52
0.54
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
USA
1.51
1.42
1.42
1.46
1.47
1.48
1.5
1.5
1.43
1.43
1.43
1.4
1.38
1.35
1.33
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.32
1.29
1.25
1.23
1.18
1.19
1.47
1.44
1.41
1.4
1.36
1.65
2.02
2.03
1.81
1.68
1.57
1.51
1.16
1.15
1.11
1.16
1.38
1.20
1.16
1.11
1.08
Canada
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
1.42
1.38
1.42
1.40
1.41
1.40
1.39
1.36
1.35
1.36
1.31
1.31
1.37
1.42
1.47
1.47
1.40
1.41
1.50
1.83
1.99
2.02
2.04
2.08
1.75
1.77
1.70
1.77
1.91
1.77
1.67
n.a.
n.a.
USA
12151
13202
13451
13726
13396
13905
13931
13942
13643
14152
14228
14372
14886
15277
15912
16588
17360
17630
18180
18491
18280
18566
19311
20123
19810
19458
20232
20933
21705
22005
21636
21798
21127
21752
22894
23410
23872
24393
25064
25542
25566
25129
25424
25972
26770
Canada
7747
8189
8373
8789
8986
8632
9206
9762
9686
9625
9773
9839
9943
10450
10790
11295
11824
12392
12528
12993
13493
13651
13959
14588
15521
15981
16161
16931
17338
17951
18460
18494
18937
18107
18494
19472
20212
20673
21254
22026
22167
21786
21147
20993
21164
Miles
USA
2765
2937
3002
3132
3192
3396
3484
3496
3535
3662
3699
3735
3827
3933
4075
4218
4420
4554
4749
4917
5085
5334
5633
5795
5589
5742
6009
6204
6438
6282
6204
6252
6384
6549
6733
6888
7061
7332
7650
7861
7959
7976
8147
8263
8346
Canada
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
4062
4234
4366
4470
4619
4876
4861
4985
5140
5178
5420
5720
5956
5674
5166
5209
5731
5881
6034
6266
6683
6866
6701
6557
6678
n.a.
n.a.
Appendix A: Time Series Data (continued)
Transit Service
veh. mi per capita
Year USA
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
19.7
18.9
17.9
16.8
15.6
14.8
14.0
13.3
12.6
12.1
11.9
11.3
11.0
10.7
10.5
10.3
10.1
10.0
9.9
9.7
9.2
8.9
8.4
8.7
8.9
9.2
9.3
9.2
9.1
9.1
9.2
9.3
9.2
9.0
9.8
9.9
10.1
10.8
10.9
10.9
10.9
10.9
10.9
10.9
10.6
Transit Trips
Linked trips per cap.
Canada
18.1
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
11.7
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
10.3
10.1
10.0
10.1
10.2
10.1
11.2
11.7
11.8
11.5
11.4
11.4
11.6
12.3
12.7
14.1
14.9
15.3
15.9
16.0
17.2
17.9
17.8
17.4
16.6
17.1
18.2
16.7
17.8
17.1
17.5
17.2
16.9
16.4
16.6
USA
90.9
85.1
77.0
69.6
61.0
55.4
52.0
48.5
44.7
43.2
41.6
38.7
37.3
35.5
34.7
35.0
32.9
32.9
32.0
30.8
28.9
26.5
25.0
25.0
26.2
26.1
26.0
26.0
26.8
28.3
27.9
27.7
26.7
26.9
28.8
27.8
27.9
27.5
26.9
27.6
26.9
25.9
25.4
24.2
24.6
Canada
101.8
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
71.3
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
54.4
51.5
50.6
49.2
49.0
48.0
48.9
50.4
49.0
47.6
46.0
45.1
47.0
46.6
47.3
49.9
51.6
51.4
50.7
49.6
53.4
55.5
53.8
54.4
53.4
55.3
58.0
56.5
57.2
55.5
55.1
51.6
49.2
48.5
46.3
Transit Intensity
Trips/veh mi
USA Canada
4.60 5.63
4.50 n.a.
4.31 n.a.
4.14 n.a.
3.90 n.a.
3.75 6.08
3.71 n.a.
3.64 n.a.
3.55 n.a.
3.56 n.a.
3.51 5.29
3.42 5.11
3.40 5.08
3.32 4.88
3.31 4.83
3.39 4.76
3.26 4.37
3.27 4.32
3.23 4.16
3.17 4.15
3.15 4.05
2.98 3.95
2.99 4.05
2.89 3.79
2.94 3.73
2.84 3.54
2.80 3.46
2.83 3.36
2.94 3.19
3.11 3.10
3.04 3.10
2.99 3.10
2.91 3.03
2.98 3.13
2.92 3.21
2.81 3.23
2.78 3.19
2.56 3.38
2.48 3.21
2.53 3.24
2.47 3.14
2.38 2.99
2.34 2.92
2.23 2.97
2.31 2.78
Transit Rev.ITrip
1994 US$ per trip
USA Canada
0.60 0.35
0.60 n.a.
0.65 n.a.
0.70 n.a.
0.76 n.a.
0.80 0.48
0.82 n.a.
0.81 n.a.
0.82 n.a.
0.85 n.a.
0.87 0.62
0.90 0.63
0.91 0.62
0.93 0.62
0.93 0.63
0.90 0.68
0.96 0.69
0.96 0.78
0.95 0.77
0.98 0.82
1.03 0.84
1.08 0.83
1.09 0.80
1.04 0.78
0.94 0.71
0.89 0.68
0.91 0.75
0.90 0.72
0.84 0.70
0.76 0.72
0.68 0.70
0.67 0.71
0.74 0.72
0.73 0.73
0.76 0.74
0.77 0.72
0.83 0.75
0.81 0.74
0.80 0.74
0.77 0.77
0.81 0.77
- 0.81 0.82
0.81 0.84
0.84 0.85
0.85 0.85
Appendix A: Time Series Data (continued)
Transit Deficit/cap. Transit Deficit/GDP US Transit Subsidy
Year
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1994 US $
USA
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
2.61
2.84
3.46
5.01
5.43
6.23
8.02
9.15
12.28
18.83
19.90
20.26
20.12
21.31
27.16
32.18
30.75
29.69
30.26
36.99
38.16
37.23
38.26
38.61
38.34
37.36
38.10
36.72
36.45
37.78
Canada
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
-3.18
-1.81
-3.43
-0.90
-2.72
-1.46
1.09
3.03
6.88
13.06
17.70
19.72
23.23
28.55
28.22
32.57
35.43
36.57
35.01
34.34
32.28
32.48
34.31
34.95
35.12
36.83
33.86
36.56
35.88
36.56
Sources: See text for description (Chapters 2 and 3).
USA
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
0.02%
0.02%
0.02%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.04%
0.05%
0.06%
0.10%
0.10%
0.10%
0.10%
0.10%
0.12%
0.15%
0.14%
0.14%
0.14%
0.16%
0.16%
0.16%
0.16%
0.15%
0.15%
0.15%
0.15%
0.14%
0.14%
0.14%
Canada
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
-0.03%
-0.01%
-0.03%
-0.01%
-0.02%
-0.01%
0.01%
0.02%
0.04%
0.07%
0.10%
0.10%
0.12%
0.15%
0.14%
0.16%
0.17%
0.19%
0.18%
0.17%
0.16%
0.16%
0.16%
0.16%
0.16%
0.17%
0.17%
0.18%
0.18%
0.17%
per cap
USA
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
0.22
0.77
1.32
3.00
3.87
4.03
5.07
5.17
7.73
13.77
17.19
19.05
20.26
21.61
24.89
28.62
30.02
29.73
30.99
37.49
38.75
40.50
42.59
41.86
41.05
41.27
40.43
41.37
40.23
40.31
% GDP
USA
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
0.00%
0.00%
0.01%
0.02%
0.02%
0.02%
0.03%
0.03%
0.04%
0.07%
0.09%
0.09%
0.10%
0.10%
0.11%
0.13%
0.14%
0.14%
0.14%
0.16%
0.17%
0.17%
0.17%
0.17%
0.16%
0.16%
0.16%
0.16%
0.15%
0.15%
Transit Unit Costs
op. exp /veh mi
USA Canada
n.a. n.a.
n.a. n.a.
n.a. n.a.
n.a. n.a.
n.a. n.a.
n.a. n.a.
n.a. n.a.
n.a. n.a.
n.a. n.a.
n.a. n.a.
n.a. n.a.
n.a. n.a.
n.a. n.a.
n.a. n.a.
n.a. n.a.
3.22 2.95
3.28 2.86
3.38 3.08
3.44 3.12
3.54 3.19
3.80 3.30
3.96 3.40
4.15 3.52
4.22 3.50
4.77 3.66
4.56 3.67
4.59 3.91
4.60 3.94
4.68 4.05
5.28 3.98
5.57 4.07
5.34 4.17
5.41 4.24
5.52 4.30
5.96 4.43
6.00 4.22
5.98 4.16
5.60 4.56
5.53 4.35
5.46 4.53
5.43 4.51
5.44 4.42
5.31 4.61
5.27 4.74
5.56 4.58
Appendix B: Transit Use, Population Density, and Employment by U.S. Urbanized Areas
Data are for 1990.
Urbanized Area
New York, NY-Northeastern NJ
Los Angeles, CA
Chicago, IL-Northwestern IN
Philadelphia, PA-NJ
Detroit, MI
San Francisco-Oakland, CA
Washington, DC-MD-VA
Dallas-Fort Worth, TX
Houston, TX
Boston, MA
San Diego, CA
Atlanta, GA
Minneapolis-St. Paul, MN
Phoenix, AZ
St. Louis, MO-IL
Miami-Hialeah, FL
Baltimore, MD
Seattle, WA
Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater, FL
Pittsburgh, PA
Cleveland, OH
Denver, CO
San Jose, CA
Norfolk-Virginia Beach-Newport News, VA
Kansas City, MO-KS
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood-Pompano Bch, F
Milwaukee, WI
Cincinnati, OH-KY
Portland-Vancouver, OR-WA
Riverside-San Bernardino, CA
San Antonio, TX
Sacramento, CA
New Orleans, LA
Buffalo-Niagara Falls, NY
Columbus, OH
Indianapolis, IN
Orlando, FL
Providence-Pawtucket, RI-MA
Memphis, TN-AR-MS
West Palm Bch-Boca Raton-Delray Bch, FL
Salt Lake City, UT
Youngstown-Warren, OH
Louisville, KY-IN
Jacksonville, FL
Las Vegas, NV
Honolulu, HI
Birmingham, AL
Rochester, NY
Dayton, OH
ulation
tegory
bove
mil.
Population
(mil)
16,044
11,403
6,792
4,222
3,698
3,630
3,363
3,198
2,902
2,775
2,348
2,158
2,080
2,006
1,947
1,915
1,890
1,744
1,709
1,679
1,677
1,518
1,435
1,323
1,275
1,238
1,226
1,213
1,172
1,170
1,129
1,097
1,040
954
945
915
887
846
825
795
789
784
755
738
697
633
622
620
613
Unlinked
Trips per
Capita
175
45
103
87
26
113
112
18
31
117
29
69
33
16
23
49
60
57
12
54
45
38
32
11
15
14
54
29
50
8
37
19
82
32
19
13
9
20
17
3
30
2
29
13
11
116
9
25
26
Population
per mi2
5408
5800
4286
3626
3302
4152
3560
2216
2464
3114
3402
1898
1956
2707
2672
5429
3189
2966
2630
2157.
2637
3308
4240
1993
1673
3784
2395
2369
3021
2543
2577
3285
3850
3342
2740
1951
2248
2833
2419
2592
3107
1212
2671
1454
3017
4561
1559
2816
2243
Central Place Pop
Emp/UA Emp. Ca
13% A
16% 5
20%
18%
10%
16%
22%
23%
39% Be
18%
29%
18% 1.
14%
28%
16%
18%
21%
25%
16%
18%
20%
25%
23%
16%
22%
13%
26%
23%
28%
9%
42%
25%
25%
20%
42% Be
50% 1
24%
14% 0.
43%
10%
24%
6%
28%
#N/A
24%
44%
32%
32%
22%
tween
5mlY
and
5 mi
tween
5 miY
and
5 mil
Appendix B: Transit Use, Population Density, and Employment by U.S. Urbanized Areas
Data are for 1990.
Population
Unlinked
Trips per Population Central Place Population
Urbanized Area (mil) Capita per mi2 Emp/UA Emp. Category
Richmond, VA 590 37 1949 30%
Tucson, AZ 579 23 2349 38%
Nashville, TN 573 15 1185 57%
El Paso, TX-NM 571 22 2591 35%
Austin, TX 562 58 2057 59%
Hartford-Middletown, CT 546 36 2263 26%
Omaha, NE-IA 544 12 2820 43%
Springfield, MA-CT 533 19 1764 16%
Akron, OH 528 14 2052 23%
Albany-Schenectady-Troy, NY 509 25 2439 24%
Tacoma, WA 497 22 2135 21%
Albuquerque, NM
Toledo, OH-MI
Lexington-Fayette, KY
Tulsa, OK
Charlotte, NC
Fresno, CA
New Haven-Meriden, CT
Wilmington, DE-NJ-MD-PA
Fayetteville, NC
Grand Rapids, MI
Montgomery, AL
Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton, PA-NJ
Charleston, SC
Syracuse, NY
Scranton-Wilkes-Barre, PA
Raleigh, NC
Lorain-Elyria, OH
Colorado Springs, CO
Baton Rouge, LA
Columbia, SC
Flint, MI
Worcester, MA-CT
Melbourne-Palm Bay, FL
Bridgeport-Milford, CT
Wichita, KS
Columbus, GA-AL
Bakersfield, CA
Mobile, AL
Chattanooga, TN-GA
Des Moines, IA
Harrisburg, PA
Greenville, SC
Pensacola, FL
Spokane, WA
Corpus Christi, TX
Lansing-East Lansing, MI
Davenport-Rock Island-Moline, IA-IL
Stockton, CA
497
489
480
475
456
453
451
450
444
436
414
410
394
389
388
366
362
353
339
328
326
316
306
306
305
304
303
301
297
294
293
289
287
279
270
265
264
262
13
36
5
7
26
20
21
11
3
9
2202
2529
3059
1559
1884
3417
2405
2393
2303
1954
2576
2888
1570
2910
1928
1972
2161
1999
2344
1651
1990
2275
1312
1738
1533
1391
3078
1314
1156
1839
1955
1333
1516
2457
1735
2686
1808
3551
46%
34%
30%
51%
68%
38%
19%
15%
14%
30%
27%
16%
20%
29%
11%
47%
8%
48%
46%
39%
32%
33%
#N/A
20%
56%
#N/A
30%
39%
43%
47%
22%
29%
18%
35%
42%
37%
18%
34%
Less than
0.5 ml
Appendix B: Transit Use, Population Density, and Employment by U.S. Urbanized Areas
Data are for 1990.
Urbanized Area
Shreveport, LA
Jackson, MS
Canton, OH
Sarasota-Bradenton, FL
Oklahoma City, OK
Madison, WI
Knoxville, TN
Fort Wayne, IN
South Bend-Mishawaka, IN-MI
Lawrence-Haverhill, MA-NH
Modesto, CA
Ann Arbor, MI
Anchorage, AK
Daytona Beach, FL
Augusta, GA-SC
Oxnard-Ventura, CA
Fort Myers-Cape Coral, FL
Reno, NV
Peoria, IL
Rockford, IL
Little Rock-North Little Rock, AR
Population
(mil)
256
254
248
248
245
244
242
242
238
237
231
222
222
221
221
221
221
214
210
208
192
Unlinked
Trips per
Capita
14
6
7
7
15
38
14
7
14
5
12
18
14
14
10
10
10
35
10
13
13
Population
per mi2
1751
1632
2387
1675
2242
2500
1876
1764
1975
2149
4423
2915
1375
1732
2249
1666
1775
2293
1342
2281
2309
Central Place
Emp/UA Emp.
37%
49%
22%
23%
#N/A
64%
58%
51%
30%
11%
30%
41%
55%
22%
25%
21%
25%
47%
35%
44%
71%
Sources: See text, chapter 3.
Population
Category
Less than
0.5 mY
(cont'd)
Appendix C: Transit Operating Statistics, All Operators, Greater Toronto Area, 1991
rev rev veh
System
Ajax
Aurora
Brampton
Burlington
Markham
Milton
Mississauga
Newmarket
Oakville
Pickering (a)
Richmond Hill
Whitby
Vaughan
Hamilton-Wentworth
Tot. Small Systems
TTC
Tot. Local Transit
GO
Grand Total
TTC+GO
TTC % of local
Sm. System % of Tot
rev veh hrs pass km
40,960 1,435
5,204 157
217,209 5,824
107,120 1,964
79,355 2,865
6,575 122
689,027 21,096 1
37,808 904
143,488 2,518
50,957 809
43,980 569
41,233 636
86,842 2,433
795,737 24,156 1
2,345,495 65,488 4
8,485,000 424,200 18
10,830,495 489,688 23
#N/A 35,181 1
#N/A 524,869 25
756
161
4,629
2,062
1,949
154
5,891
774
2,170
851
1,169
826
2,435
3,828
7,655
7,450
5,105
8,335
3,440
#N/A 459,381 205,785
revenue
1,114
87
7,043
2,072
3,487
80
23,851
666
2,598
761
698
603
2,670
23,127
68,857
461,900
530,757
97,934
628,691
oper. oper.
exp deficit
1,576
246
11,839
4,826
7,076
398
44,916
1,736
5,325
2,418
2,554
1,870
5,214
49,319
139,313
646,866
786,179
164,199
950,378
462
159
4,796
2,754
3,589
318
21,065
1,070
2,727
1,657
1,856
1,267
2,544
26,192
70,456
184,966
255,422
66,265
321,687
559,834 811,065 251,231
pass rev
lkm lpass
1.90 0.78
0.98 0.55
1.26 1.21
0.95 1.05
1.47 1.22
0.79 0.66
1.33 1.13
1.17 0.74
1.16 1.03
0.95 0.94
0.49 1.23
0.77 0.95
1.00 1.10
1.75 0.96
1.37 1.05
2.26 1.09
2.08 1.08
1.92 2.78
2.07 1.20
2.23 1.22
78% 87% 80% 87% 82% 72% 165% 104%
#N/A 12% 19% 11% 15% 22% 66% 88%
def pass
exp/km
2.08
1.53
2.56
2.34
3.63
2.58
2.83
2.24
2.45
2.84
2.18
2.26
2.14
3.57
2.92
3.45
3.34
8.96
3.75
exp/hr
38.48
47.27
54.51
45.05
89.17
60.53
65.19
45.92
37.11
47.45
58.07
45.35
60.04
61.98
59.40
76.24
72.59
3.94
118%
78%
128% 109%
Source: CUTA 1992.
(a) 1990 data.
km/hr
18.46
30.94
21.31
19.25
24.56
23.42
23.06
20.47
15.12
16.70
26.58
20.03
28.04
17.38
20.32
22.09
21.71
/pass /mi
0.32 3.04
1.01 1.56
0.82 2.01
1.40 1.52
1.25 2.35
2.61 1.27
1.00 2.12
1.18 1.87
1.08 1.86
2.05 1.52
3.26 0.78
1.99 1.23
1.05 1.60
1.08 2.80
1.08 2.20
0.44 3.62
0.52 3.33
1.88 3.07
0.61 3.31
0.55 3.57
41% 165%
176% 66%
exp/hr
31.5
38.7
44.7
36.9
73.1
49.6
53.4
37.6
30.4
38.9
47.6
37.2
49.2
50.8
48.7
62.5
59.5
def
exp/mi /pass
2.73 0.26
2.00 0.83
3.35 0.67
3.07 1.15
4.76 1.03
3.39 2.14
3.71 0.82
2.94 0.97
3.22 0.89
3.73 1.68
2.87 2.67
2.97 1.63
2.81 0.86
4.68 0.89
3.83 0.88
4.53 0.36
4.39 0.43
11.74 1.54
4.92 0.50
5.17 0.45
118% 41%
78% 176%
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